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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation, the chemical oxidation of trace 

organic impurities by the treatment of UV light alone, ozone 

cilone, and the combination of UV light and ozone in ultrapure 

water is discussed. 

Eighteen model conpounds are chosen as the representative 

orgainic contaminants. Significant synergistic removal effect 

by the oxidation of the combination of UV light cind ozone has 

been observed on all model confounds except for 

trichloroethylene, benzoic acid, and methionine. The removal 

efficiency by the oxidation of the combined treatment is 

observed to be greater than that by the oxidation of UV light 

alone or ozone alone for all model organics. Based on the 

same injected amoxint of contamincuits over a given period of 

time, it is shown that the amount of leftover material after 

one cycle in the loop in a run with ozone injection is lower 

than that in a nm without ozone injection for most cottpounds. 

The photolytic ozonation in^jroves the TOC removal efficiency 

not only on the UV unit, but also on the loop removal 

performance. The chemisti^i advantages and disadvantages of 

all those three oxidative methods are discussed. 
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The mechanisms of oxidative reaction for the DV/ozone 

interactions cind of ion exchange in the deionized teuik are 

proposed. The rate coefficient of each reaction for model 

conpoiind is determined by fitting the model prediction to the 

experimental data. The metrology for modeling the whole 

ultrapure water system has been established. The mathematical 

derivations for that metrology are given. For the purpose of 

paving the road for the reuse of rinsing wastewater, three 

cases simulating TOC dynamic responses are discussed, and the 

chemistry between HCl and organics under the treatment of UV 

light alone is studied. 

The combined UV/ozone reaction has been proven to be a 

better way in removing organic contamincints in terms of 

particles population number density. The mathematical 

equation of particle size reduction with its bresdcage rate and 

fragmentation distribution function is proposed suid validated 

with the experimental data. It is concluded that the surface 

erosion is the pathway of size reduction when organic 

particles are oxidized. 
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1.1 the Concept of Ultrapure Water 

Currently, the semiconductor industries are capable of 

both handling fine processing, for example, 0.18 - 1.0 ^m wide 

pattern lines, and of in5)roving the yield of such fine-

geometry devices. However, as the number and con^lexities of 

their processing steps become greater in direct proportion to 

the further integrated VLSI (very large scale integrated) 

circuit devices being made, the chances for the devices to be 

contaminated by impurities during meuiufacturing processes 

increase, and potentially may leads to a production yield loss 

(Mumaw, 1988). Therefore, the prevention of the wafer surface 

contamination is always a very in^ortant issue. 

The IC (integrated circuit) devices on the surface wafer 

are manufactured by a series of chemical processes. After 

each manufacturing process, chemicals which are used must be 

rinsed off the wafer surface with ultrapure water so that the 

wafer will be ready for the next process. In other words, 

ultrapure water is one of the most critical processing fluids 

used in semiconductor manufacturing. If the quality of the 
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ultrapure water is not sufficient, the wafer surface is 

contaminated by the iti^urities carried in water itself, and 

this cleaning process is meaningless. According to Blackford 

(et.al. 1994), an 8-inch-diameter wafer, for 4-megabyte 

dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) , is washed 50 to 70 times 

during its manufacturing process. If the rinsing water is 

contaminated, the device will be exposed to the contamination 

more frequently than the contamination seen in any other 

single aspect of the wafer processing. Each wafer throughout 

its processing may see up to approximately 5,000 liters of 

ultrapure water. After the rinsing process, the water is 

dried and evaporated, nonvolatile residues such as inorganic, 

organic in^urities and colloids that are present in the 

ultrapure water remain on the surface of the wafer. The 

remaining wafer surface contamination not only damages the 

quality of substrate wafer euid devices but also leads to the 

dislocations at the edge of fine patterns, oxidation-induced 

stacking faults, cuid oxide breakdown defects. Since minute 

traces of residue contaminauits on the wafer surface can cause 

defects in the resulting semiconductor device, it is important 

to use water of high-purity. 
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Theoretically, absolutely pxire water is ideal for the IC 

manufacturing processes, but it is not availeQ}le in practice. 

The concept of ultrapure water is developed along with the 

semiconductor industry, and changes with each new device 

produced. Taible 1.1 summarizes the relationship between the 

ultrapure water quality smd VLSI circuits (Ohmi, 1993). 

Generally speaking, there are two kinds of contamination on 

the wafer surface. One is visible; a particle is a major 

example. The other is invisible and includes contamincuits 

such as organic materials, inorgcuaic material, and heavy 

metals which are adsorbed on the wafer surface as atoms or 

molecules. Table 1.1 shows a trend in which the allowable 

standards are stricter as the devices get more con5)licated. 

Taking the stcindards of particles as exait^les, as the device 

is further integrated from 64 k to 16 M, the allowcible sizes 

for particles are getting smaller auid smaller from 0.2 ^m down 

to 0.06 fim. Based on the possibility that the adsorption on 

the surface of wafer rises as the particle size decreases, the 

allowable particle population density (ps/cc) is getting less. 

Actual standards for the IC devices in the semiconductor 

plants are more stringent than the data in Table 1.1. 
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TcUsle 1.1 Ultrapure Water Quality and Integration Level 
of VLSI Circuits 

Device 
ORAM 

64K 256K IM 4M 16M 

Resistivity 
(MQ-cm) 

> 15 > 17 > 18 > 18 > 18 

Particle (ps/cc) 
> 0.2/im 

100 -
200 

< 50 

Particle (ps/cc) 
> 0.1/itti 

< 100 < 20 

Particle (ps/cc) 
> 0.08/im 

< 1 

Particle (ps/cc) 
> 0.06^ni 

< 0.5 

TOC 
ifig C/1) 

< 500 < 100 < 50 < 20 < 10 

Bacterium (ps/cc) < 1 < 0.1 < 0 . 0 5  < 0.01 < 0.005 

Resolved oxygen 
(Mg 0/1) 

< 100 < 100 < 50 < 50 

Silica(;ig SiOj/l) < 10 < 10 < 5 < 5 

Na (/xg Na/1) < 1 < 1 < 1 < 0.1 < 0.1 

K (/xg K/1) < 1 < 1 < 1 < 0.1 < 0 . 0 5  

CI- (/xg C1-/1) < 5 < 5 < 1 < 1 < 0.1 

Cu (/xg Cu/1) < 2 < 2 < 1 < 1 < 0.1 

Fe (/xg Fe/1) < 1 < 1 < 0.1 

Zn (/xg Zn/1) < 5 < 2 < 1 < 1 < 0.1 

Cr (/xg Cr/1) < 1 < 0 . 1  < 0.02 

Mn (/tg Mn/1) < 1 < 0.5 < 0.05 
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However, the data in Table 1.1 are to show the message that 

the allowable standards are stricter as the devices get more 

cotr^licated. Among those in^urities in ultrapure water, 

orgcuiic contamincints are of our interest in this paper. 

As the time goes on, the technology for improvements in 

water purification becomes more defined; more reliable 

measurements and new means to improve water purity become 

applicable. The specifications of ultrapure water are often 

the limitation of what is attainable then. They do not mean 

that the limits are sufficient; rather they are the best 

levels currently possible. This is what is meant by "state of 

the art". 

Water underground has variously leached and dissolved 

minerals and salts from the components of the earth and rocks 

which it has rtin by. As mn-off and streams, water has picked 

up and carried a variety of iirpurities such as natural or 

synthetic orgcUiic materials, salts, colloids, cind various 

other soil constituents, whether in solution or suspension, 

into the lakes, ponds, cuxd whatever reservoirs. As water 

drops as rain, it scrubbles various gases from the atmosphere. 

Organisms such as bacteria cind viruses also grow in water. 
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For all of those reasons, the water sources that one 

encounters are always aqueous solutions or suspensions of 

various con^ositions. 

It is iit?)ossible to produce ultrapure water by processing 

raw water containing various impurities with only a single-

stage water treatment. In order to achieve this goal, various 

processing technology are combined to build an ultrapure water 

production system. The ultrapure water production system is 

coti5)osed of a pretreatment system, a primary treatment system, 

an ultrapure water polishing system, and a wastewater 

reclamation system. The most appropriate choice of 

pretreatment process and units is based on a study of raw 

water quality, and it's generally designed to contain 

processes such as coagtilation, setting, filtration, microfloc, 

softening, silica removal amd activated carbon filtration. 

The primary treatment is mainly composed of a reverse osmosis 

unit, a deaerator, and an ion-exchange unit. The ultrapure 

water polishing system is used to treat the remaining trace of 

contamincints and is mainly composed of an ultraviolet (UV) 

sterilization unit (an oxidation unit), an ion-exchange unit, 

and an ultrafiltration unit. The design of an ultrapure water 
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production system requires a full understanding of the 

properties and behavior of natural water, as well as the 

characteristics eind limitations of each technology applied to 

each component system. 

The consunption and cost of treatment of ultrapure water 

is growing in proportion to the more advanced integrated 

circuit device being demanded. The needs and trends for 

revolution in redesigning the traditional ultrapure water 

treatment system which treats the rinsing water at point of 

use (POU) for discharge outside plants are highly called for 

when the economic efficiency of ultrapure water treatment, 

restrictions on the water supply, and environmental impacts of 

the amoxmt of discharged water and the concentration level of 

waste water are considered. When city water is used to 

produce ultrapure water, it costs 1.5 - 2.0 dollars/M^. It 

also costs 1.5 - 2.0 dollars/M' to treat the waste water with 

only ultraviolet light. On the other hand, the cost of 

reclaiming waste rinsing water (water less contaminated) is 

only 0.5 - 0.7 dollars/M^. These numbers may vary from place 

to place, but show the ideas. The recycling and reusing of 

ultrapure water from the rinsing process can resolve the 
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problems mentioned above. The full potential of this new 

trend of research for design, simulation cind maintenance 

remains challenging. 

1.2 Total Organic Carbon 

Organics are defined as the compounds of carbon. TOC 

(total orgauiic carbon) comprises a wide range of compoxinds 

possessing a wide range of structures, physical and chemical 

properties. 

In reality, the total concentration of all inorganic ions 

measured often does not reach even 1 ppb. On the other hand, 

the concentration of organic contaminants is still more than 

ten ppb, euid much higher than that of inorgeuiic substances. 

In order to qualitatively in^jrove the quality of ultrapure 

water, the most direct effective meeuis is to remove organic 

contaminants. 

The presence of organic substcuices in water will cause 

corrosion problems in boiler operation in the power 

industries. In pharmaceutical industries, the content of 

organic matter must be below the detection limit which is 
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based on the United Stated Pharmacopoeia (UPS) oxidizcible 

substcuice test performed with acidic potassium permanganate 

solution. 

When the TOC concentration decreases below the range from 

800-100 ppb, the defect density of the devices on wafers 

manufactured with ultrapure water at that TOC concentration 

will also decrease, indicating a close correlation. 

McConnellee, et.al (1986) were able to correlate high defect 

densities in gate oxide to high organic impurities in the 

semiconductor rinsing water. The deposition of orgcuiics on 

reverse osmosis (RO) membranes will reduce the filtration 

area. The adsorption of organics on the surface of ion-

exchange resins will reduce ion-exchange capacities and 

produce regeneration problems. Additionally, any organic 

remaining in the water Ccui serve as sui energy source for 

microorganism to grow. 

Organic contaminants differ from place to place, and 

commonly fall into the following categories (Pate 1991): 

endotoxins, humic acids (from decoirposition of plant and 

animal matter), solvents (from water recycling), surfactants 

(from water recycling) , plasticizers (from organics extracted 
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from resin, filters, pipes; also from the degradation material 

of the water treatment devices, such as the chemicals derived 

from the oxidative action of chlorine or oxideuits on resins, 

RO membranes, or other polymeric materials), cuid halomethanes. 

Further, these C0tt5)0unds may be present in water either 

as dissolved or dispersed colloidal or particles state. These 

factors add to the con^lexity of the ultrapure water 

purification. Although orgeuiics are placed into the all 

encompassing total orgcinic carbon category, removal of TOC 

will not occur with a single purification technique. 

1.3 Particles 

The term "particles" comprises an extremely broad range 

of substances which have physical sizes and is filterable 

(BcJ-zas, 1988) regardless of its size, or composition. There 

are two different names for suspended materials in water. 

Particles in water are defined in the reuige from 0.2 /xm to 

several micron; colloids from 1 nm to 0.2 im. The sources of 

particulate material are numerous cind varied. Particulate 

substances consist of organic particles and colloids of 
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globular macromolecules, cuid the mixtures of organic 

colloidals with metals such as iron, aluminum, mangeuiese, 

titanium, and with silicon; macroorganisms; and inorganic 

particles auid colloids of clay, metal ion and silica. In 

addition, sxibstances from the water system itself Ccui add to 

the particle coxint. Materials such as carbon fines; broken 

ion-exchange resin fines; pieces, bits, fibers, suid particles 

of filter membranes and piping material; and particles worn or 

abraded from the surfaces of O-rings, puitp, valves, and moving 

parts in general can be sources of contamination as well. 

The type of defects that particles cause may be 

mechanical or chemical (Accomazzo, et.al., 1988). If a 

particle adheres between or on the metal lines of the 

microcircuit, a short or open circuit in the device may 

result. A rule of thumb for the size of tolercible particle 

size is that the particle should be between 0.10 to 0.33 of 

the size of the device geometry (Faylor, et.al., 1988). 

Suspended orgamic particles will be the rows of our 

interest in this paper. 
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2 . 0  C U R R E N T  I S E T H O D S  F O R  0 R 6 A N I C S  R E M O V A L  

2.1 Physical Methods 

Physical methods includes methods such as reverse 

osmosis, ion exchange and filtration, which will be discussed 

in the following sections. 

2.1.1 Reverse Osmosis 

First of all, it will be helpful to know the principle of 

osmosis. Osmosis occurs in a system where a semi-permeable 

membrane is placed between a pure solvent and an impure 

solution containing solvent plus contamincuits. Solvent will 

flow across the membrane toward the more concentrated 

solution. This flow is a result of the chemical potential 

driving force due to the presence of the contamincuits on the 

impure solution side of the system. 

Reverse osmosis (RO), as the name suggested, is a 

physical process by which dissolved materials in a solution 

are separated from the solvent with the assistauice of a semi

permeable membrane, and a flow of water in a direction 

opposite to that seen during the nature process of osmosis. 
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By the application of pressure in excess of the natural 

osmotic pressure to the feed water, the membrane will 

preferentially allow water molecules to pass through euid 

reject a high percentage of electrolytes cuid dissolved 

materials. 

The heart of the RO system is the reverse osmosis 

membrane itself. As a result of developments and inprovements 

in these membranes, the number of fields applicable to the RO 

method has been steadily increasing. There are several RO 

membranes currently in use which are roughly classified into 

the following two groups according to the material they are 

made of: cellulose acetate and its derivatives, cuid synthetic 

polymers. Current products are extremely diverse in material 

and ability to purify water. The performance of a RO module 

is measured in terms of a salt rejection ratio; which is 

defined as 1 minus the ratio of permeating water salt 

concentration to feedwater salt concentration. The higher the 

ratio, the better the performance. The operating efficiency 

of a RO module depends on many factors such as applied 

pressure, temperature, the presence of bacteria, oxidizing 

agents, chemicals, pH value, the texture decay of membrane. 
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and the degree of fouling. 

In an ultrapure water plcuit, the RO module is located 

before or after the ion exchanger. The exact position depends 

on the properties of water. 

Generally, the cellulose acetate-based membranes have a 

low removal of organic impurities of light molecular weight 

(MW 200-300 or less). Theoretically, the removal of colloidal 

svibstances, fine particles, and microorganisms is 100%. 

Currently, the limitation of the TOC level is about 10-20 ppb 

by using RO to treat water. However, those impurities are 

detected in the permeate flow. Those problems are due to 

membrane defects, defects in the bonded and sealed parts, and 

pollution from the external environments which occur when 

manufacturing membranes and modules. 

2.1.2 Ion Exchange 

An ion exchange reaction is the interchange of ions 

between exchange active sites on the solid phase (ion exchange 

resins) and incoming ions in liquid phase surrounding the 

solid. The exchange active sites of the resins show 

preferential affinity for certain ions over others and this 
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phenomenon is used to remove specific ionic materials from 

process streams. The simple rules for that affinity have been 

developed. Generally preference is shown for ions with 

multiple charges and they are usually held more strongly thaui 

those of lower charge. Secondly, the affinity for the ions 

with the same charge decreases as the ionic size increases 

(Arden, 1968). 

The materials of ion exchange resins are prepared from 

synthetic polymers such as styrene-divinyl-benzene copolymers 

which have been sulfonated to form acidic cation exchangers, 

or aminated to form strongly basic anion exchcuigers. Weeikly 

basic anion exchcuigers are similar to the strong base except 

for the choice of amines. Weakly acidic cation exchangers are 

usually prepared from crosslinked acrylic copolymers. The 

following is how the strong acid, weak acid, strong base, and 

weak base exchemge resins work. The strong acid cation-

exchcuige resin can exchange the cation from neutral salts, 

such as NaCl or CaCl,, as well as bases, such as NaOH, eind 

weak acid salts, such as NciHCOj. A strong base anion-exchange 

resin CcUi exchange the anion from neutral salts like NaCl as 

well as mineral acids HCl and weak acids. A weak acid cation-
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exchange resin Ceui exchange a base like NaOH or a weak acid 

salt like NcJICOj. Finally, a weak base cuiion-exchange resin 

can exchange mineral acids like HCl and weak salts like NH4CI. 

In the ultrapure water production system, deionization is 

the only feasible technique for bringing the resistivity of 

the water up to 18.2 MQ-cra. Ultrapure water is frequently 

produced by the use of a mixed-bed ion exchcinger unit where 

the cuiion and cation resins are held together in the same 

unit. 

There are two physical types of ion-exchange resins that 

should be recognized as separate. When styrene and 

divinylbenzene are polymerized to produce an ion-exchange 

resin, the completed ion-exchange resin, which is called of 

the gel type, is almost transparent aind has micropores. On 

the other hcind, when special polymerization methods are 

applied so that the resin features with macropores, the 

product is called porous type. 

2.1,3 Filtration 

Filtration is the mechcuaical separation of solids which 

include microbes or particles in a multitude of size ranges 
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from a fluid by forcing the fluid through a porous material 

called the filter medium. 

There are two types of filtration: ultrafiltration (UF) 

and microfiltration (MF) , UF is a low pressure membrane 

separation process that is capable of removing high molecular 

weight materials, colloids, and microorgeuiisms from liquids. 

One itnportant advantage that UF can offer over MF is that the 

pore size of an ultrafilter is much smaller thcui that of a 

microfilter, and results in removal of small colloidal 

particles and high-molecular-weight coti5)o;inds. Reverse 

osmosis refers to the separation of dissolved salts from 

water. Usually, a RO module generates more particles than the 

UF module, indicating that the pore size of a membrsuie has 

nothing to do with the existence of particles in the permeate 

water. 

It is appropriate to review the structure of filter 

media, including those built of fibers, and come to grips with 

what is meant by the diameter and length of a pore that should 

not be described as a simple tunnel. 

Membrane filters coii^josed of polycarbonated and 

polyethyleneterphalate have cylindrical pores of equal 
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diameters and are a true screen type. Hence the meeuiing of 

pore diameter and length is straightforward. Other filter 

media built of random arrays of filters, to be exact, are 

depth filters; they have a spongy structure and no pores 

capable of being measured by microscopic observation. In 

essence, the filter membrane consists of a stack of 

theoretical planes, with some finite space between planes,- a 

large pore in one plane does not necessarily lie in the same 

spot in the next plane. The average diameter of this filter 

is deduced from the measurement of viscous permeability and 

porosity. 

A membrane filter has narrow pore size distribution and 

captures all particles larger than the defined pore size. 

Because the action of capture teikes place mainly on the 

surface, the holding amount of particles up to clogging is 

small. To use a depth filter as a prefilter cind to use a 

membrane filter as a final filter are reasonable methods 

utilizing the best properties of both. 

Particles in water generally have a negative charge. 

Positively charged filters enable entrapment of particles that 

are smaller than the pore diameter. 
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2.2 Chemical Methods 

As was described in the previous chapter, the allowable 

orgcuiic contamination in the ultrapure water for device 

manufacturing is getting lower as the feature size of the 

semiconductor devices is decreasing. To meet this demand, 

high-purity water users have used some of the removal methods 

described such as reverse osmosis, ion exchange, and 

filtration. Using these methods, most of the dissolved 

organic and orgcinic particles in the water can be removed and 

controlled. However, although effective, these removal 

methods do not completely solve the problems. They create 

other problems such as high pressure drop across the filters 

which increases cost and decreases the life and efficiency of 

filters, and the leaching of the filter, membrsuie materials 

and ion exchanger resins. 

Due to these problems mentioned above, research for new 

and more effective methods for organic impurities removal 

needs to be done. Oxidation processes provide aui important 

alternative for organics removal because oxidation is the only 

means which can completely destroy and remove organic 

compounds. One of the oxidative methods that will be 
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investigated in this work is using the free radicals which are 

produced by ozone in the presence of UV light. It would be a 

big contribution to high-purity water producers if the 

proposed method can be achieved. 

2.2.1 Ultraviolet Light 

Since photochemical reactions by ultraviolet light 

irradiation enables clean treatment without increasing the 

quantity of in^jurities, the utilization of UV light radiation 

as a process for disinfection and decontamination to meet 

bacteriological and organic reduction requirements for the 

semiconductor, pharmaceutical, and power industries has been 

well established over the years. 

The two primary UV wavelengths used in the ultrapure 

water treatment system are 254 nm and 185 nm. In the low-

pressure mercury arc lanp, the 185 nm wavelength accounts for 

about 7% of the total lanp output and the rest is for the 254 

nm wavelength. 

Ultraviolet light can induce a wide variety of chemical 

reactions. The types of reactions can be broken into two 

categories: direct photolysis and indirect photochemical 
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reactions. Atoms, molecules, or ions have only a limited 

number of discrete, quantized energy; for absorption of 

radiation to occur, the energy of the exciting photon must 

exactly match the energy difference between the ground state 

and one of the excited states of the absorbing species. These 

energy differences are unique for each species and could be 

used to characterize the constituents of a satiple. The 

absorption of ultraviolet radiation by some species M Ccin be 

considered to a two-step process, the first of which involves 

excitation as shown by the equation 

M + hv - M* 

where M* represents the atomic or molecular particle in the 

electronically excited state resulting from absorption of the 

photo hv. The lifetime of the excited state is brief (10"® to 

10"' seconds) , its existence being terminated by any of several 

relaxation process which permit its return to the groiand state 

(Owen, 1969) . Relaxation may also occur by deconposition of 

M* to foirm new species; such a process is called a 

photochemical reaction like intermolecular rearrangement. 
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photoisomerization, photoaddition and photodecon^osition. 

Table 1.2 cotiqpares UV energy at 185 nm wavelengths and the 

energies required to dissociate the interatomic bonds of 

organic substances (Ohmi, 1992) . It shows that most of bonds 

can be broken with UV 185 nm. 

The photochemical reactions that a particular molecule 

undergoes are mainly dependent on the structure, the chemical 

bond energies involved in orgsuiic impurities, cuid the 

intensity and wavelength of the ultraviolet light. 

Water itself provides am excellent source of secondary 

photooxidant. Water absorbs radiation to a significant extent 

at wavelength below 200 A auid the spectrum of the vapor is 

continuous to a first peak at 1650 A. The second mechanism is 

that the ultraviolet light beam through water produces excited 

water molecules smd positively charged water ions which are 

xinstable and decorrpose into free radicals (free radical is an 

atom or group of atoms possessing cui impaired electron) 

(O'donnell, 1970). 

HaO - HjO* - H*, OH 
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Table 2.1 Dissociation Possibility of Chemical Bonds 
With 185nm UV 

Dissociation Maximum Possibility 
Wavelength of 

Bond Energy for Dissociation 
Dissociation with 185nm UV 

(kcal/mol) (nm) (154 kcal) 

C-C 82.6 346.1 YES 
C=C 145.8 196.1 YES 
C=C 199.6 143.2 NO 
Ccl 81.0 353 .0 YES 
C-F 116.0 246.5 YES 
C-H 98.7 289.7 YES 
C-N 72.8 392.7 YES 
C=N 147.0 194.5 YES 
CHN 212.6 134.5 NO 
C-0 85.5 334.4 YES 
C=0 (aldehydes)176.0 162.4 NO 
C=0 (ketones) 179.0 159.7 NO 
C-S 65.0 439.9 YES 

H-H 104.2 274.4 YES 

N-N 52.0 549.8 YES 
N=N 60.0 476.5 YES 
NhN 226.0 126.6 NO 
N-N (NH) 85.0 330.4 YES 
N-H (NH3) 102.2 280.3 YES 
N-0 48.0 595.6 YES 

0-0 (O2) 119 .1 240.1 YES 
-0-0 47.0 608.3 YES 
0-H (water) 117.5 243 .3 YES 

S-H 83.0 344.5 YES 
S-N 115.2 248.6 YES 
S-0 119.0 240.3 YES 
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Hydroxyl radicals produced from this reaction Ccm go on to 

oxidize additional molecules or simply reform into other forms 

of free radical or water again. 

By examining the reactions of the organic cotr^oxinds with 

UV light, one can see that one is the transformation of 

organic impurities by photolysis and free radicals to CO2, and 

the other is the removal of products by mixed bed ion 

exchcinger usually located after the UV sterilizer due to the 

ionic properties of the products after photochemical reaction. 

2.2.2 Ozone 

Ozonation has been used for disinfection of drinking 

water since the turn of the century. Interest in the use of 

ozone for the removal of synthetic organic compounds from 

water has developed much more recently. The turning point was 

the discovery in 1974 (Rook) that chlorination of natural 

water resulted in the production of more toxic 

trihalomethcuies. The increasing use of ozone in water 

treatment is due to its sxibstantial advantage over other 

chemical agents. Ozone is considered as one of the "most 

friendly to the environment" oxidants, as it introduces no 
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foreign material into water and forms no toxic or disturbing 

reaction products. In addition, excess ozone decomposes into 

oxygen with a short half-life. 

Two features of the reaction of ozone with dissolved 

organics are involved in aqueous solution (Hoigne, et al, 

1979) . One pathway is that ozone molecules directly react 

with solutes. The other pathway is that ozone dissociates 

into free radicals which react with solutes. 

Hoigne and Bader (1979) have probably had the most vast 

and significant contributions in the area of aqueous 

ozonation. They demonstrated that in addition to the direct 

reaction of ozone with substances, ozone decomposition 

simultaneously results in the production of the very reactive 

species, hydroxyl radicals. According to the interpretation 

of Ram et.al of Hoigne and Bader's work, direct ozonation 

would be practical for phenols, substituted benzene (electron-

donating siibstituents) , PAHs, most ethylenes (except highly 

chlorinated), unprotonated amines, formic acid, euid so on. 

Direct ozonation would not be suitable for benzene, alkanes, 

most aldehydes, highly chlorinated alkenes such as 

tetrachloroethylene, and saturated compounds. The definition 
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o£ practical length of time in Hoigne cuid Bader's paper is 

less than 1000 seconds which is long for industries purposes. 

Although ozone is generally considered a powerful oxidizing 

agent, it is actually quite selective in its reactions. Many 

organic impurities of interest react too slowly with ozone for 

removal by the direct reaction to be practical. However, as 

also be noted in Hoigne and Bader's paper, mcuiy of these 

compounds cam still be destroyed by the free radicals 

generated by the dissociation of ozone in aqueous solution. 

Published investigations on the decomposition and 

reaction mechanisms of ozone in water were summarized by Peleg 

(1976) . This information is not only iirportcint for 

interpreting the dissociation of ozone, but also in 

xinderstanding the chemistry of the advcinced oxidation 

processes as well. The initial reactions of the ozone 

decon^osition mechanism in aqueous medium can be described by 

the following equation: 

O3 + HjO - O2 + 20H 

The hydroxyl radicals then react with themselves and other 
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molecules, ions or radicals to yield further reaction 

products. The following decoirposition products which are very 

reactive aind have very short half-lives can be generated from 

the dissociation of the ozone aqueous solutions: OH (hydroxyl 

radical), HOj (hydroperoxyl radical), 0" (oxide radical), O^' 

(ozonide ion), and, possibly, free oxygen atom (0) . The 

reactions are the following: 

OH + O3 - HO2 + O2 

HO2 + O3 - OH + 2O2 

OH + OH - H2O2 

OH + HOj - HjO + O2 

OH + OH- - 0" + HjO 

O' + O2 "• O3-

HO2 + HO2 - H2O2 + O2 

Those basically are derived from theoretical models, not from 

direct experiments. Subsequent work on the decomposition of 

ozone in the presence of organic solutes showed that some 

organic solutes can act as initiators, promoters, or 

terminators of the chain reactions responsible for ozone 
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deconposition. 

2.2.3 Combined UV/Ozone 

Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) have been defined as 

processes "which involve the generation of free radicals in 

sufficient quantity to affect water purification" (Glaze, et 

al, 1987). Examples of AOPs are UV/ozone, ozone/hydrogen 

peroxide, hydrogen peroxide/UV and chlorine/UV. As mentioned 

previously, ozone introduces no foreign material into water 

and forms no toxic or disturbing reaction products, this 

combined UV/ozone method is considered to be the best way in 

the ultrapure water treatment in this paper. 

Taube (1956) reported that photolysis of aqueous ozone 

leads to the production of hydrogen peroxide. Many authors 

have continued to assume that ozone photolysis in aqueous 

solution yields hydroxyl radical, as it does in the gas phase. 

Peyton (1990) developed a mass balance model for the 

photolytic ozonation (combined UV/ozone) treatment of organic 

compounds in water. The scheme used is shown in Figure 1.1. 

Photolysis of acpieous ozone produces hydrogen peroxide. The 

deprotonated form hydroperoxide ion (HO^") can react with ozone 
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to produce ozonide (03"), and the hydroxyl radical (OH ) . The 

hydroxyl radical is a very reactive specie which rapidly 

attacks orgsuiic coti^oiinds (typically in < 10"® seconds) by 

abstracting a hydrogen atom. The product continues to react 

with oxygen when present to yield an organic peroxyl radical 

which can decotnpose to produce superoxide. Superoxide reacts 

quickly with ozone, and propagates the chain reaction. 

Evidence suggests that hydroxyl radicals are more potent 

oxidizers than ozone. Combined UV/ozone will remove 

halogenated and aromatic organic confounds from water. 

Destruction in surface water or groundwater is slower than in 

distilled or deionized water, probably due to free radicals 

scavenging by natural water cotnponents such as bicarbonate and 

humic material. The optimum UV ozone ratio varies with the 

water and contaminants to be treated, and no general guideline 

have been suggested in the literature. 

The final oxidation products of most orgcinic confounds 

have been reported as organic acids such as glyoxal, glyoxylic 

acid, oxalic acid, formaldehyde, and formic acid. 
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Figure 1.1 Reaction Pathways in the Combined UV/Ozone 
System 
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This work is about the removal of trace organic chemicals 

from ultrapure water. Research on this is performed by using 

oxidation processes. The first objective of this study is to 

extensively investigate the oxidations of various kinds of 

organic confounds euid organic particles that are easily foxand 

in the ultrapure water by the use of several treatments: UV 

radiation by itself (called UV-alone reaction), ozone by 

itself (called ozone-alone reaction), and the combined 

treatment of UV and ozone (called combined UV/ozone reaction). 

As a second objective, reaction mechanisms are sought 

since they are needed in order to better understand those 

interactively oxidative reactions on orgcuiic confounds and 

particles in process \mits; additionally, mathematic models 

are needed to extract the fundamental kinetic information for 

an oxidative reaction in cin UV sterilizer and ion exchange 

rate from a DI tank based on the experimental data. 

The methodology of modeling an ultrapure water system is 

needed as the third objective. Optimization, design, cUid 

maintenance of a ultrapure water system are made possible when 
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the fundamentals of the system components smci their 

interactions as well as kinetic constcints have been thoroughly 

studied. 

Lastly, further investigation on the interactions between 

hydrogen chloride (HCl) found in reclaiming water and organic 

iii5)urities in cux UV sterilizer is needed. 

Through advanced characterization sind removal of organic 

impurities and particles from one of the most commonly used 

chemicals (water) in the semiconductor industry, the potential 

to significantly increase device yields may be realized. The 

pharmaceutical and power industries can also benefit from 

these results. 
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4 . 0  E X P E R I M E N T A L  E Q U I P M E N T S  A N D  P R O C E D U R E S  

4.1 Ultrapure Water Pilot Plant System 

The ultrapure water system used for this study was 

designed to simulate the operation of a full-scale industrial 

ultrapure water system. The setup in the laboratory consists 

of two parts: pretreatment system and ultrapure water 

polishing loop. Each of the units within the polishing loop 

was made to be flexible and enables experiments to be carried 

out for many different system configurations for research 

purposes. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic diagram of one 

arrauigement used in the pilot system. For simplicity and 

clarity, the conponents of the system will be described in the 

order in which each appears in the schematic diagram. 

4.1.1 Water Softener System 

City water in Tucson in the State of Arizona, which 

contains a high concentration in calcium, is used as the 

source of water for the pilot plant. The pretreatment of 

hardness is to run the feed water through a water softener 

system. The commercial water softener system is composed of 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic Diagram of the Ultrapure Water System 
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TcLble 4.1 Key Components in the Ultrapure Water System 

Numbers in the following list refer to the labels on the 

schematic diagram of the ultrapure water System (Figure 4.1) : 

lA: Water softener; Ca"^ out < 4 ppm 

IB: Brine taink 

2: Carbon cartridge; 3 micron filter; CI* out < O.lppm 

3: Reverse osmosis cartridge; Millipore R015 

polyamide thin film composite membrane 

4: PVDF storage tank with level control; 10 gallons 

5: PVDF circulation pump (20 psig) 

6: PVDF flow rate control valves (0-8 gpm) 

7: PVDF flowmeter 

8: Sait^le ports. The analyzer used include include TSI 

Liquitrak NRM (model 7700), TOC Analyzer (Anatel A-lOO), 

Dissolved ozone analyzer (Orbisphire 26501) , Dissolved 

oxygen analyzer (Orbisphire), and Particle counter (PMS 

HSLIS-M50) 

9: UV sterilizer (wavelength 254 and 185 nm) ; Aquaf ine Model 

SL-1 

10: Mixed-bed ion exchanger 

11: Coolant unit 
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12: Nitrogen gas cylinder 

13: Oxygen gas cylinder 

14: Ozone generator 

15: Ozone-ultrapure water contacting tank 

16: Ozone neutralization unit 
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two parts; a fiberglass reinforced seamless polyester water 

softener teuik which is filled with 1 ft^ of strong cation 

resin in Na form and a brine tamk which is filled with 

approximate 25 kg salt. The cation resin is in exchange of 

Ca, Mg, cuad Fe ions for Na ion. The exhausted resin is 

scheduled a timed regeneration cycle for every 7-day and will 

be returned to its original Na* form by flushing the salt into 

the water softener temk. 

4.1.2 Reverse Osmosis System 

The RO unit has two cartridges: activated carbon 

cartridge cind RO cartridge. It is meant for the purpose of 

water meikeup and has a electronic water level control linked 

to the storage tank in the ultrapure water polishing loop. 

A 3-mm activated carbon filter follows the softening 

step. The activated carbon filter is used for the removal of 

dissolved organic contaminants, suspended particles, gases and 

residual chloride from the feeding water by the action of 

activated carbon adsorption. The residue chloride is leached 

from the resins in previous softening step. The carbon filter 

with capability of chloride resistance is necessary when the 
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synthetic reverse osmosis membrame like TFC cartridge does not 

feature it cind will be damaged by chloride ions. 

The water stream which has flowed through the activated 

carbon filter goes on to a Millipore Milli-RO 15 reverse 

osmosis cartridge. This RO system is claimed to be capable of 

removing 99% of all microorgcinisms, pyrogens, particles, 

colloids, organics (with a molecular weight greater than 300) , 

95% of monovalent ion, and 97% of polyvalent ion. The reject 

stream from the RO housing which contains contaminants in high 

concentration is drained out, and the permeate which has been 

rated at 15 Iph is collected as purified water and goes to the 

storage tank in loop. A 10-gallon PVDF storage tank which has 

a level controller connected to the RO at a height 

corresponding to a volume of 9.2 gallons. RO remains in the 

standby mode except for the time during which the water level 

in the tcuik falls below the mark, and then the RO will be 

automatically or manually turned on by the level controller or 

a operator to makeup the height. The RO cartridge is a 

spiral-wound membrane composed of a polyamide thin film 

composite (TFC). It operates optimally at pressures between 

150-200 psig. In our laboratory, the pressure is controlled 
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at 180 psig. The RO system require periodic maintenance such 

as every 4-month activated carbon cartridge replacement, 

regular cleaning, smd sanitization of the RO cartridge. 

Although the RO unit is very effective for both organic 

cuid inorgeinic contaminants removal, the permeate water from 

this unit still needs further polish to reach the ultrapure 

level. 

The polishing loop in which the components will be 

described later can further bring the pretreated water to the 

ultrapure level and keeps it there. 

4.1.3 Storage Teuik and Piping System 

Chemically inert 3/4" OD polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 

tubing is used throughout the polishing loop in order to avoid 

recontamination problems by leaching and degradation of the 

piping material. The flanged end pieces of all tubing 

connections are to keep the inner surface smooth, and to 

prevent microorgauiisms from growing within auiy possible 

crevices. Sharp bends and dead zones in the construction of 

pipe in the ultrapure water loop are also minimized to further 

help the microbial control. 
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The storage tank was designed with an extended lip 

allowing a PVDF cover to be sealed with a silicon gasket in a 

flcuige type configuration. Dissolution of silica, TOC, 

particles, and various gases into the ultrapure water are 

therefore prevented with the design of two port holes on top 

of the cover that provide inlet and outlet for nitrogen gas 

blanket over the tsuik head space. A 0.22 /xtti particle filter 

is used to treat the incoming nitrogen gas runs for further 

contamination control. PVDF tubing and 316L stainless steel 

fittings are used throughout the nitrogen purge system. 

4.1.4 Pumping and Flow Control 

The ultrapure water from the storage tank is continuously 

circulated in the polishing loop by a 1-horsepower centrifugal 

putt^) (Model P-IC, Penguin Pumps, INC., Sun Valley, CA) which 

has PVDF wetted material. A PVDF pressure gauge with guard, 

registering 20 psig, follows the pump. Volxametric flowrate is 

measured by a PVDF paddle wheel type digital flow meter (MK-

577, George Fischer, Tustin, CA) and the flow is a mcuiually 

controlled by a PVDF diaphragm valve (Sani-Tech, Andover, NJ) . 
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4.1.5 Ultraviolet Sterilizer 

An oxidation unit, an in-line Aguafine SL-1 low pressure 

ultraviolet sterilizer is installed for the purpose of 

disinfection and TOC removal. Its radiation wavelength is 185 

nm approximately 7% of the total radiation and 254 nm for 93%. 

The lamp gives a UV dosage greater than 30,000 mWs/cm^ and has 

to be replaced every 8000 service hours. The cross section of 

the UV sterilizer is in a cylindrical annular arrangement. 

The inner circle is a quartz sleeve (standard grade type 214, 

General Electric) which allows the complete transmittance of 

the particular wavelengths mentioned above. Surrounding the 

quartz sleeve is a 316L stainless steel water chamber. The 

76-cm UV lanp is housed within the quartz sleeve. The unit is 

moxmted vertically with top and bottom flanges connecting the 

PVDP tubing. The bottom flange riser houses a rotating disk 

which spins rapidly to create a turbulent flow environment. 

Water volume to be treated in the UV sterilizer is measured to 

1.05 gallons. 

4.1.6 Mixed-Bed Ion Exchanger 

Trace ions in the polishing loop are removed by a 
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deionization unit which contains 0.45 ft' of high purity mixed 

bed resins. These mixed bed ion exchange resins are lONAC NM-

60 which consist of a 1:1 chemically equivalent mixture of 

TYPE 1 strong base anion exchange resin (hydroxyl form alkyl 

quaternary ammonium styrene divinylbenzene copolymer) and a 

strong acid cation exchange resin (hydrogen form sulfonated 

styrene divinylbenzene copolymer) . The resins are well mixed 

within the unit. Void volume, which is the water volume to be 

treated in the ion exchemger tank, is measured to 1.1 gallons. 

The resistivity at downstream of the mixed-bed tamk reads at 

18 MQ-cm. The mixed-bed resins have am recommended lifetime 

of three months which depends on how much in^urities in the 

incoming water. The spent tank is sent back to the supplier 

for regeneration. Following the installation of a new DI 

tank, the pilot plcuit system needs an approximate downtime of 

2-3 days while the backgroxind TOC level goes down to 3 ppb. 

4.1.7 Sample Port 

To enable to cinalyze the ultrapure water on-line, six 

1/4" OD 316L electropolished stainless steel (EPSS) (Sanitary 

Sampling Valve, Millipore, Bedford, MA) sati^ling ports are 
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instcQled in the loop. In addition, these san^ling ports are 

also utilized for the injection of model conqpoimds and 

ozonated water from the ozone contact tank. The arrangements 

and positions of these sample ports are determined by the 

types of experiments to be nm. 

4.1.8 Heat Exchanger 

The UV sterilizer and punp generate heat. If the heat is 

not tciken out of the polishing loop, the ten^erature of the 

loop will increase cind the ijinits will malfiinction. The 

ten^erature within the polishing loop is controlled through 

the action of a 20-ft length of 1/4" OD 316L stainless steel 

heat exchanger coils residing inside the storage tank. A 50% 

by volume mixture of polyethylene glycol in water is 

continuously circulated through the tubing via a constant 

cooling bath (Model 2095 Bath, Forma Scientific, Marietta, 

Ohio) . The level of polyethylene glycol solution needs to be 

regularly checked in the climate of Arizona. 

4.1.9 TOC Measurement 

The measurement of total organic carbon level within the 
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ultrapure water loop is carried out with a on-line Anatel A-

100 organics analyzer. The TOC in water is directed into the 

unit's sample compartment by the existing system pressure, 

confined and then irradiated with intense ultraviolet light in 

the presence of a TiOj catalyst and broken down. The freed 

carbon creates carbon dioxide (in solution) in the form of 

carbonic acid. The change in the conductivity of water 

responds to the total oxidizable carbon in the water. After 

the TOC reading is given, the sample chamber and conducting 

line are purged for a user-defined period (1 minute) and are 

ready for the next sanple analysis. The Anatel A-100 Organics 

Analyzer is designed for use in applications which monitor 

high-purity water with a typical resistivity greater than 5 

megohm-centimeter at 25° centigrade. The reading of the unit 

may be affected at lower resistivity levels, and depends on 

the conducting species. Although the unit is capcQsle of 

detecting TOC ranging from 1 to 9999 ppb, the greatest 

accuracy is within 10-1000 ppb rcinge. At a level of 10 ppb, 

the deviation of readings is ± 1 ppb; the resolution is 0.1 

ppb for reading less thsin 200 ppb; 1.0 ppb reading greater 

than 200 ppb; and the repeatability is ± 2% of measured value 
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at 200 ppb. The materials of construction that contact the 

water are fused silica, nonporous ceramic, 316 SS, titanium, 

cuid nonleaching fluoropolyers while the tubing leading to and 

from the unit is ^ " OD PFA. The length of the PFA txjbing 

leading to the auialyzer is kept to the minimum length and is 

5 ft in our system. 

4.1.10 Particle Measurement 

The particle population density is measured with the High 

Sensitivity Liquid In-Situ Monitor (HSLIS-M50) which operates 

on-line on the principle that light scattered by a liquid-

borne particle resident in a laser beam is directly 

proportional to its size. Particles of the same size 

transmitting the laser beam produce the same amplitude and 

pulses of finite width (the exact width depends upon the flow 

rate being used, and the default flow rate of this unit is 100 

ml/min) . The pulses of radicuit energy are sensed by 

photodiode detectors, then processed into digital data. This 

instrument detects four channels: 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.20 /xm 

cind larger particles. 
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4.2 Ozone Contacting System 

The ozone contacting system is a separate xinit from the 

ultrapure water pilot plant. Water cam be ozonated cuid then 

injected into the pilot plcint system. A schematic diagram of 

the system is presented on the left down comer of Figure 4.1. 

4.2.1 Ozone Generator 

Ozone gas is generated by feeding regular oxygen gas into 

an OREC 03V5-0 silent arc discharge type ozone generator in 

which there is a dielectric cell consisting of a dielectric 

material ScUidwiched between two electrodes with oxygen flow 

between them. When voltage up to 15000 volts is applied to 

dielectric cell, a current is generated smd the molecular 

oxygen becomes excited, breaks apart, and transform to ozone. 

The generator, operating at 60 Hz, is capable of producing a 

maximum of 2 wt% of ozone in an oxygen-ozone stream. The 

dielectric cell within the generator is cooled with a constant 

cooling bath (Model 2095 Bath, Forma Scientific, Marietta, 

Ohio). All tubings between the ozone generator and contact 

tank are 1/4" OD perfluoro alcoxy (PFA) or 1/4" OD 316L SS 

tubing which are ozone resistant. 
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4.2.2 Contacting Tsuik 

The cylindrical contacting tank is Tnade of 321 stabilized 

grade stainless steel and has a dimension of 12" diameter cind 

34" height. A flanged top using an ozone resistant Viton™ 0-

ring as a seal is designed to completely prevent ozone 

leakage. There are three holes on the flanged top: one for 

incoming water and outgoing ozonated water, one for incoming 

ozone gas, and one for excess ozone gas. All the fitting are 

for 1/4" OD tubing. 

The ozone gas txibing is connected to a 400-mm ceramic 

sparger positioned approximately 1 inches above the bottom of 

the tank. The sparger is intended to create small bxabbles of 

ozone, and increases the contact area and dissolving 

efficiency. The ozone gas that does not dissolve in water 

goes to ozone neutralization unit before it is released to the 

atmosphere. 

Ozonated water can be injected into the ultrapure water 

system through a PFA tubing (Cole Palmer, Chicago, ID , and 

fine timed by changing the stroke setting of an injection 

metering pump (Model QD-l-SAN, Fluid Metering, Inc., Oyster 

Bay, NY) until the desired ozone concentration is reached. 
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4.2.3 Ozone Neutralization 

Since ozone is a toxic gas, the excess gas from the 

contacting tank is passed through two 500-ml Pyrex gas washing 

bottles with fretted glass spargers. Both bottles are filled 

with 500 ml of a 40 g/L of KI solution. The ozone reacts with 

the iodide to form iodine in solution to release oxygen which 

is vented under a f\ame hood. The clog of tubing in the Pyrex 

gas washing bottles due to the suspended iodine needs to be 

regularly checked. This situation is worse when solution is 

placed overnight. 

4.2.4 Ozone Measurement 

An Orbisphere 2750 series Ozone Analyzer is used to 

measxire the concentration of dissolved ozone in water on-line. 

There is a 316 stainless steel flow chamber with entry and 

exit of fittings for 1/4" OD external tube in the unit so that 

the \anit Ccui be connected to the sampling ports in the pilot 

plant system. The sensor is an electrochemical cell of the 

Clark type in which the gold cathode, silver anode and aqueous 

potassium bromide electrolyte are isolated from the satt5)le to 

measured by a gas permeable, water inpemeable 25-mm perfluoro 
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cd.co3qr (PFA) meiiibrane. The overall reaction occurring at the 

cathode is: 

O, + H,0 + 2e- -> 0, + 20H-

and that at the anode: 

Ag + KBr —> AgBr + + e" 

Typically, 0.25 volts is applied to the cathode when measxiring 

ozone. At this voltage, oxygen will not react (oxygen needs 

-0.7 volts for reaction), therefore, trace ozone measurement 

can be done in the presence of oxygen. This sensor needs to 

be calibrated every two months. The recommended flow rate of 

water is 180 ml/min, within sin operating rcinge of 50 - 300 

ml/min. 

4.3 Experimental Plans 

Model compounds are defined as the organic contaminants 

which are injected into the ultrapure water polishing loop to 
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run the oxidative experiments. A various selection of model 

compoiinds was made based upon what are commonly found in 

ultrapure water and mentioned in previous chapter. 

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is a coti5)onent of positive bacteria 

cell walls, therefore, representing the effect of bacterial 

contamination in the pilot plant system. Similarly, alginic 

acid is the representation of plant cell wall. Humic acid is 

a name for a group of coTi5)ounds whose molecule weight is 

rather large and molecule stinicture is ill-defined and it is 

seasonal contaminant that many UPW producers have riin across 

as a problematic inpurity. The low molecular weight alcohol, 

ethanol, is representative of bacterial metabolic products as 

well as a major conponent of the backgroxand TOC foxind in water 

as RO is only able to remove larger coit^jounds. Solvents such 

as isopropyl alcohol (IPA), phenol, chloroform, 1,1,1-

trichloroethane (lllTCA), choline hydroxide, trichloroethylene 

(TCE), ethylene glycol, and surfactants such as Triton XIOOCG, 

PC99, NCW, Olin Hunt Surfactant (OHS) , which are used in the 

semiconductor processing, are also studied for the pavement of 

water recycling and reuse. Benzoic acid is a plasticizer. 

Finally, methionine and glycine which are two sitt5)le amino 
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acids were chosen to represent typical organic conqpounds that 

are released from a cell upon lysis. 

Following are the experimental plans for each of 

interaction studies. In these experiments, the same general 

procedures for experimental setup and saiqple preparation are 

employed and described in Section 4.4. 

4.3.1 Effect of UV-alone, Ozone-alone, and Combined 

UV/Ozone Oxidative Treatment on Organic In^urities 

The objective of these experiments is to investigate the 

comparable effects of UV-alone, ozone-alone and combined 

UV/ozone treatments on the oxidation of organic model 

compounds in ultrapure water in the UV sterilizer. TOC at 

both the pre-DV and the post-UV locations are monitored. TOC 

removal efficiency is calculated by the difference of TOC 

across the UV sterilizer divided by the TOC level at the 

inlet. One decides which oxidation method above is the best 

one by cotrparing the removal efficiency. Ozone-alone reaction 

is done by using a bypass which is created by connecting a PFA 

tube with the same residence time of the UV unit with the 

control of the flow rate directly to the Anatel organics 
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analyzer sampling tube since ozone will destroy the ion 

exchanger resin with UV light off. The ozonated water and 

model conpounds are injected into the UV sterilizer according 

to the general procedures described below to quantify the 

effects of the combined UV/ozone action on TOC. The 

concentration of orgemic contaminants which is going to be 

tested in the UV-alone, ozone-alone, and combined UV/ozone 

reaction is in the following: lipopolysaccharide 50 ppb; humic 

acid 50 ppb; alginic acid 50 ppb; ethanol 50 ppb; isopropyl 

alcohol 25 ppb; phenol 50 ppb; chloroform 25 ppb; 1,1,1-

trichloroethcine 25 ppb; choline hydroxide 25 ppb; 

trichloroethylene 25 ppb; ethylene glycol 25 ppb, triton 

XIOOCG 25 ppb; FC99 50 ppb; NCW 25 ppb; olin hunt surfactant 

50 ppb; benzoic acid; methionine 50 ppb; and glycine 50 ppb. 

These experimental data of UV-alone, ozone-alone, and combined 

UV/ozone will be used to retrieve and transform into kinetic 

information based on the proposed oxidative mechcuiisms for UV 

and ozone interactions. 

TOC levels along the ultrapure water loop before and 

after the ion exchanger tcink and storage tank are also 

monitored to show the TOC variation vs. time with and without 
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ozone injection into UV sterilizer. 

In terms of orgauiic particles, the behaviors of particle 

population density will be detected before and after the UV 

sterilizer with and without ozone injection. A filter of 0.10 

[m pore size is installed downstream of PVDF flow flowmeter. 

This is the difference of running TOC and particle experiments 

in experimental setup. 

4.3.2 Treatment of Aqueous Mixtures of Organics and 

Hydrochloric Acid by UV-alone 

The plem is to see the treatment of aqueous mixtures of 

organic iinpurities and hydrochloric acid in UV sterilizer will 

produce the new products which is less oxidizable and 

recalcitrsuit and become a problem. The organic impurities are 

in contact with hydrogen chloride of high concentration for 2 

hours, the mixture is diluted according to the general 

procedures will described later cind is injected into the UV 

sterilizer. The TOC levels at the entrance and exit of UV 

unit are monitored to study the effects. 

To ensure repeatability, at least three runs in each 

experiment are performed at each sample port which includes 
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pre-, post-UV sterilizer, DI tank, euid storage tcink. 

4.4 General Procedures 

The general procedures described in the following have 

been practiced for years in our Icdaoratory and ensure the 

repeatability of data. Exercises and experiences in handling 

equipment sanpling, preparing solution, weighing, ozonation, 

and many details ceui only be learned through repeated 

operations. 

4.4.1 Sait^le Preparation 

All solutions orgsuiic compounds are prepared in PVDF 

bottles of either 1 L or 5 L volumes. Each container has a 

Teflon* magnetic stir bar which has been always kept inside so 

that it remains clean and sterile. The following procedures 

are used for preparing organic solution: 

1. The reverse osmosis (RO) unit is turned off manually, and 

the water present in the polishing loop is allowed to 

circulate for 20 minutes if the tank is just filled. The 

5-liter bottle is then filled from a san^le port. 
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Because the permeate RO water is high in TOC 

concentration, ensure the RO is off during filling once 

again. 

2 .  I f  a  model compound is solid, the organic compound is 

weighed by using a scale and added to the 5-liter bottle. 

If a model compound is liquid, a calculated amount is 

obtained by a pipet to a 1-liter bottle, and a large 

calculated volume out of 1-liter solution is put into 5-

liter one to make a 5-liter solution. The calculated 

amount of organics either solid or liquid and hydrogen 

chloride are mixed in a small amount of water in 1-liter 

bottle, the diluted to 500 ml, and then a calculated 

amount out of 500 ml is put into 5-liter bottle to make 

a 5-liter solution. The solution is stirred before 

beginning a run. The amount of model confound needed 

depends upon the particular experiment. 

4.4.2 Injection of Orgeuiic Irt^urities 

The injection of the solution of organic impurities is 

done through the following steps: 

1. The prepared organic sample is allowed to stir for at 



least 30 minutes if organics are solid; if liquid, let 

solution be stirred for 5 minutes. 

2. The RO module is off auid the UV sterilizer is on for 

stable TOC backgrounds. 

3. The water in polishing loop is allowed to further 

circulates until steady- state background level reading 

is obtained. At least 3 stcible background TOC readings 

in a row for the particular sample ports being measured 

are taken to ensure stable backgroxinds. 

4. While waiting for stable backgrounds, one should clean 

the inner side of PVDF tubing of the PVDF metering pump 

by allowing ultrapure water to circulate through the 

tubing. The outside surface of the suction tube of 

metering pump needs to be rinsed with ultrapure water. 

5. The suction end of the t\ibing is inserted into the model 

compound solution. Exercise with care is needed to not 

to touch the end cuid surface of the tube that is to be 

immersed in the solution. If this is done or any sign of 

contamination to the sample solution, the entire solution 

is dumped and a fresh one is prepared. Again, parafilm 

is placed over the opening in the sample bottle to 
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prevent orgsuiic contamination from the surroxinding 

atmosphere. 

6. The metering pun^ is then turned on and the sample 

solution is allowed to displace the water previously 

inside. The metering putt^) is then turned off. 

7. Once stable backgrounds is attained, previous calculated 

amount of orgeuiic model compound is injected into the 

loop through a sample port. Throughout all the 

experiments in this paper, the sample injection port is 

always upstream of a UV sterilizer. The injection rate 

of model compound solution through metering pump is at 

the flow rate of 40 ml/min. The flow rate in polishing 

loop is 3 GPM. The water volume in the storage tcink is 

kept at 9 gallons during a run. 

4.4.3 Constcuit Injection of Ozonated Water 

The organic model confound solution is prepared as the 

previous general procedures. Before beginning runs for ozone-

alone euid combined UV/ozone e:q)eriments, ozonated water inside 

the contacting tcuik must be fully saturated in order to 

achieve a constant injection level into the polishing loop. 



The following procedures are used for running experiments need 

ozone injection: 

1. The ozone generator is turned on according to the 

ttiemufacturer instructions. The regular oxygen pressure 

is kept between 5 to 12 psig coming into the generator 

depending upon the status of the regular oxygen cylinder 

being used. At this pressure, flow through the generator 

is approximately 1.0 L/min and the generator pressure is 

about 1 psig. 

2. Steady ozonation continues for approximately 2 hours. At 

this time, the water is now at a constant saturated 

level. A check is made with the ozone analyzer. 

3. The metering puir^) for the ozone contacting tank is tximed 

on and the ozonated water injection line is allowed to 

purge for at least 5 minutes before connecting to the 

ozonated water injection port. 

4. The ozonated water is then injected into the polishing 

loop for the time that is long enough to achieve a new 

stable background level which is different from the one 

without ozone injection before starting injecting the 

sample solution. The desire ozone concentration is 
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regulated by adjusting the metering pun^) valve which 

controls the flow rate, euid is detected by the ozone 

analyzer downstream. 

5. Once stable backgrotind is achieved, the ozone cuialyzer is 

disconnected and organic satiple injection can be started. 

6. Ozonated water is continuously injected throughout the 

experiment. The loss of ultrapure water in contacting 

tank will result in the reduced pressure in tank, and the 

neutralization solution flow backwards and contaminate 

the ozone contacting tank. 

It is very important to make sure that the UV sterilizer 

is on either for ozone-alone or combined UV/ozone rxins. 

Otherwise, the ozone will destroy the mixed-bed resins. 

Even though a bypass is used to run ozone-alone run, the 

ozonated water is still injected into the polishing loop 

so that the UV iinit has to be on. 

4.4.4 Ozone Contact Tcuik Refill 

The ozone contacting tsmk holds a volume of 14 gallons 

while the storage tank in the polishing loop only 9.2 gallons. 

Of 9.2 gallons ultrapure water in tank, at least 2.5 gallons 



is necessary to provide enough head for the circulating pump. 

Hence, the ozone contact tank Ceui not be coir^letely filled 

from the volume present in the polishing loop without meUce-up 

water; accordingly, the following procedures are used to 

refill the ozone contacting tank: 

1. As the RO permeate is higher in contamination than the 

ultrapure water in the loop, the RO unit is turned off 

during the filling to keep a stable backgrounds. 

2. As the stcible backgroxind are reached, it is the time to 

fill the ozone contacting tcink. The same PFA txibing 

which is used for ozonated water injection to the 

polishing loop can be also used for transporting the 

ultrapure water to ozone contacting tank sit to be 

ozonated. In this case, the use of PVDF puit^) is not 

necessary since the pressure of the ultrapure water from 

the loop is high enough to transport the ultrapure water 

to the contacting tcuik. 

3. The ozone generator is left on to continuously ozonate 

the incoming water. 

4. Since it is necessary to leave at least 2.5 gallons of 

water in the storage tank to provide enough head for the 
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circulation punp. At the 2.5-gallon mark, the conveying 

line is switch off and the RO unit is turn back on to 

make up volxame in the polishing loop. After the storage 

tank fills up auid the water sits to be circulated for 1 

hour for the removal of contamineuits from the feeding 

water. Once the water background stadoilizes, the RO is 

shut off again, and the refilling procedure is restarted. 
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5. 0 SU^THEMATIC MODELS 

5.1 Organic Inpurities 

The mass balance equations along the reaction mechanisms 

for each removal cotr^jonent in the ultrapure water polishing 

loop are discussed below. 

5.1.1 UV Sterilizer 

The proposed mechanisms for UV/ozone interactions are 

described in the following: 

mechanisms: 

Kx 
O3 + HjO ---> Ox (M 5.1) 

K, 
UV + HjO > Ox (M 5.2) 

K3 
O3 + UV + H2O ---> Ox (M 5.3) 

K4 
(2 + a - b)Ox + CHj.Ob---> COj + aHjO (M 5.4) 

Ks 
nOs + CHj,Ob ---> CO2 + HjO (M 5.5) 

Ks 
UV + CH2,0b ---> CO2 + HjO (M 5.6) 
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K, 
Ox + M ---> O2 + HjO (M 5.7) 

Ox represents all different kinds of free radicals. M in 

mechanism M.7 means any substance. First order reaction is 

assumed with respect to each reactcuit in each mechanism 

equation. Kj to K7 are rate coefficients. M 5,1 means the 

dissociation of ozone in ultrapure water. M 5.2 means the 

generation of free radicals from water by the emission of UV 

light. M 5.3 is the generation of free radicals by the 

conversion of ozone under UV light. M 5.4, M 5.5, cuid M 5.6 

represent the oxidation of organics by free radicals, the 

oxidation of organics by ozone molecule, and UV photolysis 

reaction, respectively. M 5.7 is the quenching reaction of 

free radicals. 

Each reaction in proposed mechanisms, M 5.1 through M 

5.7, could be regarded as a global reaction for that type of 

reaction. The actual mechanism is very complicated. It is 

unnecessary to describe the intermediate products in different 

oxidation stages. Enphasis is on the generation rate of free 

radicals euid the oxidation rate of organic impurities. In 

summary, the oxidations of organic contaminants by the 
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treatments of UV-alone, ozone-alone and combined UV/ozone in 

aqueous solution occur by a combination of proposed mechanisms 

which are listed in the following: 

• for UV-alone reaction: UV photolysis cuid free radicals 

oxidation reaction 

• for ozone-alone reaction: ozone molecule oxidation 

reaction and free radicals oxidation reaction 

• combined UV/ozone reaction: UV Photolysis, ozone molecule 

oxidation reaction, and free radicals oxidation reaction 

• free radicals undergo the quenching reaction 

• these contamincints participate in a series of oxidation 

reactions leading to the final oxidation products, which, 

for hydrocarbons, are ultimately COa and water. 

Since the UV sterilizer is a t\abular reactor, a 

dispersion model is used. The mass balance equations along 

their initial cUid boundary conditions are in the following: 

equations: 

d i i o c )  y(roc) S ( T O C )  

dt 3*2 dx ^ 
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0(03) d^[0.) d{0.) 
. D—^ - U—^ * (B5.2) 

at dx^ dx ^ 

d{Ox) ^d^(Ox) „9(0x) „ /„ c IX D — - u— • R {E 5.3) 
dt dx^ dx ^ 

where 

R^- - K^(Ox) {TOO - KjCOj) {TOO - K^{UV) {TOO 

R^- - K^{0^) - K^{UV) {O3) - n»K^{0^) {TOO 

R^. K^{0^) • iCjClTV) * K^{UV) (O3) - {2*a-b)K^{0x) {TOO - K^{Ox) 

Initial Conditions: 

TOC( X, t=0 ) = 0 

O3 ( X, t=0 ) = 0 

Ox ( X, t=0 ) = 0 

Boxindary Conditions: 
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roc( x-O, fc ) 'fit) dTOCi x-L, t ) _ Q 
dx 

50, ( x-L, t ) 
OjC x-O, t ) . Q^ —2—— . 0 

^ / « a- » /% dOx{ x-L, fc ) . 
Ox( x-0, t ) - 0 ^ - 0 

dx 

At the inlet of UV sterilizer, TOC level is a function of 

time because the injected contaminants can not be removed in 

one pass of UV sterilizer/DI tank treatment sind accumulate in 

the loop. This fxinction is determined by the experimental 

data. The concentration of ozone is a Qivalue which depends 

on the experimental conditions; for the UV-alone reaction, it 

is zero; for the ozone-alone cuid the combined UV/ozone 

experiments, it is 35 ppb. The concentration of free radicals 

is zero at the entreince. 

The boundary conditions at the exit of UV sterilizer are 

the Danckwerts boxindary conditions (Danckwerts 1953) . It 

means that at the surface of exit the mass flux coming from 

the tubing is equal to that leaving the tubing. 

5.1.2 DI Tank 

It is apparent that the net rate of ion exchange in the 
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DI tank will depend on the concentration of the solution, the 

degree of stirring, the influence of the flow rate, the 

particle size of the resins, the diffusion coefficients of the 

ions in the solution (interphase diffusion) cuid in the resins 

(intraphase diffusion) , and the degree of cross-linking of the 

resins. It is vmlikely to put all this factors into a simple 

mathematical equation which csui be applied to a practical 

problem (Arden). 

Harries (Harries 1991) found that at sxab-ppb level it was 

the kinetics of mass transfer rather than the equilibria of 

the ion exchange that dominated the reaction controlling rate. 

Reichenberg's studies (Reichenberg 1953) showed that the 

kinetics of sodium-hydrogen ions exchange on sulfonated cross-

linked polystyrenes with 5 to 17% divinylbenzene was 

independent of the ion concentration and inversely 

proportional to the square of the particle radius at high 

concentrations (greater than 1 N) ; and was proportional to the 

ion concentration and inversely proportional to the particle 

radius at low concentration (less than 0.05 N). 

However, if the conditions are such that the equilibrium 

between the ingoing ion and the other ion from the resins 
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occurs very fast, then the rate determining steps for ion 

exchange should be both intraphase diffusion which can be 

characterized by cui exchange rate that is independent of the 

ingoing ion concentration, and interphase diffusion which csm 

be characterized by an exchange rate that is proportional to 

the ingoing ion concentration. It is proposed that the 

exchange rate is the combination of interphase and interphase 

controls for the resins used in our experiments. Since the DI 

tank is a tubular reactor, a dispersion model is used. The 

mass balance equation along its initial and boundary 

conditions are given in the following: 

equation: 

5 (roc) 
at  

^d^iTOC) „d(TOC) „ • p - c; • R 
dx^ dx •4 

(E 5.4) 

Where 

R^ . - K^iTOC) - ffg 

Initial Condition: 
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TOC( X, t=0 ) = 0 

Boundary Conditions: 

dTOC{ x-L, t ) -
TOC( X- 0, t ) - f(t) . ̂ ^ - 0 * ' ' ' ' oatpat of UV 

At the inlet of a DI tank, TOC level is a function of 

time, and is the output of UV sterilizer. The boiandary 

condition at the exit of a DI tcink is the Danckwerts boundary-

condition (DcUickwerts 1953) . 

5.1.3 Storage Tank 

The storage tank in the loop is only swirled by water 

flow cuid has been characterized as a constant stirred-tank 

reactor (CSTR) . There is no oxidative reaction but iiranediate 

mixing in the storage tank. The mass balance equation and its 

initial condition is described in the following: 

Equation: 
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d{TOC) 
^ST ' ' ̂(TOC).^, (S 5.5) 

Initial Condition: 

TOC.^t( t=0 ) = 0 

The mass balance equation describes that the rate of mass 

accumulation is equal to the difference of the rate of mass 

coming into the system and mass going out of the system. 

Notations: 

TOC: dependent variable, concentration of organic 

impurities 

O3: dependent variable, concentration of ozone 

Ox: dependent variable, concentration of radicals 

D: dispersion coefficient 

U: flow velocity 

L: length of reactors 

Ki - Kj: rate constants 
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Vsx: volume o£ storage tank 

f: volume flow rate 

X, t: position euid time independent variables 

d; diameter of a reactor 

t: residence time 

5.2 Organic Particles 

OrgcUiic particles under oxidative reactions might be 

sxjbject to s\irface erosion or fragmentation (or a combination 

of the two) , which have long been recognized as two different 

ways in size reduction. A schematic view of these two 

disintegration mechanisms is shown in Figure 5.1. 

The evolution of the size distribution of a organic 

particle system undergoing the interactive treatment of UV 

light cuid ozone is described by the following population 

balance equation {Peterson 1985) : 

dNiv, t) 

at 
{E 5 . 6 )  

V 
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where 

N(v, t)dv particle mass concentration in the size rcuige 

(v, v+dv) , gram/cc 

R(v) particle specific breeUcage rate, second"^ 

S(u,v) probable mass fraction of particles formed in 

the size rcuage(v, v+dv) by brecdcage of a 

particle of size u 

U represents brecdcing particle volume, and v represents 

broken particle volume. The first term on the right hand side 

of E 5.6 describes the formation of particles of volume v by 

the fragmentation of larger particles (u > v, up to infinite) 

with bresikage distribution fimction lS(u,v) at breakage rate 

R(u) . The second term describes the loss of particles of 

volume V by fragmentation. 

The constraints of breakage distribution function are 

given by: 

a 
J 3 (Uf V-) dv - 1 
0 

S(u,v) i 0 
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fi(u,v) = 0 if u < V 

The proposed mechanism of breeUcage rate is given as: 

R(v) = Av» (E 5.7) 

For negative value of B, the breakup rate decreases 

proportionally with particle diameter or volume. 

The proposed mechcinism of breakage distribution fxanction 

is given by a weighted average of two breeUcage mechanisms cind 

is: 

R(u,v)-CD( — •  (l-c)B(-)®-i (E 5.8) 
u u 

Parameters A, B, C, D, and E will be calculated from the 

experimental data. 
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6.1 General Observationa of System Perfoxmance 

In order for readers to better understsuid the work in 

this paper, the parameters for the polishing loop will be 

summarized again in the following statements. For all of the 

experiments in this paper, the organic cotipounds and ozone are 

injected at one of the sair^le ports upstream of the UV 

sterilizer. The flow rate is 3 6PM in the loop. At this flow 

rate, the residence time for the UV sterilizer is 21 seconds, 

22 seconds for the DI tank, cind 3 minutes for the storage 

tank. Those values will be also used in the numerical codes 

described in the following sections. 

When using PVDF txabings of 3/4" OD in the polishing loop, 

the flow pattern is turbulent at a flow rate of 3 gallons per 

minute. The mixing problem in tubings is a parameter that 

needs to be taken into consideration while one has the 

impurities injected into the loop. The positions of the 

sait5>le ports that are used to measure the concentration of TOC 

and ozone have to be at least 3 pieces of tiibing downstream 

the injection ports in order for the injected TOC and ozone to 
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be well mixed by txirbulent eddy. It is noted that each piece 

of tubing is 6.25 inches long. 

Figure 6.1 shows the change in the concentration of ozone 

in ultrapure water in the contacting tank while ultrapure 

water is ozonated. Initially, the dissolved ozone 

concentration rises up, then drops down, and then gets to a 

kinetically steady state concentration after an approximate 

two-hour ozonation period. This kinetically steady state 

level is kept constsuit for 8 hours in the test. It is 

believed that this concentration would be fixed as long as the 

conditions for the present ozonation are not changed. 

However, the conclusion is that the minimum two-hour ozonation 

period for ultrapure water is necessary before one runs the 

experiments with ozone injection. The concentration of ozone 

in the polishing loop is controlled by adjusting the metering 

pump which is installed between the contacting tauik and the 

polishing loop. A control experiment is done to show how well 

this type of controlling works. Ozonated water from the 

contacting tank is injected into the polishing loop, and its 

concentration is monitored at an appropriate downstream sample 

port. The ozone concentration shown in Figure 6.2 in the 
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polishing loop is controlled to have an average concentration 

of 50 ppb for 70 minutes. This way of controlling ozone 

concentration in the polishing loop has proven to be reliable. 

The polishing loop is like a circulating reactor system 

consisting of several TOC removal xinits. As the organic 

impurities are injected through a sanple port upstrecun of a UV 

sterilizer in the experimental configuration shown in Figure 

4.1, it Ccui be clearly shown that the contaminants are 

initially removed by the sequential treatment in the UV 

sterilizer and the DI tcuik. Later in the loop they are 

subjected to immediate mixing in the storage tcink and continue 

to combine with the freshly injected in^urities. After the 

combination, the mixture of contaminants undergoes the next 

oxidation removal cycle. Each unit in the polishing loop is 

able to remove a certain degree of the TOC contaminants with 

each pass through it. However, not all of the contamincuits 

are removed on one UV sterilizer-DI tank pass. This is 

evidenced by measuring TOC level downstream of the injection 

point. Instead of obtaining a straight step output f\inction, 

a slope in the output profile is observed. This 

characteristic property of organic impurities in the polishing 
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loop is very in^jortant especially when rinsing wastewater is 

going to be recycled. Besides, in figures of TOC profiles vs 

time, emother important property is that the concentration of 

model cotr^jounds that caui not be removed in one cycle reaches 

a final value because the amount of TOC which is injected into 

the system is equivalent to that of TOC removed by all of the 

removal units. 

6.2 Oxidation o£ TOC by nv/Ozone interactions 

Figures 6,3 through 6.20 are the experimental results for 

the model conpoxinds studied in the order of 

lipopolysaccharide, humic acid, alginic acid, ethanol, 

isopropyl alcohol, phenol, chloroform, 1,1,1-trichloroethcuie, 

choline hydroxide, trichloroethylene, ethylene glycol, triton 

XIOOCG, FC99, NCW, olin hiont surfactant, benzoic acid, 

methionine, emd glycine. Each figure has four sets of 

experimental data for the concentration of orgsinic impurities 

under the different oxidative treatments. In each figure, 

"input" is the TOC level measured at a post-input port 

position and is represented by the symbol •; "ozone-alone" is 
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the treatment of orgsuiics by ozone only, represents the TOC 

level measured at the end of extended bypass, cuid is 

symbolized by •; "UV-alone" is the treatment of organics by 

UV light only and is measured at a post-UV sterilizer position 

with the symbol •; and "combined UV/ozone" is the treatment 

of organics by the combination of UV light and ozone with the 

symbol •. There are severed, lines in each figure. The lines 

for the experimental input data are polynomial fits; the rest 

of the lines are from model simulation which will be discussed 

later. The model predictions are shown for the purpose of 

conparison and model validation. The model is shown to agree 

with the experimental data. TOC responses vs time profiles 

for model compounds such as humic acid, alginic acid, and 

glycine show no recycle effect at all which means the injected 

amount of contaminauits is removed in one cycle. Those 

confounds such as LPS, phenol, choline hydroxide, TCE, triton 

X100C6, FC99, OHS and benzoic acid show small slopes in the 

concentration profile due to little recycle. Those like 

ethanol, IPA, chloroform, lllTCA, ethylene glycol, NCW cind 

methionine show significcint effect of the leftover 

concentration on contaminants after one cycle. This phenomena 
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indicate that in^jurity conpoimds with more recycle effect are 

more recalcitrant and harder to be removed in one pass of the 

UV sterilizer-DI tank cleaning process in our experimental 

setup. For model conpounds such as etheinol, IPA, chloroform, 

lllTCA, TCE, ethylene glycol, triton XIOOCG, NCW, OHS and 

methionine, there are two different inputs. One input is for 

the UV-alone rtm, and einother is for the ozone-alone and the 

combined UV/ozone runs. These two inputs are produced because 

of the different degree of the recycling effect corresponding 

to the different experimental conditions. These figures have 

shown that the amount of leftover contaminants that is 

recycled in the combined UV/ozone and ozone-alone runs is 

always lower than that of the UV-alone nin. In other words 

this observation shows that the injection of ozone into the UV 

sterilizer in the polishing loop produces a higher overall 

removal of contaminants than when no injection of ozone is 

performed, based on the same amount of contaminants injected 

over a given period of time. The phenomenon is very useful 

and important when the development of the design of ultrapure 

water system which recycles rinsing wastewater is considered. 

Removal efficiency is defined as the difference of TOC 
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level between the output TOC level and input TOC level in the 

UV unit being divided by the input TOC level on one pass 

treatment. Figure 6.21 shows the removal efficiency for 

different inpurity orgeuiics as function of the type of removal 

treatment. In Figure 6.21 for a model conpound, the first bar 

represents the removal efficiency for the UV-alone run; the 

second bar represents the ozone-alone mn; the third one is 

the sum of the removal efficiency of the UV-alone cind the 

ozone-alone runs; and the fourth one is for the combined 

UV/ozone run. The removal efficiency of the combined UV/ozone 

run is observed to be greater thcui that of the UV-alone and 

the ozone-alone runs for all organic model compounds. 

Synergistic effect in this paper is defined when the removal 

efficiency of the combined UV/ozone run is greater thsin the 

sum of that of the UV-alone run emd that of the ozone-alone 

run for a specific cotrpotind. Figure 6.21 indicates that there 

is a clear significcuxt synergistic effect for all model 

compounds except for TCE, benzoic acid, amd methionine. The 

removal efficiency of TCE cuid methionine in the combined 

UV/ozone run is sir[5)ly a little more than the addition of the 

two individual removal methods. For benzoic acid, there is 
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some cancellation effect in the combined UV/ozone mn. 

In order to tinderstand the synergism and retrieve the 

kinetic information of the oxidation of model compounds from 

the experimental data, oxidative mechanisms and mass balance 

ecjuations are needed. Those were described in Chapter 5.1. 

In the polishing loop, oxygen molecules exist in 

relatively large amount and the concentration ranges around 2 

- 3 ppm. A control experiment is performed to verify that 

ozone, not oxygen is responsible for contaminant removal. 

Approximate 0.3 ppm of oxygen is injected into the polishing 

loop when organic impurities are introduced into the loop. 

The TOC chcuige in extended bypass is conpared to the TOC in 

the input run. Results show that no oxidation of organics 

occurs due to the Oj molecule. Similarly, the contaminants 

removal by the treatments of UV-alone and the combination of 

UV light and oxygen are con^ared again. Approximate 0.3 ppm 

of Oj and orgauiic impurities are injected into the UV 

sterilizer to run a combined UV/Oa experiment. Comparison of 

the TOC change with the UV-alone run is made, and shows that 

no observable oxidation of organics with Oa occurs in the 

presence of UV light. Based on the above observations, the 
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oxidation of organic contamincuits by o^qrgen in ultrapure water 

is not considered in the proposed mechanism in Chapter 5.1 for 

the UV/ozone interactions. Later, it will be also proven that 

the model fits well to the experimental data without the 

oxygen oxidation terms. 

In the data analysis, the first kinetic coefficient can 

be determined is the ozone deconposition rate. The experiment 

for that is done by measuring the change of ozone 

concentration along the time. Figure 6.22 shows the 

dissociation of ozone into free radicals in aqueous solution. 

As shown in this figure, the model fits the experimental data 

very well, the rate constant Kj is 9.5E-4, and is listed in 

Table 6.1. 

The mass balance equations for the UV sterilizer are 

based on a dispersion model. The dispersion coefficients of 

model compo\inds in the governing equations are determined by 

conparing the residence time distribution data by a step input 

into the UV sterilizer with the residence time distribution 

from a theoretical dispersion model (Smith). The value is 

approximately 10 ft^/hr. The same value for the dispersion 

coefficient is applied to ozone and free radicals as well. In 
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order to solve the partial differential equations (PDEs) , the 

other system parameters eUtid operating conditions will be given 

in the followings. The length of UV reactor is 2.48 feet. 

The speed of flow is 425.2 ft/hr. The stoichiometric ratio of 

ozone to organic model conpoimds, which is determined from the 

experiments, is 6 for humic acid; 10.5 for phenol; 3.6 for 

benzoic acid; and 0 for the rest model con^oxinds. The a-b 

term in the coefficient (2+a-b) in the stoichiometric ratio 

expression of free radicals to TOC is 0 for LPS; -0.13 for 

humic acid;, -0.33 for alginic acid; 1 for ethanol; 1 for IPA; 

0.33 for phenol; 0.5 for chloroform; 0.75 for lllTCA; 1.1 for 

choline hydroxide; 0.25 for TCE; 0.5 for ethylene glycol; 0.59 

for triton XIOOCG; 0.08 for FC99; 0 for NCW; 0.33 for OHS; 

0.14 for benzoic acid; 0.7 for methionine; and 0.25 for 

glycine. The recycle effect is taken into consideration 

through the boundary conditions for the governing equations 

when X is equal to zero. The partial differential equations 

solver are commercial IMSL sxibroutine, and the whole program 

is listed in Appendix 1. For the UV-alone run, mechanisms (M 

5.2), (M 5.4), (M 5.6), and (M 5.7) are involved; for the 

ozone-alone run, mechanisms (M 5.1), (M 5.4), (M 5.5), and (M 
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5.7) are involved; and for the combined DV/ozone irun, 

mechanisms (M 5.1) through (M 5.7) are involved. Three 

partial differential equations (E 5.1), (E 5.2), cind (E 5.3) 

along their corresponding oxidative mechsmisms are solved 

simultaneously for each experimental run. The rate constants 

are calculated by fitting the model predictions to 

corresponding experimental data with Rosenbrock's optimization 

method (Beveridge, et.al.) by using the least square method. 

The conplete list of rate consteints for each model cotipound is 

given in Table 6.1. 

It is extremely difficult and time consuming to obtain 

those kinetic constants by running the exact computer program 

in APPENDIX 1 without a good initial set of values for the 

searched parameters. Based on the fact that the Peclect 

number (Pe) is high in the UV sterilizer, one can regard the 

UV unit as an ideal plug flow reactor and rewrite ordinary 

differential equations (ODEs) con^uter code along with 

oxidative mechanisms for the UV unit. This ODEs code is 

listed in APPENDIX 2 for reference. This code allows quicker 

and broader number search for the kinetic coefficients. Those 

initial results for the kinetic constants found by the ODEs 
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ccxie for organic contaminants with high recycle effect will be 

fine tuned by plugging them into PDEs code using the least 

square method. By fitting model to the experimental data by 

the treatment of organics with UV light only, a set of kinetic 

constants of Ki, K^, Kg, cuid K, is obtained. With known 

kinetic constcuits of Kj, K4, and K,, kinetic constants of K5 

will be calculated by fitting model to the experimental data 

by the treatment of orgauiics with ozone only. With known 

kinetic constcuits of Ki, Kj, K^, K5, Kg, auid K,, kinetic 

constant of K3 will be calculated by fitting model to the 

experimental data of the combination treatment of UV light and 

ozone. If there is vmfit situation occurring to the 

experimental data of ozone-alone and the combination of UV 

light and ozone, a new set of kinetic constants Ki, K4, Kg, and 

K7 will be recalculated by refitting the model to UV-alone 

experimental data. Only the data points in the steady state 

region will be considered for fit; the data points in the 

unsteady state region are not accurate enough due to the 

sampling method of the TOC analyzer and are not considered for 

fit. Kj, Kj, K3, and K7 are meant to be the same in the fit 

for all model compounds since the rate of generation of 
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radicals by UV light in the water, the deconposition rate of 

ozone, the conversion rate of ozone into radicals in the 

presence of UV light, cuid the rate of quenching reaction of 

radicals tend to be the same for the oxidation of organics in 

UV/ozone interactions. 

From Figure 6.21, it can be seen that the irradiation 

with UV radiation of 185/254 nm (the UV-alone run) is able to 

break down model compounds in aqueous solution with certain 

degree success. It is believed that not only is UV direct 

irradiation able to directly break down orgcuiic sxibstances, 

but also that short UV wavelength irradiation induces the 

dissociation of water molecules to form radicals that oxidize 

organic substcinces. In other words, it is the combined 

treatment of UV photolysis and free radicals oxidation that 

oxidizes the orgsuiic impurities in ultrapure water. The 

argument will be discussed in the following about the effect 

of UV photolysis. According to the first law of 

photochemistry "only the light which is absorbed by a molecule 

can be effective in producing photochemical chcinge in the 

molecule" (Calvert, Pitts), the UV spectrum can provide useful 

information on the possibility of organic impurities removal 
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by UV direct photolysis. With limited availability of UV 

spectrums, only model compounds whose UV spectrum are known 

will be discussed below. The UV spectrum of ethsuiol is 

featureless. The log e (molar absorption coefficient) for 

ethanol at 185nm is aroxind 0.9 and means small UV absorption 

(Klevens, et.al., 1947; Stevens, et.al., 1938). This small 

molecular absorption coefficient might be the reason that the 

Kg (UV) rate constant for ethcuiol is comparably small, and 

direct photolysis is not a efficient way in removing it. 

Since there is no available UV spectrum for IPA in water. It 

is speculated that the same physical properties for ethanol 

apply to isopropyl alcohol because both of them have a very 

similar molecular structure. This verifies that the rate 

constant for UV photolysis for IPA is comparably small and 

direct photolysis is not a efficient way in removing it. 

Other information include: log e is 3.8 for glycine at 185nm 

(Piatt, et.al., 1944).; e for phenol is around 2000 (Hodgson, 

1943); log e for benzoic acid at 254 nm is aroxind 2.7 

(Ungnade, et.al, 1952). The photolysis rate constants for 

those three conpoiinds are some value and show that photolysis 

plays a important role in removing them. The dissociation 
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energies for chemical bonds might give additional information 

on the possibility of organic in^jurities removal by UV direct 

photolysis (Yabe, et.al. 1989) . In addition to the UV 

cdasorption for methionine at 185nm (e.g. e is around 1950) 

(Gratzer, 1967; Fox, 1973) , the equivalent wavelength for the 

dissociation of C-S bond in methionine is about 439 nm. This 

piece of information indicates a high chance of break-down of 

C-S bond once methionine molecules get excited under the 

irradiation of UV light. These two combined factors explain 

that the photolysis rate constant for methionine is coirparably 

large in the list. Another inportcuit factor of UV photolysis 

is the degree of the transformation of orgsuiic substances 

under UV irradiation to COj and HjO. This might be the reason 

that the photolysis rate constant for large molecular weight 

hianic acid is coirparably small. Generally, those factors make 

the effect of UV photolysis not an efficient way in removing 

orgcuiic contaminants, even though there are certain success in 

removing TOC in aqueous solution by the treatment of UV light 

alone. 

With a 21-second residence time of the ozonation of 

organic impurities and the slow dissociation of ozone into 
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free radicals in ultrapure water in mind, it helps to 

understand the experimental results from the ozone-alone run. 

Figure 6.21 indicates that there are no observcible reactions 

between organic model coti^Dounds and ozone molecules except for 

humic acid, phenol, and benzoic acid. Although ozone is 

considered a powerful oxidizing agent, it is actually quite 

selective in its reactions in aqueous solution. In general, 

the reaction of the ozone molecule with aliphatic alcohols, 

aldehydes, and acids is slow and the ozone-alone process 

basically is not sui effective method for those types of 

organics removal (Hoigne, et.al., 1979). In other words, 

selectivity is the limitation on the usage of ozone. The Kg 

rate constcints for model compounds are listed in Table 6.1. 

Since both UV photolysis and ozone molecule oxidation 

reaction are not efficient ways in oxidizing orgauiic 

impurities in aqueous solution, it easily leaves the facts 

that free radicals are mainly responsible for the oxidation of 

organic contamincuits, and the combined UV/ozone treatment is 

the best process among all these treatments due to the 

conversion of ozone to free radicals in the presence of DV 

light. 
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The studies of the rate constauits can explore the 

information of these oxidative interactions on organic 

impurities. K3 shows the rapid dissociation of ozone into 

free radicals in the presence of UV light. For TCE and 

phenol, the rate constants K4 are large and indicate fast 

reactions with the oxidizing radicals. In contrast, the rate 

constant for benzoic acid is small amd indicates that the 

free radicals play a less inportcuit role in the disappearsuice 

of this compound. Additionally, benzoic acid is subject to 

electrophilic aromatic siabstitution. This finding agrees with 

other reports that show the hydroxyl radical behaves as a 

strongly electrophilic radical in aromatic substitution 

(Leitus et.al., 1980; Norman et.al., 1962; Bates et.al, 

1953) . The value for Kg are zero for most compounds except 

for humic acid, phenol and benzoic acid, and show the 

selectivity of the ozone molecule for orgeuiic impurities. K, 

shows the rapid quenching reaction of free radicals. 

The beauty of this UV/ozone interaction model is that it 

can predict the behavior of the unmeasurable concentration of 

free radicals based on the measurable concentrations of TOC 

cind ozone. The behaviors for TOC, ozone, and free radicals 
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under the treatment of the combination of DV light cuid ozone 

are predicted cind illustrated in Figure 6.23 on a 

concentration vs residence time scale in the UV unit. 

Chloroform is taken as an example. In a photolytical 

ozonation in Figure 6.23, ozone concentration drops rapidly, 

and radicals rise up first and then drop in the UV unit; after 

the DV unit, the ozone concentration is still undetectable and 

radicals drop rapidly due to the rapid quenching reaction. 

Figure 6.24 conpares the concentrations and behaviors of free 

radicals in the UV-alone, ozone-alone, and combined UV/ozone 

reactions. It shows that the photolytical ozonation is the 

best method for orgeuiic contaminants removal among these 

treatments due to the high concentration of free radicals 

produced which have low selectivity and high reactivity. 

6.3 Oxidation o£ Organic Particlea 

The experimental results and model simulation for the 

oxidation of orgcuiic particles are discussed below. 

Figures 6.25 through 6.28 show the temporal profiles of 

the population number density as a function of time for humic 
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Table 6.1 Rate Constants of Model Compounds Under UV-Alone, Ozone-
Alone, and Combined UV/Ozone Oxidations in Ultrapure Water 

Model Compounds 
Ki 
1/s 

K, 
ppb/s 

K3 
1/s 

K4 
l/(ppb.s) 

Ks 
l/{ppb.s) 1/s 

K, 
1/s 

Lipopolysaccharide 
(LPS) 

9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 1.65E-3 - 0 5.0E-4 0.3 

humic Acid 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 2.2E-3 3.0E-4 6.0E-5 0.3 

Alginic Acid 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 l.lE-3 - 0 1.6E-3 0.3 

Ethanol 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 1.4E-3 - 0 6.0E-5 0.3 

Isopropyl 
Alcohol 

9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 2.0E-3 - 0 5.0E-5 0.3 

Phenol 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 7.0E-3 3.3E-4 2.OE-3 0.3 

Chloroform 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 3.25E-3 - 0 6.0E-5 0.3 

1,1,1-Trichloro-
ethane(lllTCA) 

9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 1.9E-3 - 0 5.0E-5 0.3 

UJ 
00 



Choline Hydroxide 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 3.4E-3 - 0 2.OE-3 0.3 

Trichloroethylene 
(TCE) 

9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 2.76E-2 - 0 6.0E-2 0.3 

Ethylene Glycol 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 3.8E-3 - 0 4.3E-3 0.3 

Triton XIOOCG 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 1.65E-3 - 0 9.1E-3 0.3 

FC99 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 3.1E-3 - 0 1.12E-2 0.3 

NCW 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 2.6E-3 - 0 4.5E-3 0.3 

01in Hunt 
Surfactant 

9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 2.7E-3 - 0 4.7E-3 0.3 

Benzoic Acid 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 l.OE-4 2.OE-3 1.7E-2 0.3 

Methionine 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 5.0E-4 - 0 l.OE-2 0.3 

Glycine 9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 2.1E-3 - 0 2.7E-3 0.3 

Table 6.1-Continued Rate Constants of Model Compounds Under UV-Alone, Ozone-
Alone, and Combined UV/Ozone Oxidations in Ultrapure Water 

Ui 
v£> 
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acid during the UV-alone, and combined UV/ozone reactions for 

different chcumels of 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 /xm. The 

population density of dissolved organic particles can be 

obtained from the input nins, euid shows that the number of 

particle density detected decreases as the particle size 

becomes larger. The population number density vs. particle 

diameter under different reaction conditions are plotted in 

Figure 6.29 for comparison. Figures 6.30 through 6.33 show 

the temporal profiles of the population number density vs. 

time for alginic acid with different monitoring particle 

channels. Figure 6.34 shows the population number density vs. 

particle diameter under different reaction conditions for 

alginic acid for the purpose of cotr^arison. 

The removal efficiency for particles is defined as the 

difference of particle population density between the entrance 

cind exit of the UV sterilizer being divided by the input 

particle population density by one pass treatment in the UV 

unit for all four channels, and is given in Table 6.2. The 

enhanced removal by the combined UV/ozone oxidation for both 

model compounds is observed. 

When the removal efficiency based on particle difference 
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is cotr^ared with the removal efficiency based on the TOC 

difference for the same model compound, the particle removal 

efficiency is lower than the TOC removal efficiency for the 

same treatment. Qualitatively, the particle removal 

efficiency can not fully represent the effect of oxidation. 

The arguments are stated in the following. When the size of 

particle A is half of that of particle B, the mass of particle 

A is Vfc of that of particle B. In addition, the chcinnels that 

are monitored are rcuiges. Both of these combined factors 

contribute to the reasons why the particle removal efficiency 

can not fully represent the effect of oxidation. Since the 

channel 0.2 fm is the largest particle channel monitored, the 

actual removal efficiency should be larger than the removal 

efficiency obtained based on the particle difference for 

channel 0.2 ^m. 

Model simulation is introduced to help understand what 

kind of particle size reduction pathway is. Population nianber 

density vs. particle diameter size from the input rxin is fed 

as the initial condition for the governing equation (E 5.6) at 

t equal to zero. The parameters A and B in the proposed 

breakage rate, and C, D, and E in the proposed fragmentation 
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distribution function are determined by fitting the model 

simulation to the experimental data with the Rosenbrock's 

optimization method using least square method. The code is 

given in APPENDIX 3. Only the main program is listed. The 

subroutines were written by Dr. Thomas W. Peterson and are not 

listed. Figures 6.29 and 6.34 show the agreement between the 

model fit and the experimental data for humic acid and alginic 

acid. The parameters for both model cotr^oiinds are given in 

Table 6.3. 

The term (v/u) in the proposed weighted 

fragmentation distribution (E 5.8), is a so called normalized 

form. It should be noted that "Power" in the above term 

represent either D or E in equation (E 5.8). The normalized 

form means that the distribution of particles upon breakage 

depends only on the relative change in particle size from 

breaking to broken particle, not on the absolute particle size 

itself. When the "Power" in is larger than 1, the 

larger value corresponds to the higher tendency of the 

formation of large fragments close to the size of the original 

parent particle; when the "Power" is less than 1, the smaller 

value corresponds to the higher tendency of the formation of 
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very fine fragments. The complete particle fragmentation 

distribution in the proposed weighed averaged fiinction is 

determined by parameters C, D, and E. According to the 

parameters found in the model fit, the UV-alone and combined 

UV/ozone reactions are merely an erosion process for the 

organic particles size reduction. Besides, the breakup rate 

decreases with particle diameter for the negative value of B. 

Organic particles under the interactive treatment of UV 

light and ozone are sxibject to total orgeuxic carbon loss and 

the final products are CO2 and HjO. There should be no 

accumulation of fine particles even though equation (E 5.8) 

predicts very small particles formed when "Power" << l. 

The chemistry of the treatment of UV light alone and the 

combination of UV light and ozone reactions on particles is 

quite complicated. The irradiation of UV leads to the 

excitement of reactant from which the molecule can either 

react to give product, or pass radiatively or non-radiatively 

to the ground state, or xindergo intersystem crossing to 

another excitement state in which it can either react or pass 

radiatively or non-radiatively to the ground state (Schmidt, 

1965). The kinetics of photochemical solid-state reactions 
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depends on the particle structure, particle coti^osition, 

particle size, cind the contact geometry of functional groups 

which participate in the reactions. The ozone molecule and 

the free radicals which are produced from the conversion of 

ozone in the presence of DV may merely selectively react with 

fxinction group on the surface of the organic particles, or may 

penetrate through and react inside. 

6.4 Methodology for Uodeling the UltrapTire V7ater Polishing 

Loop 

In this section, modifications on the mass balance 

equations for the components in the polish loop will be done 

in order to model a complete ultrapure water polishing loop, 

and the determination of ion exchange rates of organic 

impurities in a DI tank will also be the objective. 

Equations (E 5.1) to (E 5.3) can be simultcuieously 

solved. However they, along with (E 5.4) amd (E 5.5), are 

independent from each other. The relationship among these 

elements is that the output of the unit upstream is the input 

of the unit downstream. In order to be able to numerically 
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0.05 fm 0.10 fim 0.15 ^m 0.20 /zm 

Huraic 
Acid 

UV-alone 6.5% 6.6% 5.1% 5.6% 
Huraic 
Acid Combined 

UV/O3 
9.7% 10.6% 8.4% 8.3% 

Alginic 
Acid 

UV-alone 8.1% 6.0% 3.8% 7.1% 
Alginic 
Acid Combined 

UV/O3 
14.6% 11.4% 8.1% 9.4% 

Table 6.2 Removal Efficiency of Organic Particles by 
Oxidation of UV/Ozone Interactions 

A B C D E 

Humic 
Acid 

I 2.35E-4 -0.450 3.92E-6 4.64E-3 300 
Humic 
Acid II 2.74E-4 -0.455 4.00E-6 4.73E-3 300 

Alginic 
Acid 

I 3.97E-4 -0.420 5.29E-6 6.31E-3 300 
Alginic 
Acid II 5.29e-4 -0.425 5.57E-6 6.72E-3 300 

I: UV-alone II: Combined UV/O3 

Table 6.3 Parameters for Organic Particles Fragmentation 
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solve these equations for a ultrapure water loop, the 

following modifications which are based on fluid transport 

phenomena and mathematical trsmsformation are done. 

The dispersion coefficients of the model compounds in the 

mass balance equations for the UV sterilizer are determined by 

the conparison of the residence time distribution by the step 

input in the UV unit with those from a theoretical dispersion 

model. The Piclect number in the UV unit is 100 with the non-

dimensionalization of the mass balance equations (the Peclect 

number is that the product of the length of UV sterilizer and 

the flow velocity is divided by the dispersion coefficient), 

so the dispersion terms can be eliminated. The UV unit can be 

regarded as an ideal plug flow reactor. 

Due to the presence of resins, it is difficult to 

determine the dispersion coefficients of the model organic 

impurities in the ion exchemge tauik using the same method 

applied to obtain the ones of organics in the UV sterilizer 

with available equipment. The approach for obtaining Peclect 

number for the DI tank is given in the following statements. 

Firstly, resins will be ignored. Focus is only on an eit5)ty DI 

tank. For the same volume flow rate in turbulent flow region, 
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the Peclect number relationship between the UV sterilizer and 

the en^ty ion exchcmge teuik is: 

where 1: UV sterilizer 

2: empty ion exchange tank 

L; length of unit 

d: diameter of unit 

The P§clect number for the empty ion exchange tank is 35.5. 

It is appropriate to assume that an enpty ion exchange tank is 

an ideal plug flow reactor, but it may not appropriate to hold 

this for a tcink with resins. We assume that an ion exchange 

tcink is an ideal plug flow reactor as an initial 

approximation. If the polishing loop model can fit the 

experimental data, the above assumption is correct. Later on, 

the good agreement between the experimental data and the model 

fit in Figures 6.35 to 6.40 shows that the ion excheinge tank 

behaves as an ideal plug flow reactor. 
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The derivations in the following are to show how 

equations (E 5.1) to (E 5.4) without the dispersion terms are 

ordinary differential equations. 

If there is a equation in the following form: 

|£ . • R{c) (E 6.1) 
dt dx 

Initial condition: 

C(x=0, t=0) = f(t=0) 

CCxj'O, t=0) = 0 

Boxindary condition: 

C(x=0,t) = f{t) 

where R(C)is function of C 

Assume x = x + Ut 

dC dC dx dC dt 
^ III"! • 

dx dx dx dt dx 

since 

dx dx 
-F • 1 -F ' ̂ 
dx dt 

„dC „dC dC U— - U— * — 
dx dx dt 

sxibstitute this into Equation (E 6.1) 
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U— . R{C) [E 6.2) 
dx 

Assume t = x/U, and then Equation (E 6.2) becomes 

.  i?(C) {E 6.3) 

In other words, t = x/U + t, because x ranges from 0 to L, t 

ranges from t to t + t, where t = L/U 

Let t - t = I = x/U (I ranges from 0 to x) , so Equation 

(E 6.3) becomes: 

- ^ . R ( C )  ( S  6 . 4 )  
dT 

for any 

t = 0, X = 0 then t = 0, then I = 0, C = f(0) 1 

t = 0, X. * 0, then t = x/U, then I = x/U, C = 0 2 

X = 0, t > 0, then t = t, T = 0, C = f(t) 3 

(1) and (3) are the initial conditions for Equation (E 6.4). 

Knowing the initial condition, the integration of I from 

0 to X is performed to solve equation (E 6.4). Since I 

ranging from 0 to x is equivalent to t to x+t, then x+t is the 

real time at the output of the unit when solving ODE equation 

(E 6.4) after the integration of time x for an input at time 
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t 

An alternative way of proving that a dispersion model 

with Icirge Peclect niunber is equivalent to an ideal plug flow 

reactor was done by Danclcwerds (1953) . 

As stated previously, the only relationship among these 

elements is that the output of the unit upstream is the input 

of the unit downstream. However, the problem with the mass 

balance equation of the storage tank is that the equation can 

not be solved before the function (TOO e„cr«nc« of time can be 

determined. The trsuisformation of the ordinary differential 

equation for the storage tamk into an integrated form is 

needed and derived in the following. Assume that a flow with 

a TOC concentration of TOC„tr«ic« enters a storage tank of size 

VsT with a flow rate f, and that the outlet concentration is 

d TOC exit f 

dt V. entrance 
ST 

entrance 
exp(-^t) 

' em ST 



roc^^j.(fc • ̂fc)exp{-^ (t • *t)) - roc^^^(t:)exp(~t) 
^sr ^ST 

C*aC 

sr c ST 

- -t)exp(-X.t) - roc^^,(t) 
sr 

t • *t 

^exp(-^t) jr roc„„a„c.(^)®*P(-^n)dn 
ST ^ST c ST 

_^exp(- -f-t)/roc„„„„{u * fc)exp(-^(u * t))du 
sr sr 0 sr 

/^^'^entx.nce (" * t) exp ( -^u) du 
sr 0 sr 

then finally 
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• roc^^^{t)exp(-^^t) 
ST 
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[ exp (u) du] exp (--^^ t) 
*^sr 0 ST ST 

With all of these modifications on the mass balance 

equations, a computer code Ccui be completed for an ultrapure 

water polishing loop. The code keeps track of the TOC 

concentration in an element along the loop at different times. 

At time zero, the contaminants are injected; TOC concentration 

is calculated after each unit in the loop: the UV sterilizer, 

the DI tank and the storage tank. The contaminants 

concentration entering the UV unit after one cycle is the sum 

of the external input plus what is not removed in the previous 

cycle. The code is listed in APPENDIX 4. In order to solve 

the code in Appendix 4, the following inputs are needed: the 

concentration of injected organic in^urities and ozone; the 

system parameters such as the volumes of UV sterilizer, DI 

tank, and storage tamk cuid flow rate; and the kinetic 

constants through K,. 

Figures 6.35 through 6.40 show the experimental results 

for the model compounds studied in the following order of 

chloroform, lllTCA, and ethylene glycol without and with ozone 
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injection into the UV sterilizer. There are four sets of 

experimental data for the concentration of organic in^urities 

which are measured at different positions along the loop. In 

each figure, "after-input" is the TOC level measured at a 

post-input port position emd is represented by #, "after-UV" 

is measured at a post-UV sterilizer position and symbolized by 

• , "after-DI" is measured at a post-DI tank position and 

symbolized by •, cuid "after-tank" is at a post-storage tank 

position and symbolized by T. TOC response profiles vs time 

for those model compounds show that there is a substantial 

amount of contaminants recycled in the loop. This indicates 

that these inpurity confounds are recalcitrant and can not be 

removed in a single pass of the UV sterilizer-DI tank cleaning 

process. TOC values measured at a post-input port position 

when ozone is injected are different from those without the 

ozone injection. For the same model compo\ind, the time scales 

on the plots are the same for ozone injection and no ozone 

injection. At the end of the time scale, the TOC 

concentration of chloroform is 193 ppb without ozone injection 

and 120 ppb with ozone injection; for lllTCA they are 157 and 

102 ppb, respectively; for ethylene glycol they are 29 and 22 
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ppb, respectively. In other words, based on the same amoiint 

of contaminants injected over a given period of time, the 

amoiint of leftover material which can not be removed in one 

pass of treatment with ozone injection is lower than that 

without ozone injection for these organic confounds. 

Even though mentioned in Section 6.2, the advantage of 

the ultrapure water polishing loop by allowing the injection 

of ozone into UV sterilizer is reemphasized suad is thought to 

be better illustrated and understood when comparing the TOC 

levels at different points along the loop. 

As mentioned previously, the rate of ion exchange is 

still unknown and waits to be obtained. The experimental 

results are used as the data for the simulation model. The 

rate constants for the oxidation of organics by UV/ozone 

interactions obtained previously are used in this polishing 

loop modeling code , and Kg and K, which are the kinetic 

constants of ion exchange will be derived by fitting the model 

predictions to the experimental data by the minimum least 

square method. The generated model predictions are shown on 

the same figures for cotrparison and model validation. As they 

are shown, the model agrees with the data. The coit5)lete list 
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Figure 6.35 TOC Profiles Measured at Different 
Locations in the Ultrapure Water 
Polishing Loop (Without Ozone Injection) 
Model Compound: Chloroform 
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Figure 6.36 TOC Profiles Measured at Different 
Locations in the Ultrapure Water 
Polishing Loop (With Ozone Injection) 
Model Compound: Chloroform 
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Figure 6.37 TOC Profiles Measured at Different 
Locations in the Ultrapure Water 
Polishing Loop (Without Ozone Injection) 
Model Cottpo\ind: 1,l, 1-Trichloroethane 
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Figure 6.38 TOC Profiles Measured at Different 
Locations in the Ultrapure Water 
Polishing Loop (With Ozone Injection) 
Model Cotnpoxind: 1,1,1-Trichloroethane 
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Figure 6.39 TOC Profiles Measured at Different 
Locations in the Ultrapure Water 
Polishing Loop (Without Ozone Injection) 
Model Coitipoxind: Ethylene Glycol 
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Figure 6.40 TOC Profiles Measured at Different 
Locations in the Ultrapure Water 
Polishing Loop (With Ozone Injection) 
Model Compound: Ethylene Glycol 



Model 
Compounds 

Kx K, K3 K4 Ks K7 Kb K, 

Chloroform 
(W/0 O3) 

0.9025 3.25E-3 6.0E-5 0.3 9.18E-4 1.03 

Chloroform 
(With O3) 

9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 3.25e-3 c 0 6.0E-5 0.3 9.18E-4 0.875 

lllTCA 
(W/0 O3) 

0.9025 1.9E-3 5.0E-5 0.3 0 0.713 

lllTCA 
(With O3) 

9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 1.9E-3 C 0 5.0E-5 0.3 0 0.582 

Ethylene 
GLycol 

(W/0 O3) 

0.9025 3.8E-3 4.3E-3 0.3 2.4E-3 0.403 

Ethylene 
Glycol 

(With O3) 

9.5E-4 0.9025 0.29 3.8E-3 C 0 4.3E-3 0.3 2.4E-3 0.305 

Table 6.4 Rate Constants for the Destruction of the Model Compounds in the UV 
Sterilizer and the DI Tank in the Ultrapure Water Polishing Loop 

H 
U) 
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of rate constants Ki to K, for three model compoxinds for each 

experimental rxin is given in Table 6.4. 

6.5 Parametric Tests 

Rinsing wastewater contains the mixture of all the 

materials and chemicals used in photolithography, wet etching, 

plasma, CVD, PVD, cuid other subprocesses. Since TOC accounts 

for a large proportion of the in^urities found in rinsing 

wastewater and it is hard to deal with, utmost care should be 

paid to the TOC level if the rinsing wastewater is going to be 

reused in the ultrapure water production line. TOC 

contamination is a difficult problem because its removal by 

oxidation is always a fixed percentage of the original TOC 

level and relatively low. Normally repetition of the removal 

treatment is required to decrease the concentration to an 

acceptable value. Qualitatively, this behavior is different 

from the removal technologies for other types of contamination 

like filtration for particles or ion exchange for ions in 

which, unless the retention capacity is exceeded, almost 

complete removal will usually occur in a single stage. The 
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currently available TOC analyzers with a measurement reuige of 

a sub-ppb order take 10-20 minutes to obtain a TOC value, 

therefore compensation for the TOC responses during this time 

lag is needed. Even though attempts are made to prevent 

wastewater of high TOC concentration from going into the 

ultrapure water production system in principle, wastewater 

with high TOC concentration enters the system by diffusion or 

short-circuit. As plant personnel operate and maintain the 

ultrapure water production system that reuses rinsing 

wastewater, the operating conditions and parameters employed 

are based on past experience, and they cannot be deternained at 

the water plant plamning stage due to the variations in 

concentration and composition of the impurities in wastewater 

from day to day. Process cortputer simulation is thought to be 

cui answer to the problems mentioned above. 

Three cases are modeled and discussed below. Figure 6.41 

is a hypothetical configuration of an ultrapure water 

polishing loop. Label explanations for this figure are given 

in TcQjle 6.5. It is a good starting point to study the TOC 

responses using the available kinetic information obtained 

previously in our work. The another beauty of the 
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modifications on the mass balance equations of the components 

in the ultrapure water loop is that they give the numerical 

code of the experimental setup in APPENDIX 4 the flexibility 

to adapt itself for step or pulse injection anywhere along the 

polishing loop and for changes in the parameters shown in 

Figure 6.41. This simulation is able to predict the behavior 

of the TOC concentration at the point of use (POU) . Since the 

ultrapure water polishing loop Ccui be only regarded as the 

combination of the plug flow reactors and CSTRs, the focus of 

the present simulation will be on the effect of the size of 

the storage tank for 3 different types of injection by using 

the same mass amount of contaminant (1.5 fig) . An extreme 

condition is studied by installing a 0.05-gallon storage tsmk 

to simulate the response of the ultrapure water treatment 

system with no tank. This could represent a very common smd 

practical situation. A non-ideal giant storage tank installed 

in the ultrapure water production system may behave like an 

ideal plug flow reactor. The hypothetical setup used for the 

following parametric prediction and shown in Figure 6.41, is 

similar to the previously used experimental setup except for 

what will be noted in the later description for cases. The 
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input lines at positions A and G1 can be regarded as water 

from primary water treatment system, rinsing wastewater, or 

make-up water system. The kinetic parameters for the 

simulation are those for the chloroform without ozone 

injection. It is assumed that those parameters can be 

extrapolated to be used in the following cases. 

In the first case, 60000 ppb is injected at the position 

A at a flow rate of 0.3 gal/min for 5 seconds (amounts to 1.5 

ng of material) and clean water without inpurities continues 

at the same flow rate for the rest of time domain; FlwG is 0.5 

gal/min; clecui msUce-up water without impurities with a flow 

rate of 0.2 gal/min is used at the G1 position to keep the 

water level in the storage tank constant; tests A, B, C, D, 

and E represent simulations using a volume for the storage 

tank at 0.05, 0.9, 3, 9, and 27 gallons, respectively. The 

predicted concentration profiles at the POU are shown in 

Figure 6.42. Test A shows periodic pulse responses. These 

periodic pulse responses are of a very high concentration and 

easily escape the detection of a TOC analyzer since they exist 

only for very short time. The danger of these periodic pulse 

in^urities usually are easily underestimated, so these types 
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of responses are not favored for operating control. This type 

of short time step input could occur in the case of 

intentional/non-intentional injection of the impurities, back 

diffusion, and leached material from the filters, DI tanks or 

the RO modules in the real world. Obviously, as shown in 

Figure 6.42, a big storage tank in^roves the pulsating 

responses situation. Test B starts showing TOC level smear in 

the storage tauik; the effect of smear grows as the tank size 

increases. When the size of the storage tank is large enough 

to dilute the contaminants to a concentration sufficiently 

low, the combination of UV sterilizer/DI tcuik is enough to 

remove most of it in one cycle. Therefore, the time for TOC 

level dropping to background level is much shorter in test E 

than those for tests B, C, and D. However, using such a big 

storage tank dramatically increases capital cost. 

For the case II simulation shown in Figure 6.43, 1.5 x 

10*® gram of contamincuit are injected in a pulse into the 

storage tank; FlwG and clean water without impurities FlwA are 

equal to 3.52 x 10"® gal/min; lines labeled A, B, C, D, and E 

represent the volume of storage tank at 0.05, 0.9, 3, 9, and 

27 gallons, respectively. Test A shows the highest POU 
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concentration suid highest pulsating behavior for TOC 

responses. In case I (Figure 6.42), tests B, C, and D show 

that a larger tcuik tcikes longer time to reach TOC backgroxand 

level. This seems to be a correlation that needs to be 

considered when determining the optimum size of a storage 

tank. However, the tendency that a larger tank taking longer 

time to drop to TOC background level in loop does not hold for 

case II. In case II, the time to reach TOC background level 

in test B is shorter thcui that for test D, and the time for 

test D is shorter than that for test C. From the simulation, 

those times are very close to each other. Tests A in both 

case I and II take the longest time to drop to TOC background 

level. Test A represents a simulation with no storage tank. 

This meeuis that contamincuits travel in pulses since there is 

no mixing in the system and the UV and DI units show ideal 

plug flow behavior. Therefore, the treatment of contaminants 

in these tests is periodic because pollutants are not removed 

continuously but only when their pulses reach the UV and DI 

units. When test A is compared for case I and II, it is 

evident that the pulse concentration is higher in case II for 

a given time. Pulse injection gives higher concentration in 
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most cases. Not only the different types of injection plays 

a role in this con^arison between tests A in case I euid II, 

but also the diluting effect at the positions A and 61 in case 

I and a substantial amoxint of impurities leaving the system in 

case I through the POU play roles in this comparison. The 

diluting effect and a sxibstantial amount of in5)urities leaving 

the system through the POU help in reducing the amount of 

contaminants in the loop faster. In addition, the 

concentration of the orgauiic impurities that passes the UV and 

DI units determines the time to drop to TOC background level. 

All of those combined factors contribute to the reasons why 

the length of the time to drop to TOC backgroxind for test B, 

C, cUid D in case II are very close among themselves. 

For the case III simulation shown in Figure 6.44 (using 

a total impurity mass of 1.5 ng) , 1000 ppb of contaminant are 

injected at the point A at a rate of 0.3 gal/min for 5 minutes 

and clean water without inpurities afterward; FlwG was 0.5 

gal/min; the rate of make-up clecui water (FlwGl) is 0.2 

gal/min in order to keep the water level in the storage tank 

constant. Lines A, B, C, D, and E represent 0.05, 0.9, 3, 9, 

and 27 gallons for the volume of the storage tank. 
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respectively. For test A, step-like responses are observed. 

As the storage tank size increases, the time needed to reach 

TOC background level increases for tests A, B, C, and D. Test 

E is exceptional again due to the fact that the contaminants 

are so diluted by the tank that most of them can be removed in 

the one pass treatment of a UV unit and a DI tank. In cases 

I 5ind III, the conditions are the same except for the 

durations and concentrations of the injection of the 

contaminants. In case I 60000 ppb are injected for 5 seconds, 

and in case III only 1000 ppb but for 5 minutes. However, the 

total mass remains constant. Tests B, C, and D reach TOC 

background level quicker in case I than in case III due to 

dilution effect at the point A and a higher amount of 

contaminants leaving the system through the POU. The 

advantages of case III over case I are the following. The 

highest concentration for test A in case III is around 300 

ppb, however, for case I the highest concentration is 

approximate 6000 ppb for tests A, B, C, D, and E. The TOC 

responses at the POU can be continuously tracked by a TOC 

analyzer in case III, but there are some instances in which 

the TOC responses in case I can not be continuously tracked by 
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a TOC analyzer because the duration of the pulses is very 

short and non-continuous in nature. The discrete sampling at 

random times may or may not detect these high concentration of 

impurities. Even though the pulse responses are detected, a 

TOC analyzer will not reflect the actual situation auid give a 

lower TOC reading due to the analytical sampling method. 

These unexpected pulses could lead to dramatic decrease in 

production yield in the IC meuiufacturing. 

Several insightful conclusions can be reached from the 

simulations performed using the model. It can be seen that a 

storage tank is capable of serving two purposes: diluting aind 

buffering the irtpact of in^jurity injection. TOC responses are 

dynamic at the POU in the polishing loop and depend on various 

factors. They depend on where the impurities are injected, 

the duration of inpurities injection, the concentration of the 

injected contaminants, and the type of injection such as pulse 

input or step input into the system. The position, duration, 

flow rate, concentration, injection type, eind quality of make

up water injection also affect the TOC responses at the POU. 

In addition, the size, geometry, and non-ideal properties of 

the UV sterilizers, the DI tanks and the storage tanks, and 
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the arrcuigements of these elements are important factors that 

determine TOC overall removal. Finding the optimum operating 

conditions by chcuiging values of the determining factors is 

therefore possible and practical using the proposed model. 

Careful attention is paid to factors that could improve 

contamincuits removal but increase cost and the length of the 

time to drop to TOC background level. Another important piece 

of information derived from the simulation is the fact that a 

very short time step injection with high contaminants 

concentration auid pulse input of impurities into the storage 

tank may give periodic pulse responses for long period of 

time, therefore, these process conditions should be avoided. 

The fundamental studies of the mechanisms of the oxidations 

occurring in the UV sterilizer, the mechanisms of ion exchange 

in the DI teuik, the cut-off properties in the filters, and the 

non-ideality of the storage tank are very iir^ortant aind there 

is a strong need for their understanding. Those fundamentals 

combined with the process-affecting factors and plant running 

cost can be used to optimize the purification processes and 

design a reliable ultrapure water production plant which 

recycles rinsing wastewater. 
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A version 1 simulation package for an ultrapure water 

system which recycles rinsing water is performed. The 

ultrapure water system for simulation is shown in Figure 6.45. 

The coitputer code is listed in APPENDIX 5. The nature of 

those mass balcuice equations for the removal components in 

simulation system is partial differential equations. Even 

though sin5)lified as indicated in Chapter 6.4, they are still 

very conplicated to be dealt with due to the initial and 

boundary conditions. A lot of work and years of accumulated 

experience go into the con^juter program, so the code is worth 

to be retained in this paper for later references and as a 

basis for further development of more complicated and 

sophisticated water system. 

The features of the simulation package version 1 are: 

1. Allows any arrangement of different sequences of any 

number of reactors such as UV \anits, DI tanks, and CSTRs. 

The first unit ceui not be a CSTR. 

2. Allows user to specify the sizes cuid flow rates of all 

reactors. 

3. There is a withdrawal in front of each reactor. The flow 

rates need to be defined. 
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4. There is sux injection, in front of each reactor, but the 

withdrawal stream goes in front of injection stream. 

Allows to specify flow rates, and the time periods of TOC 

injection fxinctions such as the following form 

A*t^3 + B*t^2 + C*t + d + e*exp{f*t). 

5. Allows pulse inputs for CSTR tauik at time equal to zero. 

6. Allows a withdrawal stream to go to a injection port for 

the same amount of flow rate with a time delay. Solid 

organic irrpurities of a known concentration are added to 

this stream. 

6.6 Organic mpurities and Bydrochloric Acid in Rinsing Hater 

The organic contaminants encounter high concentration of 

various inorganic acids and bases such as hydrochloric acid 

(HCl) , phosphoric acid (H3PO4) , sulfuric acid (HjSO*) , 

hydrofluoric acid (HF) , and ammonium hydroxide {NH4OH) in 

rinsing wastewater in the semiconductor industries. When the 

rinsing water is going to be recycled to the ultrapure water 

production system, the chemistry between acids, bases cuid 

organic iirpurities needs to be studied. 
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Table 6.5 Labels for Hypothetical Ultrapure Water Reclaiming 

System 

A, F, G, Gl, R: Positions along loop line 

FlwA, FlwG, FlwGl: Flow rate being injected and taken out 

at positions A, G, and Gl 

ConcA, ConcGl: Concentrations of flow being injected at 

positions A and Gl 

Flwprocss, FlwCSTR: Flow rate in loop 

VolUV, VolDI, VolCSTR: Volume of the UV sterilizer, the DI 

tank, and the storage tank 
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There are two reaction types that might occur between HCl 

and organic impurities in aqueous solution. One is the 

addition of hydrogen halides or/cuid water molecule to alkenes 

and alkyenes by the electrophilic addition mechanism. The 

other is that the nucleophilic substitution of hydrogen halide 

or/cuid water molecule occurs to alcohols. According to our 

previous studies, the organics containing chlorine atoms are 

quite recalcitrant such as chloroform, and llltrichloroethane. 

The objective in the work is to investigate whether the 

contact of HCl and organic impurities in water will turn the 

easily oxidizable organics in the DV sterilizer, and the less 

recalcitrant organics in ultrapure water production system 

into the less oxidizable and more recalcitrant products in the 

system. Even though the reactions between HCl and organics in 

aqueous solution may happen, they are very experimentally 

condition-dependent. These factors include the states of 

reagents (liquid, gas, or/cind solid) , polar solvent or 

nonpolar solvent, pH value of solvent, reaction temperature, 

the existence of catalysts, whatever fxanction groups in 

reactants, the presence of other gases (like nitrogen gas), 

reaction time, concentrations of reactants in contact, and 
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Other side reactions. 

These experiments simulate the real situations occurring 

in the semiconductor industries. Initially, the organic 

inpurities cu:e in contact with hydrogen chloride in very high 

concentration for 2 hours, then the mixture is diluted suid 

injected into the DV sterilizer. Figures 6.46 to 6.53 show 

the experimental results. The weight percentages shown in 

these figures represent the initial contact concentration of 

hydrogen chloride with organic inpurities at room tenperature. 

The following tcible is used to show the relationship between 

the initial contact concentration cind injection concentration 

of HCl. 

Initial Contact Cone, of HCl Injection Cone, of HCl 

1.3 % 10 ppb 

3.3 % 25 ppb 

6.4 % 50 ppb 

12.1 % 100 ppb 

21.5 % 200 ppb 

The model con5)o\ind done for Figures 6.46 and 6.47 is triton 

XIOOCG. Figure 6.46 shows the behaviors of TOC concentration 

vs time measured at pre- and post-UV sterilizer positions for 
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various initial HCl contact concentration: 0%, 1.3%, 3.3%, and 

6.4%. While the injected concentration of HCl is above about 

75 ppb, the TOC anailyzer (A-100) has problem in giving reading 

due to low resistivity. Therefore, the experiments of 

detecting TOC level change accotr^cuiied with HCl concentration 

above 75 ppb were not conducted. Figure 6.47 shows the 

background concentration measured at the pre-injection port 

for various initial HCl contact concentrations. This 

background experiment is meant to show whether the organic 

compound turns to the more or less recalcitrant products or 

not. It is seen that the background concentration decreases 

as the initial contact concentration of HCl gets higher, and 

triton XIOOCG is not converted into a more recalcitrant 

products for the system. 

Humic acid is selected as one of the model compoiands in 

this test. The reason for that is that there are alcohols 

function group (-0H), doiible bonds (C=C) and triple bonds 

(CsC) in humic acid group. The TOC behavior for humic acid by 

the treatment of UV light only is shown in Figure 6.48 and the 

background concentration is shown in Figure 6.49. Choline 

hydroxide, which is a surfactant and a base, is studied and 
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shown in Figures 6.50, and 6,51. Figures 6.52 and 6.53 are 

for isopropyl alcohol (IPA) which is a secondary alcohol and 

theoretically shows preferential reaction with HCl than 

primary alcohols. 

TOC reading is affected as shown in Figures 6.46, 6.48, 

6.50, cuid 6.52. The reading differs for the same 

concentration of organic impurities which are accotipanied with 

different HCl concentration. The reason is not known. It is 

hypothesized that the pH value changes the dissolution rate of 

silica quartz in the TOC analyzer suid leads to different TOC 

readings. However, only the removal efficiency accoxints for 

the results. Figure 6.54 shows the removal efficiency for the 

oxidation of the mixture of model compounds and HCl by the 

treatment of UV light only, and shows the higher removal 

efficiency for cott5)ounds accompanied with the higher initial 

contact HCl concentration. It means the presence of HCl will 

make the organics more oxidizable in the UV sterilizer instead 

of less oxidizable. 

Humic acid has been shown to be completely eliminated in 

one path UV sterilizer-ion exchange tank treatment in our 

previous study in Section 6.2. As it is shown in Figure 6.49, 
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there is no backgroxand TOC level change for initial HCl 

contact concentration up to 21.5%. For the background level 

measured for con^jounds choline hydroxide and IPA, both Figure 

6.51 and Figure 6.53 show that background concentration 

decrease as the initial HCl contact concentration gets higher. 

Figures 6.47, 6.49, 6.51, and 6.53 conclude that the presence 

of HCl does not turn organic iitpurities under the treatment of 

UV light alone to be more recalcitrcuit products in ultrapure 

water polishing loop. 
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Triton XIOOCG 
UV-Alone 

0% HCl 
1.3% HCl 
3.3% HCl 
6.4% HCl 

0% HCl 
1.3% HCl 
3.3% HJ 

• 6.4% HCl 

10 20 30 

Tim* (minut*) 

40 50 

Figure 6.46 Oxidation of the Mixture of Organics and 
HCl in an UV Sterilizer in Ultrapure Water 
Model Compoiind: Triton XIOOCG 
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Triton XIOOCG 
Background 

• 0% HCl 
• 3.3% HCl 

6.4% HCl 
12.1% HCl 
21.5% HCl 

20 

Tim* 

30 

(minute) 

50 

Figure 6.47 Backgroxind Concentration for Oxidation 
of the Mixture of Organics sind HCl by 
UV-alone in Ultrapure Water System 
Model Compound: Triton XIOOCG 
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II 

5 -

Hamic Acid 
Input UV-Alone 

0% HCI O 0% HCl 
1.3% HCIV 1.3% HCl-
3.3% HCl • 3.3% HCl 
6.4% HClO 6.4% HCl 

II 21 31 

Tim* (minute) 

41 SI 

Figure 6.48 Oxidation of the Mixture of Organics and 
HCl in an UV Sterilizer in Ultrapure Water 
Model Compound: Humic Acid 
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•J 

3S 

- €X7-

a 

u 
H [. Humic Acid 

Background 
• 0% HCl 

h • 1.3% HCl 
• 3.3% HCl 
• 6.4% HCl 
O 12.1% HCl 
V 21.5% HCl 

It 15 2« 25 3t 

Tim* (minute) 

Figure 6.49 Background Concentration for Oxidation 
of the Mixture of Organics and HCl by 
UV-alone in Ultrapure Water System 
Model Compound: Humic Acid 
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u 
o 

5 -

Choline Hydroxide 
Input UV-Alone 

• 0% HCl O 
• 1.3% HCIV 
• 3.3% HCl • 
• 6.4% HClO 

0% HCl 
1.3% HCll 
3.3% HCl 
6.4% HCl 

!• 2* 3t 

Tim* (minut*) 

Figure 6.50 Oxidation of the Mixture of Organics and 
HCl in an UV Sterilizer in Ultrapure Water 
Model Confound: Choline Hydroxide 
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4^ 

3^ 

3J 

2J 

IJ 

•J 

•J 

I - p •• • r , . 1 . 1 1 

V— 

-

Choline 
- Hydroxide 

Backgronnd 
• 0% HCl 
• 1.3% HCl 
• 3.3% HCl 

- • 6.4% HCl 
O 12.1% HCl 

t 
V 21.5% HCl 

J . 1 . t . t . 

It 15 29 25 39 

TIma (minuto) 

Figure 6.51 Backgroiind Concentration for the Oxidation 
of the Mixture of Organics and HCl by 
UV-alone in the Ultrapure Water System 
Model Cotnpoiind: Choline Hydroxide 
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a 
o 3* 
o »-

IPA 
Input UV-Alone 

• 0% HCl O 0% HCl 
• 6.4% HCl O 6.4% HCl 

?• St It 2t 4t 5t 

Tlmt (minute) 

Figure 6.52 Oxidation of the Mixture of Organics and 
HCl in an UV Sterilizer in Ultrapure Water 
Model Confound: IPA 
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IPA 

Backgroand 

• 0% HCl 

• 6.4% HCl 

7i t !• 2§ 39 49 59 99 IM 

Tim* (minut*) 

Figure 6.53 Background Concentration for the Oxidation 
of the Mixture of Organics and HCl by 
UV-alone in the Ultrapure Water System 
Model Compoiind: IPA 
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Eighteen model coii^oxinds such as lipopolysaccharide, 

humic acid, alginic acid, ethanol, isopropyl alcohol, phenol, 

chloroform, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, choline hydroxide, 

trichloroethylene, ethylene glycol, triton XIOOCG, FC99, NCW, 

olin hunt surfactauit, benzoic acid, methionine, and glycine 

are chosen as the representative organic contaminamts in 

ultrapure water and have been tested under the treatment of 

UV-alone, ozone-alone, emd the combination of UV and ozone. 

Significant synergistic removal effect by the combined 

UV/ozone oxidation has been observed on all model confounds 

except for TCE, benzoic acid, and methionine. The removal 

efficiency of organic contaminants by the oxidation of 

combined UV/ozone is observed to be greater than that by the 

oxidation of UV-alone or ozone-alone for all model organics. 

These observations have been explained chemically. The 

ability of the absorption of UV light, the energy needed to 

break bond, cuid the extent of the transformation of organic 

impurities to COj and HjO are the factors that limit the 

removal efficiency of organics tinder the reaction of UV 
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photolysis. The selectivity of ozone with organics limits its 

use. High reactivity euid less selectivity of free radicals 

make the combined UV/ozone the best oxidative process for 

organics removal in ultrapure water due to the conversion of 

ozone to free radicals in the presence of UV light. 

Based on the same injected amoiint of contamincints over a 

given period of time, it is shown that the amoxint of leftover 

material after one cycle in the loop in a run with ozone 

injection is lower than that in a mn without ozone injection 

for most compounds. The photolytic ozonation in^roves the TOC 

removal efficiency not only on the UV xinit, but also on the 

loop removal performance. This paper describes the mass 

balance equations for each component in the polishing loop 

along with the mechanisms of oxidative reactions of TOC in the 

UV sterilizer, and of ion exchange in the DI tank. Certain 

alternative expressions of the mass balcince equations that 

enable the feasibility of modeling a complete ultrapure water 

polishing loop are discussed. These modifications include the 

fact that the UV sterilizer cind DI tank cam be regarded as 

ideal plug flow reactors due to large value of Peclect number, 

and that the storage tank can be expressed in an integrated 
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form. Those considerations provide the potential of modeling 

any kind of arrangement of those components in the system and 

flexibility in cQlowing step or pulse injection anywhere along 

the loop and for changes in the parameters as shown in Figures 

6.41 and 6.45. The oxidative rate coefficients and ion 

exchange rate coefficients for the model coti^oxinds are 

determined by fitting the model predication to the 

experimental data. The design criteria for the water system 

that recycles wastewater have been discussed. The existence 

of small storage tank may give pulsating responses in the 

cases of a very short time step injection and pulse input into 

the system. The position, type, length, concentration, emd 

flow rate of impurities and make-up water injections are the 

factors that affect the TOC responses in the loop. Trade-off 

consequences such as the loop removal efficiency, the length 

of the time to drop to TOC backgroimd level and cost need to 

be taken into consideration auid compromised. It is concluded 

that a simulation package for TOC oxidation in the polishing 

loop is a very helpful tool in analyzing the performance of an 

existing system, designing a new system and making major 

modifications like the reuse of water in the semiconductor 
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ultrapure water plants. 

The combined UV/ozone reaction has been proven to be more 

effective in removing organic contaminants in terms of 

particles population number density than the treatment of UV 

light alone for humic acid and alginic acid. The mathematical 

equation of particle size reduction along its breakage rate 

and fragmentation distribution fiinction is proposed and 

validated with the experimental data. The parameters for the 

proposed breakage rate and the fragmentation distribution 

function are determined. From the model simulation, it is 

concluded that the surface erosion is the pathway of size 

reduction on organic particles \inder the treatment of UV light 

alone sind the combination of UV and ozone. 
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AFPEIIDIX 1: COMPUTER CODE FOR UV STERILIZER: 
PDE SOLVER 

C optimization program is incorporated for the search of kinetic 
C parameters 
C 

PARAMETER (NR0S=7, ALFA=3.0, BETA=0.5, DISTANCE=0.010) 
PARAMETER (NPDES=3, NX=30, IiDY=NPDES) 

INTEGER I, IDO, J, NODT, NSTEP 

REAL FCNBC, FCNUT, FLOAT, HINIT, T, TEND, TOL, 
& XBREAK(NX), Y(LDY, NX) 

C REAL TEXP(24), YEXP(24) 
REAL TEXP(20), YEXP(12), ORITOC, 0RI03 

CHARACTER TITLE*19 
REAL XROS(NROS,2), DIPSUM(NROS), S(NROS,2), AROS(NROS,NROS) 
REAL OM(NROS, NROS), YROS{2), SUCCESS(NROS), FAIL(NROS) 
REAL VROS(NROS, NROS), VLENGTH(NROS),CROSS(NROS) 
INTEGER ISTAGE 
INTRINSIC FLOAT 
EXTERNAL FCNBC, FCNUT, MOLCH, UMACH, WRRRN 
COMMON /LABI/OKI, 0K2, 0K3, 0K4, 0K5, 0K6,0K7, STIN, STIA 

COMMON /LAB2/DIF, FLOWV, UVLENGTH 
COMMON /WORKSP/RWKSP 
REAL RWKSP(32600) 
CALL IWKIN(32600) 
OPEN{1,FILE=•ohstUVOn.DAT•, STATUS='NEW', CARRIAGECONTROL='LIST ') 

C 

WRITE(•,*)'INPUT:CONC. OF TOC & OZONE-
READ (*,*) ORITOC , 0RI03 
WRITE(*,«)'INPUT:STIA tSTIN' 

READ (*,*)3TIA, STIN 
WRITE(•,*)'UV-ONLY: 

& 0, 0K2, 0, 0K4, 0, 0K6, 0K7, 
& 0, S, 0, S, 0, S, S' 

WRITE(*,*)'03-0NLY: 
& 3.42, 0, 0, F0K4, 0K5, F0K6, 0, 

& 0, 0, 0, 0, S, 0, S' 
WRITE(*,*)'UV-03 : 

& 3.42, F0K2, OK3, FOK4, FOK5, F0K6, 0K7, 
& 0, 0, S, 0, 0, 0, 0' 
WRITE(*,*)'DI : 

& 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0K7, 
& 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, S' 

C DATA (XROS(1,1),1=1,NROS)/42.31223, 0.3368954, 0.4343676,0,0// 
C DATA (S(I,1),I=l,NR0S)/4., 0.05, 0.05,0 ,0// 

READ(*,*) XR0S(1,1), XR0S{2,1), XR0S(3,1), 
& XROS(4,1), XROS(5,1), XROS(6,1), XROS(7,1), 
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& S(l,l), S{2,1), S(3,l), 

& S(4,l), S{5,1), S(6,l), S(7,l) 

XROS(2,l) = XROS(2,1)*3600. 
XROS(3,l) = XROS(3,1)*3600. 

XR0S(4,1) = XROS(4,1)*3600. 

XR0S(5,1) = XROS(5,1)*3600. 
XR0S(6,1) = XROS(6,1)*3600. 

XROS(7,l) = XROS(7,1)*3600. 
S{2,1) = S(2,l)*3600. 
S(3,l) = 8(3,1)*3600. 

S(4,l) = S(4,l)*3600. 
S(5,l) = S(5,l)*3600. 

3(6,1) = S(6,l)*3600. 

S(7,l) = 3(7,1)*3600. 

DATA ((OM(J,I),J=1,NR0S),1=1,NR03)/I.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0., 
4  0  .  ,  1 .  ,  0  .  ,  0  . ,  0  .  ,  0  .  ,  0  . ,  0  .  ,  0  . ,  1 . ,  0  .  ,  0  .  ,  0  .  ,  0  . ,  
& 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 1. , 0 . , 0 . , 0 ., 0 . , 0 ., 0 ., 0 . , 1. , 0 . , 0 . , 
& 0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,1.,0., 0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,1./ 

ISTAGE=0 

DO 1=1, NROS 
C READ(1,*)XROS(1,1),3(1,1) , (UM(J,I) ,J=1,NR0S) 
C WRITE(*,*)XROS(1,1),3(1,1),(DM(J,I),J=1,NR0S) 

C3010 FORMAT(X,F4.1,F4.2,2F4.2) 
XR03(I,2)=XR03(I,1) 
DIPStJM(I) =0.0 

END DO 
C set breeikpoints and initial conditions 

DO 10 1=1, NX 

XBREAK(I) = (FLOAT (I-l) /FLOAT (NX-1) ) **1 

10 CONTINUE 
DO 88 1=1,NX 

Yd.I) = 0. 

Y(2,I) =0 . 

88 Y(3,I) =0. 

Y(l,l) =0RIT0C 

Y(2,l) =0RI03 

OKI = XROSd ,2) 

0K2 = XROS(2 , 2 )  
0K3 = XROS(3 . 2 )  
0K4 = XROS(4 . 2 )  
0K5 = XROS(5 . 2 )  
0K6 = XROS(6 . 2 )  
0K7 = XROS(7 , 2 )  

C 3TIN = 0. 

C STIA = - .3 

C --- DIF for UV unit 
DIF = 10. 
FLOWV = 425.2 
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UVLENGTH= 2.48 
TOL l.E-3 
HINIT 0.01 
T 0.0 
IDO 1 

c TIME FOR 0 TO 1.' 44 MIN 
c NSTEP 24 
c TIME FOR 0 TO 25 MIN. 
c NSTEP 84 
c TIME FOR 0 TO 30 MIN. 
c nstep = 101 
c TIME FOR 0 TO 40 MIN. 

NSTEP 133 
c TIME FOR 0 TO 60 MIN. 
C NSTEP = 200 

C TIME FOR 0 TO 100 MIN. 
C NSTEP = 333 

CALL 0MACH(2, NOUT) 
FCNROS =0.0 

DO 20 KK=1, NSTEP 
C TEND= TBXP(KK) 

if (kk.le.lO) then 
tend= .001*kk 

else 
tend= .005*kk 

end if 
C TEND= .001*KK 

CALL MOLCHdDO, FCNUT, PCNBC, NPDES, T, TEND, NX, XBREAK, 
& TOL, HINIT, y, LDY) 

C WRITE(TITLE,•(A,F5.3)•)'SOLUTION AT T=•,T 
C CALL WRRRN(TITLE, NPDES, NX, Y, LDY, 0) 

TMIN= T*60. 
C to see the input 
C WRITE(NOOT, 99980)TMIN, Y(l,l), Y(2,l), Y(3,l) 
C to see the output after reaction 

WRITE(NOUT, 99980)TMIN, Y(1,NX), Y(2,NX), Y(3,NX) 
WRITEd,99980 )TMIN, Y(1,NX), Y(2,NX), Y(3,NX) 

99980 FORMAT(4F10.5) 
C IF {KK.GE.2) THEN 
C FCNR0S=FCNR0S+(ABS(Y(1,NX) -YEXP(KK) ) **2.) 
C END IF 
20 CONTINUE 

WRITE (*, *) FCNROS 
C 

ID0=3 

CALL MOLCHdDO, FCNUT, FCNBC, NPDES, T, TEND, NX, XBREAK, TOL, 
& HINIT, Y, LDY) 
YROS(l)=FCNROS 
GO TO 10000 
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3120 ISTAGE=ISTAGE+1 

C 

DO 1=1, NROS 
S(r,2)=S(I,l) 

END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

SUCCESS(I)=0 

FAIL(I)=0 

DIPSOM(I)=0.0 

END DO 
3240 DO 1=1, NROS 

DO J=l, NROS 
XROS(J,2) =XR0S(J,1) +S(I,2) •OM(J,I) 

END DO 
DO 87 JJ=1,NX 

y(l,JJ) = 0.0 

Y(2,JJ) = 0.0 

87 Y(3,JJ) = 0.0 
Y(l,l) =ORITOC 
y(2,l) = 0RI03 
IDO =1 

OKI = XROS(1,2) 
0K2 = XROS(2,2) 

0K3 = XROS(3,2) 

0K4 = XROS(4,2) 
OKS = XROS(5,2) 
0K6 = XROS(6,2) 

0K7 = XROS(7,2) 
T  = 0 . 0  

WRITE(*,»)ok4, ok6, ok7 
C CALL UMACH{2, NOUT) 

FCNROS =0.0 
DO 40 KK=1, NSTEP 

C TEND= TEXP(KK) 

TEND = 0.025*KK 
CALL MOLCH(IDO, FCNUT, FCNBC, NPDES, T, TEND, NX, XBREAK, 

& TOL, HINIT, Y, LDY) 

C WRITE(TITLE,'(A,F4.2)•)'SOLUTION AT T=',T 

C CALL WRRRN(TITLE, NPDES, NX, Y, LDY, 0) 
TMIN = T*60. 
WRITE(NOUT, 99980)TMIN, Y(1,NX), Y(2,NX), Y(3,NX),yexp(kk) 
IF (iCK.GE.2) THEN 

FCNROS=FCNROS+(ABS(Y(l,NX) -YEXP(KK) ) **2.) 

END IF 
40 CONTINUE 

WRITE(•,*)FCNROS 
C 

ID0=3 
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CALL MOLCHCIDO, FCNUT, PCNBC, NPDES, T, TEND, NX, XBREAK, TOL, 
& HINIT, y, LDY) 

YR0S(2)=PCNROS 
IF (YROS(2) .LT.YROS(l) ) THEN 

YR0S{1)=YR0S(2) 
DIPSDM(I)=DIPSOM(I)+S(I,2) 
S(I,2)=ALFA*S(I,2) 

SUCCESS(I)=SUCCESS(I) +1 

DO K=l, NROS 
XROS (K, 1) =XROS (K, 2) 

END DO 
C 
C 
C 
C 

WRITE(•,*) (XR0S(K,1),K=1,NR0S),YR0S(1), 'SUC 
WRITEC*,*) (DIPSUM(K) ,K=1,NR0S) 

WRITE(*,•)(S(K,2),K=1,NR0S) 

FORMAT 

ELSE 
S(I,2) =-BETA*S(I,2) 
FAIL(I)=FAIL(I)+1 

END IF 
END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

IF (ABS(S(I,2)).GT.DISTANCE) GO TO 3600 

END DO 
WRITE(*,•)'THE OPTIMUM POINT:' 
WRITE(*,•)'THE MINIMUM VALUE OF THE FUNCTION IS:' 
WRITE(•,3560)YROS(l) 

3560 PORMAT(P8.3) 
WRITE(*,*)'THE PARAMETERS ARE:' 
WRITE(*,*) (XROS(K, 1),K=1,NROS) 

GO TO 10000 
3600 DO 1=1, NROS 

IF (SUCCESS(I) .EQ.O.OR.FAIL(I) .EQ.O) GO TO 3240 

END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

DO J=l, NROS 
AROS (J, I) =DIPSUM (I) *UM (J, I) 

DO K=I+1, NROS 
AROS(J,I)=DIPSUM(K) •UM{J,K) +AROS(J,I) 

END DO 
END DO 

END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

VR0S(I,1)=AR0S(I,1) 

END DO 
VLENGTH(l)=VROS(l,l)*•2 
DO 1=2, NROS 

VLENGTH(1)=VR0S(I,1) •*2+VLENGTH(1) 

END DO 
DO 1=2, NROS 

J=I-1 
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3810 CROSS(J)=VROS(l,J) •AR0S(1,I) 
DO K=2, NROS 

CROSS(J)=CROSS(J)+VROS(K,J) *AROS(K,I) 

END DO 
J=J-1 

IF (J.NE.O) GO TO 3810 
DO L=l, NROS 

VROS(L,I)=AROS(L,I) 

DO M=l, r-1 
VROS (L, I) =VROS (L, I) -CROSS (M) •VROS (L,M) /VLENGTH(M) 

END DO 
END DO 

VLENGTH(I)=VR0S(1,I) **2 
DO K=2, NROS 

VLBNGTH(I)=VLBNGTH(I)+VROS(K,I)*•2 

END DO 
END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

DO J=l, NROS 

OM(J,I)=VROS(J, I) /SQRT(VLENGTH(I) ) 
END DO 

C WRITE(*,*)(DM(K,I),K=1,NR0S) 

END DO 
GO TO 3120 

10000 END 

SUBROUTINE FCNUT(NPDES, X, T, U, UX, UXX, UT) 

INTEGER NPDES 

REAL X, T, U(3), DX{3) , UXX(3) , 0T(3) 

COMMON /LABl/OKl, 0K2, 0K3, 0K4, 0K5, 0KS,0K7,STIN, STIA 
COMMON /LAB2/DIF, FLOWV, UVLENGTH 

C WRITE (*,*)DIF, FLOWV, UVLENGTH 
C 

UT(1) = 

& 

UT(2) = 

& 

UT(3) = 

& 
k 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FCNBC (NPDES, X, T, ALPHA, BETA, GAMP) 
INTEGER NPDES 

REAL X, T, ALPHA(3) , BETA(3), GAMP(3) 
C 

C LPS 19.8 + 0.03907«60. - 2.*0.0007*3600.*T 

(DIF/(UVLENGTH**2.) )'UXXd) - (FLOWV/UVLENGTH)'UX(1) 
- 0K4*U(3)'Ud) - OK5*U(2) *U(1) - 0K6»U(1) 

(DIF/(UVLENGTH**2.))*UXX(2) - (FLOWV/UVLENGTH)'UX(2) 
- OKl*U(2) - 0K3*U(2) - STIN*OK5*U(2)*U(1) 

(DIF/(UVLENGTH**2.))*UXX(3) - (FLOWV/UVLENGTH)»UX(3) 
+ 0K1*U(2) + 0K2 + OK3*U(2) 

- (2 + STIA)•OK4*U(3)•U(l) - OK7*U(3) 
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C MET. 33+ 0.95694*s0. - 2.*0.02141*3600.*T 
C ETHANOL 18.8 + 3.55115*60. - 2.*0.0589*3600.*T ifuvon 
C 18.8 + 1.8537*60. - 2.*0.03093*3600.*T ifuvo3&o3on 

C PHENOL 35.5 + 0.07621*60.- 2.*0.00134*3600 . *T 
C IPA 19.8 + 2.84510*60. - 2.*0.02463*3600.*T ifuvon 

C 19.8 + 2.51299*60. - 2.*0.02331*3600.*T ifuvo3to3on 
C BENZOIC A. 36.3 + 0.06358*60. - 2.*0.001075*3600.*T 

C CHLOROFORM --- 40.7 + 2.509673*60. + 2.*0.00386843*3600.*7 
C - 3.*1.19564E-4*60.*3600.*T*T if at A no03 
C 40.7 + 2.022665*60. - 2.*0.0141258*3600.*T 
C - 3.*1.5549E-5*60.*3600.*T*T if at A with 03 

C lllTCA 28.5 + 1.89051*60. + 2.*0.007204*3600.*7 
C - 3.*0.0001245*60.*3600.*T*T 28.5+IDEAL CSTROUPT 
C 28.5 + 1.756327*60. -2.*0.008633*3600.*T 
C - 3.*2.0659E-5*60.*3600.*T*T INPFDV03 
C CHOLINE 11.5 0.0238067*60. - 2 . *0 . 00041657*3600 . *T 

C TCE 33 + 0.06107224*60. - 2.*0.00101497*3600.*T 
C GLYCOL -- 17.5+ 0.58247725*60. - 2.*0.00732026*3600.*T UVONLY 

C 17.5+ 0.26944273*60. - 2.*0.00416034*3600.*T UV03 
C NCW 14.8+ 0.36829*60. - 2.*0.00506*3600.*T UVONLY 

C 14.8+ 0.09019*60. - 2.*0.00114*3600.*T 0V03 
C FC99 9.5 + 0.02447*60. - 2.*0.00031*3600.'T BOTH 

C OHS -- 17.3 + 0.12226165*60.-2.*0.00167278*3600.'T OVONLY 
C 17.3 + 0.04397972*60.-2.*0.00060898*3600.*T 

IF (X.LT.0.5)THEN 
ALPHACl) = 1.0 
BETA(l) = 0. 

C GAMP(l) = 1.85370*60. - 2.*0.03093*3600 . *1 

C GAMP(l) = 3.55115*60. - 2.*0.05890*3600.*T 
CC GAMP(l) = 0. 

C GAMP(l) = 0.07621*60. - 2.*0.00134*3600.*T 

C GAMP(l) = 2.84510*60. - 2.*0.02463*3600 . *T 
C GAMP(l) = 3.07935*60. - 2.*0.05055*3600 . *T 

C & + 3.*0.00027*60.*3600.*T*T 
C GAMP(l) = 0.06358*60. - 2.*0.001075*3600 . *T 

C GAMP(l) = 2.9416051688*60. - 2.*0.008415572*3600.*T 
C & -3.*(3.86338E-5)*60.*3600.*T*T 
c GAMP(l) = 2.509673*60. + 2.*0.00386843*3600.*T 
c & -3.*(1.19564E-4)*60.*3600.*T*T 
C GAMP(l) = 2.022665*60. - 2.*0.0141258*3600.'T 

C & + 3.*{1.5549E-5)*60.*3600.*T*T 
C GAMP(l) =1.89051*60. + 2.*0.007204*3600*T 
C & - 3.*0.0001245*60.*3600.*T*T 
c GAMP(l) = 1.756327*60. -2.*0.008633*3600.*T 
c & - 3.*(2.0659E-5)*60.*3600.*T*T 

C GAMP(l) = 0.0238067*60. - 2.*0.00041657*3600.*T 
C GAMP(l) = 0.06107224*60. - 2.*0.00101497*3600.*T 

C GAMP(l) = 0.58247725*60. - 2.*0.00732026*3600 . *T 

C GAMP(l) = 0.26944273*60. - 2.*0.00416034*3600.*T 

C GAMP(l) = 0.12794422*60. - 2.*0.00191553*3600.*T 



GAMP(l) 

GAMP(l) 
GAMP(l) 

GAMP(l) 

GAMP(l) 
ALPHA(2) 

BETA(2) 
GAMP (2) 

ALPHAO) 
BETA (3) 

GAMP(3) 

ELSE 
ALPHA(1) 
BETA(l) 
GAMP(l) 
ALPHA(2) 
BETA (2) 
GAMP(2) 
ALPHAO) 
BETA(3) 
GAMP(3) 

END IF 
RETURN 
END 

0.06454121»S0. - 2.*0.0009861*3600.*T 

0.36829*60. - 2.*0.00506*3600.*T 

0.09019*60. - 2.*0.00114*3600.*T 
0.02447*60. - 2.*0.00031*3600.*T 

= 0.12226165*60. - 2.*0.00167278*3600 . 

1.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
1.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  

0 .  
1.0 

0 .  
0 .  
1.0 

0 .  
0 .  
1. 
0 .  
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APPENDIX 2: COMPUTER CODE FOR UV STERILIZER: 
ODE SOLVER 

c 
c 
c 
c 

optimization program is incorporated for the search of kinetic 
parameters 

PARAMETER (NR0S=7, ALFA=2.0, BETA=0.5, DISTANCE=0.000010) 
PARAMETER (NEQ=3, NPARAM=50) 

INTEGER IDO, lEND, IMETH, INORM, NOOT 
INTEGER STAGE 

REAL A(l,l), FCN, PCNJ, HINIT, PARAM(NPARAM), TOL, X, 
t XEND, Y(NEQ) 
REAL XR0S(NR0S,2), DIPSUMCNROS), S(NR0S,2), AROS(NROS,NROS) 
REAL DM(NROS, NROS), YR0S(2), SUCCESS(NROS), FAIL(NROS) 

REAL VROS(NROS, NROS), VLENGTH(NROS),CROSS(NROS) 
INTEGER ITIMEEXP(3) 
REAL TOCEXPO) 
EXTERNAL FCN, IVPAG, SSET, UMACH 
COMMON /LABI/OKI, OK2, 0K3, 0K4, 0K5, 0K6, 0K7 
C0MM0N/LAB2/STIA, STIN 
OPEN(1,FILE='2CBSAUV03.DAT',STATUS='NEW') 

WRITE(•,*)'INPUT: SSNO' 
READ(*,*)SSNO 

WRITE(*,*)•INPUT: CONC. OF TOC ,OZONE & RADICAL' 
READ{*,*)ORITOC, 0RI03, ORIRAD 
WRITE(•,•)'INPUT; STIA t STIN' 

WRITE(*,*)'LPStO, 0, HUMIC:-.13, 6., ALG:-.33, 0, METH:.7, 0, 
& GLYCINE:0.25, 0, IPA:+1, 0., 
& ETHANOL:+l, 0, PHENOL:0.33, 10.5, BENOIC:+0.14, 3.6, 
t p-ClBENZENE:+0.S7, 4.5, CHLOROFM:0.5, 0, TCA:0.75, 0, 

& CH0LINE:+1.1, 0, TCE:0.25, 0, Glycol:0.5 0, Triton:0.59, 0 
& NCW:0, 0, OHS: 0.33, 0' 

READ (*,*)STIA, STIN 

WRITE(*,*)'UV-ONLY: 
t 0, 0K2, 0, 
& 0, S, 0, 
t o ,  S ,  S  '  
WRITE(*,»)'03-0NLY: 

St FOKl, 0, 0, 
& 0, 0, 0, 
& S, 0, 0' 
WRITE(•,*)'UV+03 : 

& FOKl, F0K2, 0K3, 
& 0, 0, S, 

OK4, 0, 0K6, 0K7, 
S, 

F0K4, 0K5, FOKS, 0, 
0, 

FOK4, FOKS, P0K6, F0K7, 
0, 
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&  0 ,  0 ,  0 '  
READ(*,*)XR0S(1,1), XROS(2,1), XROS(3,1), 

& XROS(4,l), XR0S(5,1), XR0S{6,1), XROS(7,l), 
& S(l,l), S(2,l), S(3,l), 
& S(4,l), S(5,l), S(6,l), S(7,l) 
DATA ((UM(J,I) ,J=1,NR0S) , I=1,NR0S)/I., 0 ., 0 ., 0 ., 0 ., 0 ., 0 ., 

& 0. , 1.,0.,0.,0 .,0. ,0 . , 0., 0. , 1., 0.,0.,0.,0 . , 
& 0.,0.,0.,1.,0.,0.,0., 0.,0.,0.,0.,1.,0.,0 . , 
& 0 . , 0 . , 0 ., 0 . , 0 . , 1. , 0 . , 0 ., 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 0 ., 0 . , 1. / 

c 
C DATA ITIMEEXP/13, 17, 22/ 
C DATA TOCBXP/16.e, 16.4, 16.2/ 
C 

STAGE=0 
DO 1=1, NROS 

C WRITE(*,•)xros(i,1),s(i,1) , (um(j , i) , j=l,nros) 

C3010 FORMAT{X,F4.1,F4.2,2F4.2) 
XR0S(I,2)=XR0S(I,1) 
DIPSUM(I)=0.0 

END DO 
C for uv alone 

C 
C 

OKI = XROS(1,2) 

0K2 = XROS(2,2) 

0K3 = XROS(3,2) 

0K4 = XROS(4,2) 

0K5 = XROS (5,2) 

0K6 = XROS(6,2) 

0K7 = XROS(7,2) 

STIN = 6 . 

WRITE(*,• )OKl, OK2, 0K3, 

STIA H 1 U
 

U
) 

HINIT = l.OE-3 

INORM = 2 

IMETH = 2 

CALL SSET (NPARAM, 0.0, 

PARAM(l) = HINIT 

PARAM(4) = 10000000 

PARAM(IO) = INORM 

PARAM(12) = IMETH 

IDO = 1 

X = 0.0 

Y d )  = ORITOC 
y(2) = 0RI03 
y(3) = ORIRAD 

TOL s l.OE-6 

FCNROS 

o
 

o
 II 

II = 1 

OK4, 0K5, 0K6, OK7 

PARAM, 1) 
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CALL OMACH (2, NODT) 
WRITE (NOUT, 99998) 

C 

DO 10 IEND=1, 21 
XEND = lEND 

CALL IVPAGdDO, NEQ, FCN, FCNJ, A, X, XEND, TOL, PARAM, Y) 
WRITE (NOUT, 99999) X, Y 

C WRITE (1 , 99999) X, Y 

IF(IEND.EQ.21) THEN 
C FCNR0S=(Y(1)-18.2)**2 

C FCNROS={Y(l)-19.5) **2 
FCNROS=(Y(l)-ssno)**2 

END IF 

10 CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,*)FCNROS 

C 
IDO = 3 

CALL IVPAGCIDO, NEQ, FCN, FCNJ, A, X, XEND, TOL, PARAM, Y) 
C 

99998 FORMATdlX, 'X', 14X, 'Y(l)', IIX, 'Y(2) ' , IIX, 'Y(3)') 
99999 FORMAT(4F15.5) 

YROS(1)=FCNROS 

3120 STAGE=STAGE+1 

C 

DO 1=1, NROS 
S(I,2)=S(I,1) 

END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

SUCCESS(I)=0 

FAIL(I) =0 
DIPSUM(I)=0.0 

END DO 
3240 DO 1=1, NROS 

DO J=l, NROS 
XR0S(J,2)=XR0S(J,1) +S(I,2) *UM{J, I) 

END DO 
C for uv alone 

OKI = XROS(1,2) 
0K2 = XROS(2,2) 
0K3 = XROS(3,2) 
0K4 = XROS(4,2) 
0K5 = XROS(5,2) 

0K6 = XROS(6,2) 
0K7 = XROS(7,2) 

C STIN= 0. 

WRITE(»,*) 0K2, 0K4, OKS, 0K7 

C -
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C HINIT = l.OE-3 

C INORM = 2 
C IMETH = 2 

C CALL SSET (NPARAM, 0.0, PARAM, 1) 
C PARAM(l) = HINIT 
C PARAM(4) = 10000 

C PARAM(10) = INORM 

C PARAM(12) = IMETH 
C 

IDC = 1 
X  = 0 . 0  

Y d )  =  O R I T O C  
Y(2) = 0RI03 
Y(3) = ORIRAD 

TOL = l.OE-6 
FCNROS =0.0 
II =1 

C 

CALL DMACH (2, NODT) 
C WRITE (NOOT, 99998) 
C 

DO 11 IEND=1, 21 
XEND = lEND 

CALL IVPAGdDO, NEQ, FCN, FCNJ, 
& A, X, XEND, TOL, PARAM, Y) 

C WRITE (NOOT, 99999) X, Y 
C WRITE (1 , 99999) X, Y 

IF (IEND.EQ.21) THEN 
C FCNROS = (Yd)-17.7) **2 

C FCNROS = (Yd)-19.5) **2 
FCNROS = (Yd)-ssno) **2 

END IF 

11 CONTINUE 
WRITE(•,•)FCNROS 

C 
IDO = 3 

CALL IVPAGdDO, NEQ, FCN, FCNJ, A, X, XEND, TOL, PARAM, Y) 

YROS(2)=FCNROS 

IF {YROS(2).LT.YROS(l)) THEN 
YROS(1)=YROS(2) 
DIPSUMd) =DIPSUM(I) +S (1,2) 
S(I,2)=ALFA*S(I,2) 
SUCCESS d)=SUCCESS(I)+1 
DO K=l, NROS 

XROS(K,1)=XROS(K, 2) 

END DO 

C WRITE (•,*) (XROS{K, 1) ,K=1,NR0S) ,YROSd) , 'SUC 
C WRITE(•,*)(DIPSUM(K),K=1,NROS) 

C WRITE(•,•)(S(K,2),K=1,NROS) 
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C FORMAT 

ELSE 
S(I,2)=-BBTA*S(I,2) 
FAIL(I)=FAIL(I)+1 

END IF 

END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

IF (ABS(S(I,2)).GT.DISTANCE) GO TO 3600 

END DO 
WRITE(*,*)'THE OPTIMUM POINT:' 

WRITE(•,*)'THE MINIMUM VALUE OF THE FUNCTION IS:' 
WRITE(•,•)YROS(l) 

C35S0 FORMAT 0 

WRITE(•,•)'THE PARAMETERS ARE:' 
WRITE(*,*)(XROS(K,1),K=1,NROS) 

GO TO 10000 
3600 DO 1=1, NROS 

IF (SUCCESS(I).EQ.O.OR.FAIL(I).EQ.O) GO TO 3240 

END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

DO J=l, NROS 
AROS(J,I)=DIPSUM(I) *UM(J,I) 

DO K=I+1, NROS 
AROS(J,I)=DIPSUM(K)*UM(J,K)+AROS(J,I) 

END DO 
END DO 

END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

VROS(I,l)=AROS(I,l) 

END DO 
VLENGTH(1)=VR0S(1,1) **2 
DO 1=2, NROS 

VLENGTH(l) =VR0S(I,1) ••2+VLENGTH(l) 

END DO 
DO 1=2, NROS 

J=I-1 

3810 CR0SS(J)=VR0S(1,J)•AR0S(1,I) 
DO K=2, NROS 

CROSS(J)=CROSS(J)+VROS(K,J)'AROS(K,I) 

END DO 
J=J-1 

IP (J.NE.O) GO TO 3810 
DO L=l, NROS 

VROS (L, I) =AROS (L, I) 
DO M=l, I-l 

VROS (L, I) =VROS (L, I) -CROSS (M) *VROS (L,M) /VLENGTH (M) 

END DO 

END DO 
VLENGTH(I)=VR0S(1,I)••2 

DO K=2, NROS 
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VLENGTH (I) =VLENGTH(I) +VROS (K, I) * * 2  
END DO 

END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

DO J=l, NROS 

OM(J,I)=VROS(J,I)/SQRT(VLENGTH(I)) 

END DO 

C WRITEC*,*)(DM(K,I),K=l,NROS) 
END DO 

GO TO 3120 
10000 END 
C 

SUBRODTINE FCN(NEQ, X, Y, YPRIME) 
INTEGER NEQ 

REAL X, Y(NEQ), YPRIME(NEQ) 
COMMON /LABI/OKI, 0K2, 0K3, 0K4, 0K5, 0K6, 0K7 
COMMON/LAB2/STIA, STIN 

C 

YPRIME (1) = -OK4*Y(3)'Yd) - OK5*Y(2) •Y(l) - 0K6*Y(1) 
YPRIME(2) = -OKl*Y(2) - OK3*Y(2) - STIN*0K5*Y(2)*Y(1) 
YPRIME(3) = 0K1*Y(2) + 0K2 + 0K3«Y(2) 

& - (2+STIA)*0K4*Y(3)*Y(1) - 0K7«Y(3) 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX 3: COMPUTER CODE FOR PARTICLE 
FRAGMENTATION 

C the ROSBNBROCK optimization is combined with MABROS program 

C to find the optimal parameters 

PARAMETER (NROS=5, ALFA=3.0, BETA=0.5, DISTANCE=0.000010) 

PARAMETER {LSECTI0N=21, NT0DT=1 ) 

DIMENSION Q(320) ,SRATE(320) ,DEPSIT(3,8) ,TODT(30) ,DIAM(41) , V(41) 
DIMENSION AVEG(LSECTION), ANUM(LSECTION), EXPNUM(IO), ORIQ(320) 

DIMENSION SDMSEC(4), RSLT(NTOUT+1, LSECTION) 
REAL XROS(NROS,2), DIPSDM{NROS), S(NROS,2), AROS(NROS,NROS) 

REAL UM(NROS, NROS), YR0S(2), SUCCESS(NROS), FAIL(NROS) 
REAL VROS{NROS, NROS), VLENGTH(NROS), CROSS(NROS), FCNROS 

INTEGER STAGE 
COMMON/PHYSPT/ACELOV, AFLROV, AWALOV, CHI, DELDIF, DELSAT, DENSTY, 

$ FSLIP, FTHERM, GAMMA, PSAT, STICK, TGRADC, TGRADF, TGRADW, TKGOP, 

$ TURBDS, VOLUME, WTCONM,WTMOL 
REAL OKI, OK2, 0K3, 0K4, 0K5 
COMMON /PARAMETER/OKI, 0K2, 0K3, 0K4, 0K5 
DATA TGASl,TGAS2,PGASl,PGAS2/ 

$ 1000.,2000.,1.01ES,7.09E5/ 
C 

C DATA (TOUT..) selections (retention time is 21.0 sec.) 
C 

DATA (TOUT(I),I=1,NT0UT)/ 

t 21./ 
cc DATA (TOUT(I),I=1,NT0UT)/ 
cc & 1.,3.,5.,10.,15.,21.,45.,90.,120.,180.,300./ 
C 

C M is here, needs to change according to the value of LSECTION variable 
c 

DATA M, KCOMP, IPRNT, I PLOT, IS CAL, NROW, NCOL, QMINPL, QMAXPL 
$ /21,1,11,11,0,45,101,l.E-6,1./ 

C 
WRITE(*, *) 'OKI, 0K2, 0K3, 0K4, 0K5, SI, S2, S3, S4, S5 • 
READ(*,*)XR0S(1,1), XROS(2,l), XR0S(3,1), XROS(4,l), XROS(5,l), 

& S(l,l), S(2,l), S(3,l), S(4,l), S(5,l) 

DATA( (UM(J,I) ,J=1,NR0S) , 1=1,NROS)/I., 0 ., 0 . , 0 ., 0 ., 
£ c  0 . , 1 . , 0 . , 0 . , 0 . ,  0 . , 0 . , 1 . , 0 . , 0 . ,  
k 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 1. , 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 1. / 

c 

c 
C HUMIC ACID; STEP INPUT; UV-ONLY & UV03 

C - -
cc DATA (ORIQ(I),1=1, LSECTION)/ 

cc & 3.6593E-21, 1.3337E-20, 4.7746E-20, 1.6698E-19, 5.6641E-19, 
cc & 1.8458E-18, 5.7087E-18, 1.6489E-17, 4.3557E-17, 1.0242E-16, 
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cc & 2.0694E-16, 3.4336E-16, 4.4125E-16, 4.0748E-16, 4.3547E-16, 

cc & 2.2801E-16, 6.8930E-17, l.OSSSE-l?, 6.9690E-19, 1.4914E-20/ 

C 

C HOMIC ACID:step input 
C 
C <<« uv-only >>>> 
cc OPEN(12,FILB='H21625-80.DAT',STATUS='OLD') 
cc READ{12, •) (ORIQd) ,I=1,LSECTI0N) 
cc DATA (EXPNUM(I) ,1=1,4) / 

cc & 2225.3, 658.58, 108.5, 59.7/ 
C <<« UV03 >>>> 
CC DATA (EXPNUM(I),1=1,4)/ 

cc & 2148.4, 629.6, 103.3, 57.5/ 

C 
C humic acid:pulsel input 
C ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 

OPEN (12, FILE=•HPDLSE5.DAT', STATUS='OLD') 
READ(12,*) (ORIQd) , 1=1,LSECTION) 

cc DATA (EXPNUM(I),1=1,4)/ 

cc & 6591., 1950.7, 270.3, 170./ 
DATA (EXPNDMd) ,1=1,4) / 

& 6160.8, 1812.8, 267.2, 150./ 
C ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 

C alginic acid:step input 
c 
cc OPEN(12,FILE='A21625-80.DAT',STATUS='OLD') 
cc READ(12,*) (ORIQ(I) ,1=1,LSECTION) 
cc DATA (EXPNUM(I),1=1,4)/ 
cc & 2806., 489.05, 56.44, 57.37/ 

cc DATA (EXPNDMd) ,1=1,4)/ 
cc & 2609., 466.4, 51.3, 54.5/ 

C 
C > > > VAX MODIFICATION < < < 
cc OPEN(11,FILE=•RSLT.OOT',STATUS='NEW') 

C > > > VAX MODIFICATION < < < 

STAGE=0 
DO 1=1, NROS 

cc READ(l,^)XROS(1,1),S(I,1),(UM(J,I),J=l,NROS) 
cc write(»,*)xros(i,l),8(i,l),(um(j,i),j=l,nro8) 

C3010 FORMAT(X,F4.1,F4.2,2F4.2) 
XROS(I,2)=XROS(I,1) 
DIPSUM(I)=0.0 

END DO 
OKI = XROS (1,2) 
0K2 = XROS(2,2) 
0K3 = XROS(3,2) 

0K4 = XROS(4,2) 
0K5 = XROS(5,2) 

WRITE(•,*)OKI, 0K2, 0K3, 0K4, 0K5 
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acelov=0. 

aflrov=.0 
awalov=0. 
chi=l. 
deldif=l.e-5 

delsat=l.e-ll 

densty=l.e3 

f8lip=1.37 

ftherm=l. 
gamma-1. 
psat=3.16e3 

sticJc=l. 
tgradc=0. 

tgradf=0. 
tgradw=0. 
tkgop=0.05 

turbds=0.001 

volume=2.86 

wtconm=3.e-26 

wtmol=28.8 
C 
C 

C the following is the definition of DIAM(I) and AVEG(I) 
C only DIAM(l),DIAM(LSECTI0N+1) are changeable 
C 

DIAM(l) = 0.625E-8 
DIAM(LSECTI0N+1) = 80.0E-8 
DO 1=2, LSECTION 

DIAM(I) =DIAM(1) *{DIAM(LSECTI0N+1) /DIAM(l) ) 

& (FLOAT(I-l)/FLOAT(LSECTION)) 

END DO 
DO 1=1, LSECTION+1 

V(I)=0. 

CALL RHODD(V(I), DIAM(I), RHO) 

END DO 
cc WRITE(*,*)(V(I),1=1,LSECTION+1) 

DO 1=1, LSECTION 
AVEG(I)=(1./V(I)-l./V(I+l))/ALOG(V(I+l)/V(I)) 

END DO 
C 

MKC0MP=M*KC0MP*1.0 
DO I=1,MKC0MP 

Q(I)=0. 
SRATE(I)=0. 

END DO 

C 
C SET TGAS=TGAS1 AND PGAS=PGAS1 TO USE SECTIONAL COEFFICIENTS 

C AT THESE TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES 

C 
TGAS=TGAS1 
PGAS=PGAS1 
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TIME=0. 

C > > > VAX MODIFICATION < < < 
ROOND=6.0B-08 

C > > > VAX MODIFICATION < < < 
IFLAG=1 

NEWC0P=2 

cc CALL PRAERO(Q,DEPSIT,DIAM,TIMH,VOLUME,M,KCOMP, IFLAG, IPRNT, IPLOT, 

cc $QMINPL,QMAXPL,ISCAL,NROW,NCOL) 
C 

C write original pop. density to compare, plug ORIQ(I) 
C into Q(I) to call maerosO 
C 

DO 1=1, LSECTION 
Q(I) = ORIQ(I) 

cc ANUM(I)= Q(I)*AVEG(I) 

END DO 
cc WRITE(«,•)(ANUM(I),1=1,LSECTION) 

cc WRITE(•,*) 
C 

DO ITIME=1,NT0UT 
C 

DELTIM=TOOT(ITIME)-TIME 
CALL MAEROS (M, KCOMP, TIME, DBLTIM, Q, SRATE, TGAS, PGAS, 

$ DEPSIT,DIAM,TGASl,TGAS2,PGASl,PGAS2, 
$ ROUND, IPRNT, IFLAG, NEWCOF) 

DO 1=1, LSECTION 
anum(i)=q(i)*aveg(i) 

END DO 
DO J=l, LSECTION 

RSLT(ITIME+1,J)=ANDM(J) 

END DO 
WRITE(*,900)(anum(i),i=10, 16) 

cc write(*,900) 

900 format(7f8.2) 

cc WRITE(*,*) 

cc CALL PRAEROCQ, DEPSIT, DIAM, TIME, VOLUME, M, KCOMP, 
cc & IFLAG,IPRNT,IPLOT,QMINPL,QMAXPL,ISCAL, 
cc & NROW,NCOL) 

END DO 

C when the parameters are found, write them to a RSLTPLT.OUT file, 
C comment all of the following or nothing 
C 
cc OPEN(2, FILE='auvo3.0UT', STATUS='NEW') 

cc DO 1=1, LSECTION 
cc RSLT(1,I)=((DIAM(I)+DIAM(I+1))/2.0)*l.E+8 

cc END DO 
cc DO 1=1, LSECTION 
cc WRITE(2,901)(RSLT(J,I),J=2,NTOUT+1) 

CC901 FORMAT (llPll. 2) 
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cc END DO 
C 

SDMSEC(l) =ANtJM(10) +ANDM(11) +ANUM(12) 
SUMSEC(2)=ANUM(13) +ANUM(14) 
SDMSECO) =ANUM{15) 

SDMSEC(4) =ANUM(16) +ANUM(17) +ANDM(18) +ANUM(19) 

WRITE (•,*) (SUMSBCd) ,1=1,4) 
FCNROS = 0.0 

cc WRITE(«,*)ANUM(8) ,ANtJM(9) ,EXPNUM(1) ,EXPNDM(2) 
DO 1=1, 4 

FCNROS = FCNROS+{SDMSEC(I)-EXPNTJM(I) ) **2 

END DO 
YR0S(1)= FCNROS 

WRITE(*,*)YROS(l) 
write(•,*) 

C >>» comment this GOTO statement to make optimazation active «< 

cc GO TO 10000 

C >>>> 
3120 STAGE=STAGE+1 

C 
DO 1=1, NROS 

S(I,2)=S(I,1) 

END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

SUCCESS(I)=0 
FAIL(I)=0 
DIPSUM(1)=0.0 

END DO 
3240 DO 1=1, NROS 

DO J=l, NROS 
XROS(J,2)=XROS{J,l)+S(I,2)*UM(J,I) 

END DO 
OKI = ABS(XROS(1,2)) 
0K2 = (XROS (2, 2)) 
0K3 = ABS(XROS(3,2))-INT(ABS(XROS(3,2))) 
0K4 = ABS(XROS(4,2) ) 
OK5 = ABS(XROS(5,2)) 

WRITE(*,*)OKI, 0K2, 0K3, 0K4, 0K5 
TIME=0. 

IFLAG=1 
NEWC0F=2 

cc CALL PRAERO(Q,DEPSIT.DIAM,TIME,VOLUME,M,KCOMP,IFLAG, 
cc & IPRNT,IPLOT,QMINPL,QMAXPL,ISCAL,NROW,NCOL) 

C 

C write original population density for comparison 

c 
DO 11=1, LSECTION 

Q(II) = ORIQ(II) 

cc ANUM(II) =Q(II)'AVEGdl) 

END DO 
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cc WRITB(*,^)(ANUMCII),11=1,LSECTION) 
cc WRITE(*,*) 

DO ITIME=1,NT0UT 
C 

C IP(ITIME.EQ.4)ISCAL=-1 

DELTIM=TOUT(ITIME)-TIME 

CALL MAEROS(M,KCOMP,TIME,DELTIM,Q,SRATE,TGAS,PGAS, 

$ DEPSIT,DIAM,TGASl,TGAS2,PGASl,PGAS2, 
$ ROUND,IPRNT,IFLAG,NEWCOP) 

DO 11=1, LSECTION 
anum(Ii)=q(Ii)*aveg(Ii) 

END DO 
WRITE(*,900)(anum(Ii),Ii=10, 16) 

cc write(*, 900) anum(9) ,anum(10) ,anum(12) ,cinura(14) , 
cc & anum(15) 
cc WRITE(«,*) 

cc CALL PRAERO{Q,DEPSIT,DIAM,TIME,VOLUME,M,KCOMP, 

cc $ IFLAG,IPRNT,IPLOT,QMINPL,QMAXPL,ISCAL, 
cc $ NROW,NCOL) 

END DO 
C 

DO 11=1,4 

SUMSEC(II)=0.0 

END DO 
SUMSEC(l)=ANUM(10)+ANUM(11)+ANUM(12) 
SUMSEC(2)=ANUM{13)+ANUM(14) 
SUMSEC(3)=ANUM(15) 

SUMSEC(4)=ANUM(16)+ANUM(17)+ANUM(18)+ANUM(19) 
WRITE(*,•)(SUMSEC(II),11=1,4) 
FCNROS = 0.0 

DO 11=1, 4 

FCNROS = PCNROS+(SUMSEC(II)-EXPNUM(II))*»2 

END DO 
YR0S(2)= FCNROS 
WRITE(«,*)YR0S(2) 

WRITE(*,*) 
IF (YROS(2) .LT.YROSd) ) THEN 

YROS(l)=YR0S(2) 
DIPSUM(I)=DIPSUM(I)+S(I,2) 
S(I,2)=ALFA*S(I,2) 

SUCCESS(I)=SUCCESS(I)+1 
DO K=1, NROS 

XROS (K, 1) =XROS (K, 2) 
END DO 

C WRITE(*, •) (XROS(K,l) ,K=1,NR0S) ,YR0S(1) , 'SUC 
C WRITE(*,*)(DIPSUM(K),K=l,NROS) 

C WRITE(*,*)(S(K,2),K=1,NROS) 
C FORMAT 

ELSE 
S(I,2)=-BETA*S(I,2) 

FAIL(I)=FAIL(I)+1 
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END IF 
END DO 
DO r=l, NROS 

IF (ABS(S(I,2)).GT.DISTANCE) GO TO 3600 

END DO 

WRITE(*,*)'THE OPTIMUM POINT:' 

WRITE(•,*) 'THE MINIMUM VALUE OP THE FUNCTION IS:' 
WRITE(•,3560)YROS(1) 

3560 FORMAT(F14.5) 
WRITE(•,*)'THE PARAMETERS ARE:' 
WRITE(*,•) (XROS(K,1),K=1,NROS) 

GO TO 10000 
3600 DO 1=1, NROS 

IF (SUCCESS(I).BQ.O.OR.FAIL(I).EQ.O) GO TO 3240 

END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

DO J=l, NROS 
AROS(J,I)=DIPSUM(I)*UM(J,I) 

DO K=I+1, NROS 

AROS (J, I) =DIPSUM (K) *UM (J, K) +AROS (J, I) 

END DO 
END DO 

END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

VROS(I,l)=AROS{I,l) 

END DO 
VLENGTH(1)=VR0S(1,1) **2 
DO 1=2, NROS 

VLENGTH(1)=VR0S(1,1)**2+VLENGTH(1) 

END DO 
DO 1=2, NROS 

J=I-1 

3810 CR0SS(J)=VR0S(1,J)*AROS(l,I) 
DO K=2, NROS 

CROSS(J)=CROSS(J)+VROS(K,J)*AROS(K, I) 

END DO 
J=J-1 

IF (J.NE.O) GO TO 3810 

DO L=l, NROS 
VROS(L,I)=AROS(L,I) 

DO M=l, I-l 
VROS (L, I) =VROS (L, I) -CROSS (M) *VROS (L,M) /VLENGTH (M) 

END DO 
END DO 
VLENGTH(I)=VR0S(1,I)* * 2  
DO K=2, NROS 

VLENGTH(I)=VLENGTH(I)+VROS(K,I)* * 2  

END DO 

END DO 
DO 1=1, NROS 

DO J=l, NROS 
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OM(J,I)=VROS(J,I)/SQRT(VLENGTH(I)) 

END DO 
C WRITE(*,•)(OM(K,I),K=1,NR0S) 

END DO 
GO TO 3120 

10000 END 

FUNCTION BETA(Y,X,TGAS,PGAS,NBTYPE) 
C 

C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE COAGULATION COEFFICIENT 

C DUE TO BROWNIAN MOTION, GRAVITY AND TURBULENCE. IT 

C IS ASSUMED THAT THE MECHANISMS ARE ADDITIVE. 
C REFERENCES: PUCHS,N.A. •MECHANICS OF AEROSOLS•, 291-294, 

C PERGAMON (1964). GIESEKE,J.A., LEE,K.W. AND REED,L.D., 
C 'HAARM-a USERS MANUAL', BMI-NUREG-1991 (1978). DRAKE,R.L. 

C 'A GENERAL MATHEMATICAL SURVEY OF THE COAGULATION EQUATION,• 
C IN TOPICS IN CURRENT AEROSOL RESEARCH BY HIDY,G.M. AND 
C BROCK, J.R. (EDS.) VOL.3 PERGAMON, N.Y. 1972. 
C 

cc COMMON/PHYSPT/ACELOV, AFLROV, AWALOV, CHI, DELDIF, DELSAT, DENSTY, FSLIP, 
cc $FTHERM,GAMMA, PSAT,STICK,TGRADC,TGRADF,TGRADW,TKGOP, TURBDS, VOLUME, 
cc $WTCONM,WTMOL 
d write(*,999) 
cc V=EXP (X) 

cc U=EXP (Y) 
cc DX=0. 
cc DY=0. 

cc CALL RHODD(V,DX,RHOX) 
cc CALL RHODD(U,DY,RHOY) 
C 
C DETERMINE THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR, (VISCOSITY, 

C DENSITY AND MEAN FREE PATH) 
C 
cc VISCOS=.003661*TGAS 

cc VISCOS=.0066164*VISCOS*SQRT(VISCOS)/(TGAS+114.) 

cc DENAIR=1.21E-4«PGAS*WTM0L/TGAS 
cc FREEMN=VISCOS/DENAIR*SQRT (1. 89E-4*WTMOL/TGAS) 

C 
cc AKX=2.'FREEMN/DX 
cc AKY= 2.* FREEMN/DY 
cc tempyl = 1.1/akx 
cc tempy2 = l.l/aJcy 
cc tempy3 = 0.0 
cc tempy4 = 0.0 
cc if(tempyl .It. 80.)tempy3 = exp(-tempyl) 

cc if(tempy2 .It. 80.)tempy4 = exp(-tempy2) 

cc BMOBLX=1.+AKX*(FSLIP+0.4*TEMPY3) 
cc BMOBLy=l. +AKy* (FSLIP+0 .4*TEMPY4) 

C BMOBLX=l.+AKX*(FSLIP+.4«EXP(-1.1/AKX) ) 

C BM0BLY=1.+AKY*(FSLIP+.4«EXP(-1.1/AKY)) 

cc FCHIX=CHI 
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cc FCHIY=CHI 
cc FGAMX=6AMMA 

cc PGAMY=GAMMA 

cc DSUM=FGAMX«DX+FGAMy*DY 

cc VABDIF= . 54444*ABS {RHOX*DX*DX*BMOBLX/FCHIX-RHOY*DY*DY«BMOBLY/FCHIY) 
cc $ /VISCOS 

cc DIFX=1.4642E-24*TGAS*BM0BLX/(DX*FCHIX*VISCOS) 
cc DIFY=1.4642E-24*TGAS*BM0BLY/(DY*FCH1Y«VISCOS) 
C 

C BROWNIAN COAGULATION COEFFICIENT 
C 

cc VXSPED=SQRT(3.51E-23«TGAS/V) 

cc VYSPBD=SQRT(3.51E-23*TGAS/0) 

cc VMEAN=SQRT{VXSPED*VXSPED+VYSPED*VYSPED) 
cc AMX=2.5465«DIFX/VXSPED 

cc AMY=2.54S5«DIFY/VYSPED 

cc GX=((DX+AMX)••3-(DX*DX+AMX*AMX)••1.5)/(3.*DX*AMX)-DX 
cc GY=((DY+AMY)••3-(DY*DY+AMY*AMY)**1.5)/(3.*DY*AMY)-DY 
cc GMEAN=SQRT(GX*GX+GY*GY) 
cc BETA=DX+DY 
cc BETA=6.2832*(DIFX+DIFY)*DSUM/(BETA/(BETA+2.•GMEAN) + 

cc $ 8.*(DIFX+DIFY)/(VMEAN»BETA*STICK)) 
C 

C ADD GRAVITATIONAL COAGULATION 
C 

cc C0LEFF=1.5*(AMIN1{DX,DY)/(DX+DY))* * 2  

cc BETA=BETA+.7854«STICK*DSUM*DSUM*VABDIF«C0LEFF 
C 

C ADD TURBULENT COAGULATION 
C 

cc TURB1=.1618*SQRT(TURBDS*DENAIR/VISC0S)*DSUM*DSUM*DSUM 
cc TURB2=.074«VABDIP*DSUM*DSUM*SQRT(SQRT(DENAIR*TURBDS* 

cc $ TURBDS*TURBDS/VISCOS)) 
cc tempyl = 1. + (turb2/turbl)**2 

cc tempy2 = turbl * sqrt(tempyl) 
cc beta=beta+stick*teinpy2 

C BETA=BETA+STICK*SQRT(TURB1*TURB1+TURB2*TURB2) 
C 

C -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

C 

C CONVERT THE INTEGRAND FOR SECTIONALIZATION BY MASS. 

C THESE ADDITIONAL LINES MUST BE INCLUDED REGARDLESS OF THE 
C FUNCTIONAL FORM OF BETA. 
C 
d write(«,999) 

cc GOTO (2,1,2,3,3,1),NBTYPE 
cc 1 BETA=BETA/V 

cc RETURN 
cc 2 BETA=BETA/U 

cc RETURN 
cc 3 BETA=BETA*(1./V+1./U) 
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beta-0. 

RETURN 
d 999 formate BETA') 

END 
FUNCTION DEPOST(X,DUMMY,TGAS,PGAS,NBTYPB) 

C 

C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE DEPOSITION COEFFICIENTS DUE TO 

C GRAVITY, DIFFUSION AND THERMOPHORESIS. THE COEFFICIENT 
C IS GIVEN FOR THE CEILING, VERTICAL WALLS AND FLOOR, FOR 

C NBTYPE =7,8 AND 9, RESPECTIVELY. 

C REFERENCES: GIESEKE,J.A., LEE,K.W. AND REED,L.D. 'HAARM-3 
C USERS MANUAL,' BMI-NUREG-1991 (1978), BROCK, J.R. 'ON THE 
C THEORY OF THERMAL FORCES ACTING ON AEROSOL PARTICLES,' J. 

C COLLOID INTERFACE SCIENCE, VOL.17, 768 (1962) 
C 

cc COMMON/PHYSPT/ACELOV, AFLROV, AWALOV, CHI, DELDIF, DELSAT, DENSTY, FSLIP, 
cc $FTHERM, GAMMA, PSAT, STICK, TGRADC, TGRADF, TGRADW, TKGOP, TURBDS, VOLUME, 
cc $WTCONM,WTMOL 
d write(*,999) 
cc V=EXP (X) 
cc D=0. 

cc CALL RHODD{V,D,RHO) 
C 

C DETERMINE THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR, (VISCOSITY, 
C DENSITY AND MEAN FREE PATH) 
C 
cc VISCOS=.003661*TGAS 

cc VISCOS=.0066164*VISCOS*SQRT(VISCOS) /(TGAS+114.) 

cc DENAIR=1.21E-4•PGAS*WTMOL/TGAS 
cc FREEMN=VISCOS/DENAIR«SQRT (1. 89E-4»WTMOL/TGAS) 
C 

cc FCHI=CHI 
cc AKN=2.»FREEMN/D 
cc tempyl = 1. l/sJcn 
cc tempy2 = 0.0 
cc if(tempyl .It. 80.)tempy2 = exp(-tempyl) 
cc BMOBIL = 1. + AKN • (FSLIP + 0.4«TEMPY2) 

C BM0BIL=1.+AKN*(FSLIP+.4«EXP(-1.1/AKN)) 
cc VTERM=.544*RHO*D*D*BMOBIL/(VISC0S*FCHI) 
cc DIF=(1.46E-24*TGAS«BMOBIL/(VISCOS*FCHI*D) ) /DELDIF 
cc TGRAD=TGRADC 
cc IF(NBTYPE.EQ.8)TGRAD=TGRADW 
cc IF(NBTYPE.EQ,9)TGRAD=TGRADF 
cc VTHRML=1. 5*VISC0S*BM0BIL* (FTHERM*AKN+TKGOP) 'TGRAD/ (FCHI*DENAIR« 
cc $ TGAS*(1.+3.«FSLIP*AKN) « (1.+2.* (FTHERM*AKN+TKGOP) ) ) 

cc IF(NBTYPE.EQ.7)DEPOST=ACELOV*AMAX1(0. ,DIF-VTERM+VTHRML) 
cc IF(NBTYPE.EQ.8)DEPOST=AWALOV«AMAX1(0. ,DIF+VTHRML) 
cc IF (NBTYPE . EQ. 9) DEPOST=AFLROV* AMAXl (0 ., DIF+VTHRML+VTERM) 

d write(*,999) 

d 999 formate DEPOST') 
depost=0. 
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RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION GROWTH(X,DUMMY,TGAS,PGAS,NDUM) 

C 
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE GROWTH RATE OF A PARTICLE DUE TO 

C CONDENSATION OF WATER. 
C VARIABLES 
C DIFFUS=WATER VAPOR DIFFUSIVITY (M**2/SEC) 
C PSAT=SATURATION PRESSURE OF CONDENSED WATER (N/M**2) 

C TGAS=GAS TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 

C V=PARTICLE MASS (KG) 
C WTCONM=MASS OF CONDENSING WATER MOLECULE (KG) 

C 

cc COMMON/PHYSPT/ACELOV, AFLROV, AWALOV, CHI, DELDIF, DELSAT, DENSTY, FSLIP, 
cc $FTHERM, GAMMA, PS AT, STICK, TGRADC, TGRADF, TGRADW, TKGOP, TURBDS, VOLUME, 
cc $WTCONM,WTMOL 
cc DATA BOLTZ,DIFFUS/1.38E-23,2.39E-5/ 
C 
C DETERMINE THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR, (VISCOSITY, 

C DENSITY AND MEAN FREE PATH) 
C 

d write(*,999) 
cc VISCOS=.003661*TGAS 
cc VISCOS=.0066164*VISCOS*SQRT(VISCOS) /(TGAS+114.) 

cc DENAIR=1.21E-4*PGAS*WTMOL/TGAS 
cc FREEMN=VISCOS/DENAIR*SQRT (1. 89E-4*WTMOL/TGAS) 
C 
cc V=EXP (X) 
cc D=0. 

cc CALL RHODD(V,D,RHO) 
cc AKN=2.*FREEMN/D 
cc F=(1.+AKN)/(l.+1.71«AKN+1.33«AKN*AKN) 
cc GROWTH= (6 .28*DIFFUS*D*PSAT*DELSAT*F/ (TGAS*V) ) * (WTCONM/BOLTZ) 

d write(*,999) 
d 999 formate GROWTH') 

growth=0. 

RETURN 

END 
FUNCTION BREAK (ALU, V, TGAS, PGAS, NBTYPE) 

REAL A, B, Al, CI, D1 
COMMON/PARAMETER/A, B, Al, CI, D1 

C 

C FOR NBTYPE=11,12 , THEN 
C BREAK=V«PHI(U)•W(U,V)/U 

C 
C WHERE ALU=ALOG(U) 
C 
d write(*,999) 

U=EXP(ALU) 

C INSERT DETAILS HERE 
C 
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cc A = 5. 
cc B =0.2 

cc A1 =0.8 
cc CI =1. 
cc D1 =50. 

BREAK=V*A*(n**B)•{A1*C1*(V/U)**(Cl-2.) + 

& (l-Al)*Dl*(V/U)**(Dl-2.))/n/a 
c 
cc A =300. 

cc B =0.2 
cc C =4. 

cc BREAK=v«A«(u*«B)*C/u*((v/u)••(C-2.)) /u 

C 
cc brea)c=v*3 .e6* (u**3) • ((v/u) **2) /u 
cc break=0. 

d write(*,999) 
d 999 formate BREAK') 

RETURN 

END 
FUNCTION SOURCE(K,L,T) 

C FUNCTION TO DEFINE SOURCE RATE 
C IN KG/SEC/M*«3 

C L IS THE SECTION INDEX 
C K IS THE COMPONENT INDEX 
C T IS TIME, IN SECONDS. 
d write(*,999) 

SOURCB=0.0 

d write(*,999) 
d 999 formate SOURCE') 

END 
FUNCTION DILUTE(K,L,T) 

C DILUTE PERMITS AEROSOL DILUTION (E.G. IN AN ADVECTING PLUME) 

C AND/OR SELECTIVE HOMOGENEOUS REMOVAL OF THE FORM: 
C 
C DQ(MKS) = -DILUTE(K,L,T)•Q(MKS) 

C DT 
C 
C 

C WHERE 
C MKS = 1.0*K + 1.0*(L-1) * KCOMP 

C L = SECTION INDEX 
C K = COMPONENT INDEX 
C T = TIME, SECONDS 

C DILUTE <=> SEC**-1 
d write(*,999) 

DILUTE =0.0 
d write(*,999) 

d 999 formate DILUTE') 
RETURN 

END 
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APPENDIX 4: COISPUTER CODE FOR ULTRAPURE WATER 
POLISHING LOOP 

C P4D2.F0R 
C NTIME: the whole time domain in this program is inputed as the 

C following: 
C in seconds (80min*60); in O.lsec.(80min*600) 

C 
cc 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

PARAMETER (NEQUV=3, NEQDI=1, NPARAM=50, NTIME=13000) 

INTEGER IDO, lEND, IMETH, INORM 
REAL AA{1,1), PCNDV, PCNDI, PCNJ, HINIT, PARAM{NPARAM), 

& TOL, XDV, XDI, XDVEND, XDIEND, YUV(NEQUV), 
& YDI(NEQDI), 0RI03 
EXTERNAL PCNUV, PCNDI, IVPAG, SSET, UMACH 
REAL TOCA(0:NTIME), TOCP(0:NTIME), TOCG(0:NTIME), 

& TOCGKO : NTIME) , 
& TOCR(0:NTIME) , BUFTCXX31(0 :100) , TMIJECA(0 :NTIME) , 

& TMIJECGKOiNTIME) , TMASTRT, TMAEND, TMGISTRT, TMGIEND, 
& RESULT, H, BUFH, BUFA, CONCA, CONCGl, BACKA, BACKF, 

& U, A, B, TADUV, TAODI, TAUCSTR, OUTJ, YTEMPDI, 
& VOLOV, VOLDI, VOLCSTR, FLWPROCSS, PLWA, FLWG, PLWGl, 

& PLWCSTR 
INTEGER ITAUUV, ITAUDI, ITAOUVDI, NCOONT, NBEGIN, NEND, I, 

& J, K, KK, ITMASTRT, ITMAEND, ITMGISTRT, ITMGIEND, 

& lAXl, IAX2, IBUFEND 
REAL FCTR, Ul, U 2 ,  US, TSEC, BOPUl, BUFU2, BOPUB 

INTEGER NWANT, NJUMP 
COMMON /LABl/OKl, 0K2, 0K3, 0K4, 0K5, 0K6, 0K7, STIA, STIN 

COMMON /LAB2/OK8, 0K9 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 

OPEN (1,FILE=•abpbfb.DAT',STATUS=•NEW') 
for NTIME is expressed in 0.1 second 

FCTR=1. 
for NTIME is expressed in second 

FCTR=10. 

OKI = 9.5E-4; 0K2 = 0.9025; OK7=0.3; 

0K7 IS THE CONSTANT FOR PHOTOLYSIS; 0K2 IS 0.9025; 

setup value for reaction 

OKI =0.0 
OK2 = 0.9025 
OK3 =0.0 
OK4 = 3.25E-3 
OK5 = 0. 

OKS = 6.e-5 
0K7 =0.3 
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OK8 = 9.18e-4 
0K9 = -1.03 

STIA =0.5 
STIN =0.0 
0RI03 =0.0 

WRITE{*,•)OKI, 0K2, 0K3, 0K4, 0K5, OK6, 0K7, 0K8, OK9 
C ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
c ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 

C setup for ODE 
HINIT = 1. OE-1 
INORM = 2 
IMETH = 2 

CALL SSET (NPARAM, 0.0, PARAM, 1) 
PARAM(l) = HINIT 
PARAM(4) = 10000000 

PARAM(IO) = INORM 
PARAM(12) = IMETH 
TOL = l.OE-1 

C ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
C ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 

C WARNING: ITADUV+ITADDI can't be less than 1 sec for FCTR=1 
C can't be less than lOsec for FCTR=10 

C 
C 
C setup for flow system 
C  < < <  t h o s e  h a v e  t o  * * . 0  s e c o n d . > > >  

BACKA =3.0 

BACKP =2.0 
VOLDV = 21.0/60.0*3. 

VOLDI = 22.0/60.0*3. 
VOLCSTR =3.0 

PLWPROCSS = 3. 
FLWG = 3.5227e-3 

FLWA = 3.5227e-3 

FLWCSTR = FLWPROCSS - FLWA 
FLWGl = FLWG - FLWA 

TADDV = FLOAT(INT(VOLDV/FLWPROCSS*60.*10.+0.5) )/lO.O 
TADDI = FLOAT(INT{VOLDI/FLWPROCSS*60.*10.+0.5))/lO.O 

TAUCSTR = VOLCSTR/FLWCSTR*60. 
ec TAUUV =21.0 

cc TADDI =22.0 
cc TADCSTR = 180.0 

WRITE(*,*)'VOLDV=',VOLDV, 'VOLDI=',VOLDI, 'VOLCSTR=',VOLCSTR 
WRITE(*,•)•FLWPROCSS=',FLWPROCSS,'FLWG=',FLWG,'FLWA=',FLWA 
WRITE(*,*)'FLWCSTR=',FLWCSTR,'FLWGl=•,FLWGl 
WRITE(*,•)'TAUDV=',TADDV,'TADDI=',TADDI,'TADCSTR=',TADCSTR 

H 
BDFH 

= 0.1*FCTR 
= 0.01*FCTR 
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B = 1.0/TAUCSTR 
A = EXP(-B*PCTR) 

BOPA = EXP(-B*FCTR/10.) 
ITAUUV = INT(TAOUV*10.0/FCTR) 

ITAUDI = INT(TAUDI*10.0/FCTR) 

ITADDVDI = INT ((TADUV+TAODI) *10 .0/FCTR) 
C ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
C setup for injection 

C TMASTRT: the starting time for injection at port A 

C TRAEND : the ending time for injection at port A 
C <«<< ***.0 second for FCTR=10; second for FCTR=1 >>>>> 

C ««< WARNING: CONCG1=0.0 when no TOC injection at point G1 >»>> 
CONCA = 0.*37,7«(3.-3.5227e-3)/3.5227e-3*0. 
TMASTRT =0.0 
TMAEND = 300. 

cc CONCGl = 37.7*(3.-3.5227E-3)/3.5227E-3 
CONCGl = 1000.0*0. 
TMGISTRT =0.0 
TMGIEND = 300.0 

ITMASTRT = INT(TMASTRT*10.0/FCTR) 
ITMAEND = INT (TMAEND*10. 0/FCTR) 
ITMGISTRT = INT(TMG1STRT*10.0/FCTR) 
ITMGIEND = INT(TMG1END*10.0/FCTR) 

C check 
IF (ITMAEND. GT. NTIME) THEN 

WRITE(*,*)'ITMAEND is greater than NTIME, program stops.' 
GO TO 1000 

END IF 
IF (ITMGIEND.GT.NTIME) THEN 

WRITE(•,*)'ITMGIEND is greater than NTIME, program stops.' 

GO TO 1000 
END IF 

DO KK= ITMASTRT, ITMAEND, 1 
TMIJECA(KK) =CONCA 

END DO 
DO KK= ITMGISTRT, ITMGIEND, 1 

TMIJECGl (KK) =C0NCG1 

END DO 

C 

C for FCTR=1, or 10, one needs to divide the first 10 points into 100 

C NTIME: 0-10 (means 0-1 second for dt=l 
C 0-10 seconds for dt=10 
c 

IBaFEND=100 

IF(ITMGIEND.LT.10)THEN 

IBUFEND=INT(FLOAT(ITMGIEND)/lO.*100.) 
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END IF 
DO NC0DNT=ITMG1STRT, IBUFEND, 1 

BUFTOCGl (NCOUNT) =C0NCG1*FLWG1/FLWCSTR 

END DO 
C ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 

C <« if there is a pulse injection before tank, then TOCR(O)=something 

C (not include BACKA). 
C otherwise, for step input either before or after tank, TOCR(0)=0 >>> 

TOCR(O) =500.0 

C ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 

TOCA(O) = (TMIJECA(O)•FLWA+TOCR(0)*FLWCSTR)/(FLWA+FLWCSTR) + BACKA 

1 = 1 

BUFUl = 0.01*FCTR 

BUFU2 = 0.1*FCTR 
BUFUa = 0.02*FCTR 
DO NC00NT=1, 10 

NBEGIN = 10*1 
RESULT =0.0 
RESULT = RESULT + BUFH/3.0*(BUFTOCGl(NBEGIN-10)* 

& EXP(0.0/TAUCSTR) + 4.0*BUFTOCG1(NBEGIN-9) * 
& EXP(BUFUl/TAUCSTR) + BUFTOCGl(NBEGIN) • 

k EXP(BUFU2/TAUCSTR)) 
NBEGIN = 10*1 - 8 
NEND = 10*1 - 2 
U = BUFU3 
DO K=NBEGIN, NEND, 2 

RESULT=RESULT+BUFH/3.0*(2.0*BUFTOCG1(K)* 
& EXP(U/TAUCSTR)+4.0•BUFTOCGl(K+1)* 
& EXP((U+BUFUl)/TAUCSTR) ) 

U =U + BUFU3 

END DO 
TOCR(NCOUNT) =(RESULT*B+TOCR(NCODNT-1))*BUFA 
TOCA (NCOUNT) = (TMIJECA (NCOUNT) *FLWA+TOCR(NCOUNT) •FLWCSTR) / 

& (FLWA+FLWCSTR) + BACKA 
1= I + 1 

END DO 
C 

IF (CONCGl.NE.0.0) THEN 
DO NCOUNT=0, ITAUUVDI-1 

TOCGl(NCOUNT) = (TOCG(NCOUNT)•(FLWCSTR-FLWGl) + 
& TMIJECGl(NCOUNT)*FLWG1)/FLWCSTR 

END DO 
END IF 

C every location in the loop is calculated from 11 to NTIME 

C 
U1 = 0.1*PCTR 
U2 = 1.0*FCTR 
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U3 = 0.2*FCTR 

DO NC0DNT=11, NTIMB, 1 

IF(NCOONT.GE.ITAOUV) THEN 
IDO = 1 
XDV =0.0 

YOV(1) = TOCA(NCOONT-ITAOUV) 
YOV(2) = 0RI03 
YUV(3) = 0.0 

C 

DO IEND=1, ITAUOV 
XOVEND = IEND*FCTR/10. 

CALL IVPAGdDO, NEQOV, FCNOV, FCNJ, 
& AA, XOV, XOVEND, 
& TOL, PARAM, YOV) 

C WRITE (*, 99999) XOV, YUV(l), 
C & YOV(2),YUV(3) 

END DO 
TOCF(NCOONT) = YOV(l) 
IDO = 3 

CALL IVPAGdDO, NEQOV, FCNOV, FCNJ, AA, 
& XOV, XOVEND, TOL, PARAM, YOV) 

END IF 

IF(NCOONT.GE.ITAUXnroi) THEN 
IDO = 1 

XDI =0.0 

YDI(l) = TOCF (NCOONT-ITAODI)-BACKF 

C 
DO IEND=1, ITAODI 

XDIEND = IEND*FCTR/10, 

CALL IVPAGdDO, NEQDI, FCNDI, FCNJ, 
& AA, XDI, XDIEND, TOL, 
t PARAM, YDI) 

C WRITE (NOOT, 99999) XDI, YDI(l) 

END DO 
YTEMPDI=YDI(1) 

IF (YDKl) .LT.0.0) THEN 
YTEMPDI=0.0 

END IF 
TOCG(NCOONT) = YTEMPDI 
TOCGl(NCOONT) = (TOCG(NCOONT)•(FLWCSTR-FLWGl)+ 

& TMIJECGl(NCOONT) *FLWG1)/FLWCSTR 
IDO = 3 

CALL IVPAGdDO, NEQDI, FCNDI, FCNJ, AA, 
t XDI, XDIEND, TOL, PARAM, YDI) 

END IF 

NBEGIN = NCOONT 
RESOLT =0.0 
RESOLT = RESOLT + H/3.0*(TOCGl(NBEGIN-10)• 

& EXP(0.O/TAOCSTR) + 4.O^TOCGl(NBEGIN-9)* 
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& EXP(Ol/TAUCSTR) + TOCGl(NBEGIN)• 

& EXP(U2/TAUCSTR)) 
NBEGIN = NCODNT - 8 
NEND = NCOONT - 2 
a = 03 

DO K=NBBGIN, NEND, 2 
RESULT = RESOLT + H/3.(2.O^TOCGl(K)* 

& EXP(U/TAUCSTR) + 4.0*TOCG1(K+1) • 

& EXP((U+Ol)/TAUCSTR) ) 
a = U + U3 

END DO 
TOCR(NCOONT)=(RESULT*B + TOCR(NCOUNT-IO))*A 
TOGA (NCOONT) =(TMIJECA (NCODNT) *FLWA+TOCR (NCOONT) 'FLWCSTR) / 

& (FLWA+PLWCSTR) + BACKA 
END DO 

C 

C OOTPDT 
C the only thing could be changed is lAX?. 300(0.1 sec) means to print 
C output for every 30 seconds 
C 

C max. of lAXl is ITADOVDI 
C Nothing needs to be changed below 
C ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 

lAXl =10/INT(FCTR) 
IAX2 =10 

C ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 

NWANT=INT(10/INT(FCTR) ) 
TSEC =600.0/FCTR 
NJUMP=INT(IAX2/INT(FCTR) ) 
DO J=0, ITAOOVDI, lAXl 

ODTJ=FLOAT(J)/TSEC 
WRITE(1,990)ODTJ, TOCA(J), TOCF(J), TOCG(J), TOCR(J) 

END DO 

DO J=ITAOnVDI+NWANT, NTIME, NJOMP 
OOTJ=FLOAT(J)/TSEC 
WRITE(1,990)OUTJ, TOCA(J), TOCF(J), TOCG(J), TOCR(J) 

END DO 
990 FORMAT(5F14.5) 
1000 END 

SOBROOTINE FCNOV(NEQOV, XOV, YUV, YPRIMEDV) 
INTEGER NEQOV 
REAL XOV, YOV(NEQOV), YPRIMEUV(NEQOV) 
COMMON /LABl/OKl, 0K2, 0K3, 0K4, 0K5, 0K6, 0K7, STIA, STIN 

C 
YPRIMEUV(l) = -OK4*YOV(3) •YOV(l) - OK5*YDV(2)•YUV(l) 

& - 0K6*Y0V(1) 
YPRIME0V(2) = -0K1*Y0V(2) - OK3*YOV(2) 

& - STIN*OK5*YUV(2)•YOV(l) 

YPRIMEOV(3) = 0K1*YUV(2) + 0K2 + 0K3*YUV(2) 
& - (2+STIA)*OK4*YOV(3)*YUV(1) - OK7«YOV(3) 

RETORN 
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END 
SOBRODTINE FCNDI (NEQDI, XDI, YDI, YPRIMEDI) 
INTEGER NEQDI 
REAL XDI, YDI(NEQDI), YPRIMEDI(NEQDI) 
COMMON /LAB2/ 0K8, 0K9 

C 

YPRIMEDI(1) = -0K8*YDI(1) +0K9 
cc YPRIMEDI(1) = -0K8 + 0K9 
cc YPRIMEDI(1) = -0K8«(YDI(l)»*0K9) 

RETURN 

END 
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APPENDIX 5: COMPUTER CODE FOR VERSION 1 OF ̂ TER 
SYSTEM RECLAIMING RINSING WATER 

PARAMETER(LIMDTNO=20, LIMTAn=10000, LIMCSTR=10000, LIMSZN0=3, 
& LIMCUVNO=10, 
t LIMOKNO=100, NEQ=3, NPARAM=50) 

Warnings: If LIMUTNO & LIMOKNO are changed, those two variables 

Declared in SUBROUTINE FCN and SUBROUTINE PIPCONC 
also need to be changed 

INTEGER IDO, lEND, IMETH, INORM 

INTEGER NTIME, lUNITNO, lELEMENT, lUNITKEY(LIMUTNO,1), ICSTRGPl, 
t ICSTRGP2(LIMUTNO), ICSTRGP(LIMUTNO, LIMUTNO, 2), I, J, 
& KKK, KK, K, IC0EPI02(LIMUTNO), ICOEFUT2(LIMUTNO), 
t ITMIOBE (LIMUTNO, LIMCUVNO, 2), ITMUTBE (LIMUTNO, LIMCUVNO, 2) , 

t ITAU(LIMUTNO), ITMPUSEl(LIMUTNO), ITMPUSE(LIMUTNO,100), 

t lUNITPAS, IWRT(LIMUTNO), IXXX, ISKIP 
& 

INTEGER ISIDOUT, ISIDIN, ISIDWRT, ITMSIDELY, ITMSIDOF 

REAL A(l,l), FCN, FCNJ, HINIT, PARAM(NPARAM), TOL, XODE, 
t XODEEND, Y(NEQ) 
REAL HPAS, TAUPAS, PCTRPAS, BPAS, APAS, CSTRBPAS, OUTCSTR, XINPT(6), 

& TOCPAS(0:10), FCTR, STEP, C0EF(6), CONC, OUTCONC, 

& TFCN, YTEMP, CONPUSE, X, SEEJl 

REAL TOC(LIMUTNO, 0:LIMTAU, 2), TOCBUF(LIMUTNO, 0:LIMCSTR, 2), 

t FLWITVL(LIMUTNO, 2), FLWIO(LIMUTNO, 2), 
t TOCPUSE(LIMUTNO,100), TMPUSE(LIMUTNO,100), 
& VOL(LIMUTNO), TAU(LIMUTNO), 
t COEFIO(LIMUTNO,LIMCUVNO,6), COEFUT(LIMUTNO,LIMCUVNO,6), 

t ST(LIMSZNO, 2), 0RI03(LIMUTNO), BACK(LIMUTNO,2), 
& COMWRT(LIMUTNO), SIl 

REAL ISIDSNGL(LIMUTNO,2), TMSIDELY, SIDTOC(0:LIMTAU) , 
& SIDC0EF(6), TMSIDOP 

EXTERNAL FCN, IVPAG, SSET, UMACH 
COMMON /LABl/OK(LIMUTNO,LIMOKNO), lUNITPAS 

DATA((ST(J,I),1=1, 2),J=l,LIMSZNO)/O.l, 10, 0.01, 100, 0.001, 

t 1000/ 
OPEN(1,PILE=•S2.DAT•,STATUS=•OLD•) 
0PEN(2,FILE='S2.0UT', STATUS=•NEW') 

OPEN(3,FILE=•test32.OUT', STATUS=•NEW•) 
OPEN(4,FILE=•test33.OUT', STATUS='NEW') 
OPEN(5,FILE='test34.OUT', STATUS='NEW') 
OPEN(e,FILE='test35.0UT', STATUS='NEW•) 

LIMUTNO limitation on the numbers of unit 

LIMTAU limitation on the residence time of each unit; in the 
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C program, if it is 10000, it means 1000 seconds for STEP=0.1. 

C LIMCSTR limitation on the number of CSTR; 10000 means 3 CSTRs in 
C series; 1000 means 2 CSTRs in series; could be 100000(4 
C CSTRs), 1000000(5 CSTRs) as long as machine allows; the 

C change won't affect the program 
C LIMSZNO limitation on the numbers of step size; when changed, the 

C DATA (...) needs to be changed 
C --LIMCOVNO limitation on the number of conc. curve for 10 
C LIMOKNO limitation on the numbers of kinetic constant; the change 

C won't affect the program 
C NEQ the number of ODE equations; is 3 according to the algorithm 
C in this program; this number can't be chcuiged in this program 

C NPARAM is 50; it can't be changed 
C ICSTRGPl the number of groups 
C ICSTRGP2() the number of elements in a group 
C ICSTRGPd,J,l) the element is the Jth element in Ith group; 

C ICSTRGPd,J,2) a integer factor 
C ISBEl the number of ports that one wsuits to print the output at 

C ISEBO the position of ports 

C SEEO at most 4; 
C 
C <« Check Could Be Commented With d »> 
d DO J=l, LIMSZNO 
d WRITE(*,*)(ST(J,I),1=1,2) 

d END DO 
C  < < <  C h e c k  E n d  > > >  

90 WRITE(*,*)'How Many Units in Sy8tem(at most', LIMDTNO,')?' 
C if something is commented with cr; it means the data for READ is 

C from the interactive input 

cr READ(*,*)lUNITNO 
READd, *) IUNITNO 
IF(IONITNO.EQ.O) GO TO 90 

C 
C Warnings: 1. The first unit coui't be cstr touik 
C 2. the polishing loopc an't be all cstr 
C 3. The residence time of reactors(exclude cstr) has 

C To be greater and equal 1.1 seconds 

C 
WRITE(*,*)'key in; 1 DV, 2 DI, 3 CSTR' 
WRITE(*,•)'Input them in order in the following form:*, •, ....*' 

cr READ (•,*)(IUNITKEY(I,1), 1=1, lUNITNO) 
READ (1,*) (inNITKEY(I,l), 1=1, IUNITNO) 

WRITE(*,*)(IUNITKEY(I,1), 1=1, lUNITNO) 

IF(IUNITKEY(1,1).EQ.3) GO TO 92 
DO 1=1, lUNITNO 

IF(IUNITKEYd,l) .NE.3) GO TO 99 

END DO 
92 WRITE(•,*)'PROGRAM CAN NOT HANDLE' 

GO TO 90 
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C Determine the ICSTRGP(no. of groups of CSTR, no. of CSTR in 

C corresponding group, 2(element, fctr) 
99 lELEMENT = 1 

rcSTRGPl = 0 
100 IF (IUNITKEY(IBLBMBNT,1).EQ.3) THEN 

ICSTRGPl = ICSTRGPl + 1 
ICSTRGP2(ICSTRGPl) = ICSTRGP2(ICSTRGPl) + 1 
ICSTRGP(ICSTRGPl, ICSTRGP2(ICSTRGPl), 1) = lELEMENT 

lELEMENT = lELEMENT + 1 

IF (lELEMENT.GT.IUNITNO) THEN 
GO TO 150 

END IF 
DO K = 1, lUNITNO 

IF (IUNITKEY(IELEMENT,1).EQ.3) THEN 
ICSTRGP2(ICSTRGPl) = ICSTRGP2(ICSTRGPl) + 1 

ICSTRGP(ICSTRGPl, ICSTRGP2(ICSTRGPl), 1) 
& = lELEMENT 

lELEMENT = lELEMENT + 1 

IF (lELEMENT.GT.IUNITNO) THEN 
GO TO 150 

END IF 
ELSE 

GO TO 150 

END IF 
END DO 

END IF 
150 lELEMENT = lELEMENT + 1 

IF (lELEMENT.LE.IUNITNO) GO TO 100 
DO I = 1, ICSTRGPl 

DO J = 1, ICSTRGP2(I) 
K = ICSTRGP2(I)-J 

ICSTRGPd, J,2) = INT(10*10**K) 

END DO 
END DO 

C «< Check Could Be Commented With d »> 
d WRITE(•,•)'ICSTRGP1=',ICSTRGPl 

d DO I =1, ICSTRGPl 
d DO J =1, ICSTRGP2(I) 
d WRITE(*, •) (ICSTRGPd, J,K) ,K=1,2) 

d END DO 
d WRITE(*,*) 
d END DO 
C «< Check End >>> 
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C Determine the Flow rate(gallon/minute) 
WRITE {•/•) 'Plow Rate(Gal/inin) in Main Loop For nth Element ?' 

cr READ(l,*)PLWITVL(IUNITNO,2) 
READ (1, *) PLWITVL (lUNITNO, 2) 

WRITE(*,•)'Flow Rate at Withdrawal Port for Each Element' 

WRITE(*,•)'in (Gal/min) (1st - nth Element) ?' 
cr READ(«,*) (FLWI0(I,1) , 1=1, lUNITNO) 

READd,*) (FLWI0(I,1) , 1=1, lUNITNO) 

WRITE(•,•) 'Determine the Flow Rate at Inj ect Port for Bach' 

WRITE(*,*)'Element(Gal/min) (1st - n-lth Element) ?' 

cr READd,*) (FLWIO(I,2) , 1=1, lUNITNO-l) 
READd,*) (FLWI0(I,2) , 1=1, IUNITNO-1) 

C To balouice the Withdraw euid Injection 
X=0 

DO 1= 1, lUNITNO 

X=X+FLWI0(I,1) 

END DO 
DO 1=1, lUNITNO-1 

X=X-FLWIO(I,2) 

END DO 
FLWIO(lUNITNO,2) =X 
WRITE(•,*)'In Order To Keep the Water Level Constant in Storage' 
WRITE(*,*)'Tsmk, the Flow rate for Last Injection Port is,' 
WRITE(«,*) FLWIO(lUNITNO, 2), 'Gal/min' 

DO KKK=1, lUNITNO 
IF( (KKK-1).EQ.O) THEN 

1=lUNITNO 

ELSE 
I=KKK-1 

END IP 
FIiWITVL(KKK,l) =FLWITVL(I,2) - FLWIO(KKK,1) 
FLWITVL(KKK,2)=FLWITVL(KKK,1) + FLWI0(KKK,2) 

END DO 

C <« Check Could Be Commented With d >>> 

d DO 1=1, lUNITNO 
d WRITE(•,*)'The Flow rates for Each Element Are:' 
d WRITE(*,*)FLWITVL(I,1), FLWITVL(I,2) 

d END DO 
C «< Check End >>> 

C Information About Side Loop 
WRITE(•,•)'Which Port Goes to Which Port?' 

READd, *) ISIDOUT, ISIDIN 

READd, 'jTMSIDOF 
READd, •) (SIDCOEF(I) ,1=1,6) 

READd, 'jTMSIDELY 
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IF(ISIDOOT.NE.O.AND.ISIDIN.NE.O) THEN 
ISIDSNGL(ISID0DT,1) = 1 

rSIDSNGLdSIDIN ,2) = 1 
END IF 

C End of Information About Side Loop 

200 WRITE(*,*)•Input the Volumes of Those Elements (Gallons ) ?' 
cr READ(«,«)(VOL(I),1=1, lUNITNO) 

READd,*) (VOL(I) ,1=1, IUNITNO) 
C 

DO 11=1, IUNITNO 

TAO(II)=VOL(II)/FLWITVL(II,2)*60. 

END DO 

C «< Check Could Be Commented With d >» 
d WRITE(*,*)'The Residence Time of Each Element is:' 
d WRITE(*,*)(TAU(II),II=1,IUNITN0) 
C  < < <  C h e c k  E n d  > > >  

C Determine the Step Size (STEP & FCTR) 
C Step Size= 0.1 if 1.1 <= TAU < Infinite 
C Step Size= 0.01 if 0.11 <= TAU < 1.1 

C Step Size=0.001 if 0.011 <= TAU < 0.11 
1=1 

220 IF (I.GT. LIMSZNO) THEN 

WRITE(*,*)'Reinput the Volume of Elements' 
GO TO 200 

ELSE 
DO 11=1, IUNITNO 

IF(HJNITKEY(II,1).NE.3) THEN 
C Has to Eleven Times Bigger 

IF(((TAU(II)•ST(I,2) +0.5)/ST(1,2)) .LT. 
& (ST(I,1)*11.0)) THEN 

1=1+1 

GO TO 220 

END IF 
END IF 

END DO 
GO TO 300 

END IF 
300 STEP=ST(I,1) 

FCTR=ST(I,2) 

C Only TAU >= 1.1(After Rounded-Off) 
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IF (STEP.NE.0.1) THEN 
WRITE(*,•)'Reinput the Volume of Elements' 

GO TO 200 

END IF 

C 
C «< Check Could Be Commented With d >» 
d WRITE(•,*)'STEP=',STEP 

d WRITE(•,*)•FCTR=',FCTR 
C «< Check End >>> 
C 

C Recalculate the Residence Time to the Wanted Decimal Point 

DO 1=1, lONITNO 

IF{IUNITKEY(I,1).NE.3) THEN 
TAU(I)=FLOAT(INT(TAU(I)*FCTR+ 

& 0.5))/FCTR 
ITAU(I)=INT(TAa(I)*FCTR) 

END IP 

END DO 

C  << <  C h e c k  C o u l d  B e  C o m m e n t e d  W i t h  d  > > >  
d WRITE(•,*)'The Residence Time Up to Wanted Decimal Point' 

d WRITE(*,*) (TAUCI),I=l,IDNITNO) 
d WRITE(*,•)(ITAU(I),1=1,IDNITNO) 

C «< Check End »> 

DO 11=1, lUNITNO 
IF(IUNITKEY(II,1).EQ.3) THEN 

IWRT{II)=10 

ELSE 
IWRT(II)=ITAU(II) 

END IF 
END DO 
IWRT(1)=IWRT(1)-1 

C «< Check Could Be Commented With d >>> 
d WRITE(*,*)(IWRT(I),1=1, lUNITNO) 

C <<< Check End >>> 
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C About the Side Loop 
C If ISIDOUT is used First, the ISIDWRT=ITMSIDELY; otherwise 

C equal to ITMSIDELY-1 
IF (ISIDOUT. NE.O. AND. ISIDIN.NE.O) THEN 

ITMSIDELY=INT{TMSIDELY*FCTR+0.5) 

ITMSIDOP =INT{TMSIDOF *FCTR+0.5) 

IF(ISIDOUT.LE.ISIDIN) THEN 
ISIDWRT = ITMSIDELY 

ELSE 
ISIDWRT = ITMSIDELY - 1 

END IP 
IF(ISIDOUT.NE.l.AND.ISIDIN.EQ.l) THEN 

ISIDWRT=ISIDWRT + 1 

END IF 
IFdSIDOUT.EQ.l.AND.ISIDIN.NE.l) THEN 

ISIDWRT=ISIDWRT - 1 

END IF 

END IF 
C End of Process for Side Loop 
C «< Check Could Be Commented Be With d »> 

WRITE(•,•)•ISIDWRT=•,ISIDWRT 
C <<< Check End >>> 

310 WRITE{*,*) 'the Time Domain is (Unit is Seconds, Up to WcUited ' 

WRITE(*,*)'Decimal Point, or Be Rounded Off) ?' 

cr READ (*,*)XINPT{1) 
READ (1,•)XINPT(1) 
NTIME=INT(XINPT(1)*FCTR+0.5) 

C Determine the Coefficients of Injection at Injection Ports -

C At^3+Bt*2+Ct+D+Eexp{Ft) 
d WRITE(*,*)'Contamination Injection at Injection Port for Each 

d & Element' 
WRITE(*,*)'How Many Injection Types for Each Element(•,*,...*)?' 

WRITE(*,•)'at most', LIMCUVNO 

cr READ(*,*)(IC0EFI02(I),1=1, lUNITNO) 

READd,*) (IC0EFI02{I) ,1=1, lUNITNO) 
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WRITE(*,*)' At*3+Bt^2+Ct+D+Eexp(Ft) , t in second' 
DO 1=1, IDNITNO 

WRITE(•»•)'Input the Coefficients for',I,'Unit Input' 
DO J=l, IC0BFI02(I) 

WRITE{*,•)'Input for the',J,'period(1st Line is' 
WRITE(*,*)'Time Range; the 2nd is Line Six Parameters ?' 

cr READ(*,«) (XINPT(K),K=1,2) 
cr READ(*,») (COEFIOd, J,K) ,K=1,6) 

READd,*) (XINPT(K) ,K=1,2) 
READ(1,«) (COEFIOd, J,K) ,K=1,6) 
DO KK=1, 2 

ITMIOBE (I, J, KK) =INT (XINPT (KK) *FCTR+0 .5) 
END DO 

C <<< Check Could Be Commented With d >>> 
d WRITE(«,•) (ITMIOBE(I,J,KK),KK=1,2) 
C «< Check End »> 

END DO 
END DO 
WRITE(*,*)'End of Input of Coefficients for Flow' 

C 
C «< Check Could Be Commented With d >>> 
d350 READ(»,*)TFCN, IX 
C Using Real Number to Locate the Coefficients 
d WRITE(*,*)TFCN, IX 
d DO 1=1, IC0EFI02(IX) 
d IF(TFCN.GE. (ITMI0BE(IX,I,1)/FCTR) .AND. TFCN.LE 
d & .(ITMIOBE(IX,I,2)/FCTR)) THEN 
d DO J=l,6 
d COEF(J)=COEPIO(IX,I, J) 
d END DO 
d WRITE(*,«) (COEF(K),K=1,6) 
d GO TO 355 
d END IF 
d END DO 
d DO 1=1,6 
d COEF(I)=0.0 
d END DO 
d WRITE(*,»)(COEF(K),K=1,6) 
d355 CONC=FCNCONC(COEF, TFCN) 
d TOITE(*,») 'CONC: = ',CONC 
d GO TO 350 
C «< Check End >» 

C 
c 
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d WRITE(*,•)'Contamination Cone, for Each Element' 
d WRITE(*,*)'How Many Cone. Types for Each Element?(*,*,...•) 
d t at most', LIMCUVNO,'If Cone, in the Unit not Zero, There is at Least 
d t one Type, for CSTR Tank, Only Time is Zero is Calculated.' 
cr READ(*,«)(IC0EFUT2(I),1=1, lUNlTNO) 
cr READ(1,«)(IC0EFDT2(I),1=1, lUNITNO) 
C 
c 

DO 1=1, IUNITNO 
ICOEPUT2(I)=0 

END 00 
C 
d WRITE(*,*)' At*3+Bt*2+Ct+D+Eexp(Ft) , t in second' 

DO 1=1, IUNITNO 
d WRITE(*,•)'Input the Coefficients for',I,'Unit' 

DO J=l, IC0EFUT2(I) 
d WITE(•,•)'Input for the', J,'period(1st Line is 
d & Time Range; the 2nd Line is Six Parameters?' 
cr READ(*,*)(XINPT(K),K=1,2) 
cr READ(«,*) (COEFUTd, J,K) ,K=1,6) 

READd,*) (XINPT(K) ,K=1,2) 
READd,*) (COEFUTd, J,K) ,K=1,6) 
DO KK=1, 2 

ITMUTBE (I, J, KK) =INT (XINPT (KK) •FCTR+0 .5) 
END DO 

d WRITE(«,*) (ITMUTBEd, J,KK) ,KK=1,2) 
END DO 

END DO 
d WRITE(*,*)'End of Input of Coefficients for Plow' 
C 
C 
C 

C Pulse Input for CSTR: the Time and Cone. 

READ (1, *) (ITMPUSEld) ,1=1, lUNITNO) 
DO 1=1, lUNITNO 

DO J=l, ITMPUSEld) 
READ (1, *) TMPUSE (I, J) 

END DO 
END DO 
DO 1=1, lUNITNO 

DO J=l, ITMPUSEld) 
ITMPUSEd.J) = INT(TMPUSEd, J) •FCTR+0.5) 

END DO 
END DO 
DO 1=1, lUNITNO 

DO J=l, ITMPUSEld) 
READ(1,*)TOCPUSE(I, J) 

END DO 
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END 00 

C «< Check Could Be Commented With d >>> 
d DO 1=1, lUNITNO 
d WRITEC*,*) (TOCPUSBd,J) ,J=l, ITMPUSEKI)) 
d WRITE(*,*) (ITMPUSEd, J) , J=l, ITMPUSEKI) ) 
d END DO 
C «< Check End »> 

C <« Check Could be Commented With d >» 
d DO J1=0, 
d ITFCN=INT(FLOAT(Jl)/FCTR/FLOAT(100.)*FCTR) 
d DO 1=1, ITMPUSEl 
C <« Check End>>> 

WRITE(*,*)'Input the Ozone Cone at Each Unit?' 
cr READ(*,*)(0RI03(I),I=l,IUNITNO) 

READd,*) (0RI03(I) ,I=l,IUNITNO) 

DO 1=1, IUNITNO 
IF(IUNITKEY(I,1).EQ.l) THEN 

IF(0RI03(I).EQ.O) THEN 
BACK(1,1)=3. 
BACK(I,2)=2. 

ELSE 
BACK(I,1) =3 . 
BACK(I,2) =1.5 

END IF 
END IF 

END DO 
C 
C «< Check Could Be Commented With d »> 
d WRITE(*,*)(BACK{I,2),I=1,IUNITN0) 
C <« Check End >>> 

C the Input of Kinetic Coefficients for All the Reactors 
DO I = 1, IUNITNO 

READd,*) (OKd,J),J=l, LIMOKNO) 
d WRITE(*, «) (OKd, J) , J=l, LIMOKNO) 

END DO 

C Input of How Many Seconds Output of Reactor You Want to See 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

WRITE(*,*) "Input How Many Seconds You Want to Print Out?' 
WRITE(*,*)'l Means 0.1 sec; 10 Means 1 sec; 20 Means 2 sec; 
READd,*) ISKIP 

Setup for ODE 
HINIT = l.OE-3 
INORM = 2 
IMETH = 2 
CALL SSET (NPARAM, 0.0, PARAM, 1) 
PARAM(l) = HINIT 
PARAM(4) = 10000000 
PARAM(10) = INORM 
PARAM(12) = IMETH 
TOL = l.OE-6 

C 
c 

Calculate the TOC for All Elements At NTIME=0 TOC(UNIT,0,2) 

DO 11=1, IDNITNO 
IF(IDNITKEY(II,1).EQ.3) THEN 

TPCN=0.0 
ELSE 

TPCN=TAU(II) 

END IF 
DO 1=1, IC0EPtJT2(II) 

IF(TFCN.GE.(ITMDTBE(II,I,1)/FCTR).AND. TFCN.LE 
t .(ITMUTBE(II,I,2)/FCTR)) THEN 

DO J=l,6 
COEF(J)=COEFUT(II,I,J) 

END DO 
WRITE(*,*)(COEF(J),J=l,6) 
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GO TO 401 
END IF 

END DO 
DO 1=1,6 

COEF(I)=0.0 

END DO 
d WRITE(*,»)(COEF(I),1=1,6) 
401 TOC(II,0,2)=FCNCONC(COEF, TFCN) 

IF ( I0NITKEY(II,1) .BQ.3) THEN 
DO 1=1, ITMPUSBKII) 

IF(TFCN.EQ.(ITMPUSB(II,I)/FCTR)) THEN 
CONPtTSE = TOCPaSE(II,I) 
GO TO 420 

END IF 
END DO 
CONPUSE =0.0 

420 TOC(II,0,2) = CONPUSE + TOC(II,0,2) 
END IF 

d WRITE(*,*)•CONC:=',TOC(I1,0,2) 
END DO 

C TOC(ONIT, 0, 1) 
DO 11=1, IDNITNO 

TFCN=0.0 
DO 1=1, IC0EFI02(II) 

IF(TFCN.GE.(ITMIOBE(II,1,1)/FCTR).AND.TFCN.LE. 
St (ITMIOBE (II, I, 2)/FCTR) ) THEN 

DO J=l,6 
COEF(J)=COEFIO(II,I, J) 

END DO 
GO TO 430 

END IF 
END DO 
DO 1=1,6 

COEF(I)=0.0 
END DO 

430 CONC=FCNCONC(COEF,TFCN) 
IF((II-l).EQ.O) THEN 

JJJ=IUNITNO 
ELSE 

JJJ=II-1 
END IF 
TOC(II,0,1)=(CONC*FLWIO(II,2) + TOC(JJJ,0,2)*FLWITVL(II,1))/ 

& FLWITVL(II,2) 
IF(TOC(II,0,1).NE.O) THEN 
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IP(IUNITKEY(II,1).EQ.l) THEN 
TOC(II,0,1)=TOC(II,0,1)+BACK(II,1) 

END IF 
END IF 
IF(IUNITKBY(II,1).NE.3) THEN 

DO 1=1, IC0EF0T2(II) 
IFCTFCN.GE.(ITMUTBE(II,1,1)/PCTR).AND. TFCN. 

& LE.(ITMDTBE(II,I,2)/FCTR)) THEN 
DO J=l,6 

COEF(J)=COEFDT(II,I,J) 
END DO 
GO TO 440 

END IF 
END DO 
DO 1=1,6 

COEF(I)=0.0 
END DO 

440 TOC(II,0,1)=TOC(II,0,1)+FCNCONC(COEF, TFCN) 
END IF 

END DO 
C «< Check Could be Commented With d »> 
d WRITE(*,*)'the Cone, for Each Unit at Time=0.0' 
d WRITE(«,*)(TOC(I,0,1),I=1,I0NITN0) 
C «< Check End >» 

C NTIME= 1-10 for Reactors(Excludes CSTR Groups) TOC(UNIT,1-10,2) 
C 

DO 11=1, lUNITNO 
IP(IUNITKEY(II,1).BQ.3) GO TO 800 
DO J1 = 1, 10 

TFCN =TAU(II)-FLOAT(Jl) /FCTR 
DO 1=1, IC0EFUT2(II) 

IF(TFCN.GE.(ITMUTBE(II,1,1)/FCTR).AND. 
& TFCN.LE.(ITMUTBE(II,I,2)/FCTR))THEN 

DO J=l, 6 
COEF(J)=COEFUT(II,I,J) 

END DO 
GO TO 670 

END IF 
END DO 
DO 1=1, 6 

COEF(I)=0.0 
END DO 

670 CONC=FCNCONC(COEF,TFCN) 
C 

IF(CONC.NE.O) THEN 
IFdUNITKEYdl, 1) .EQ.l) THEN 

CONC=CONC+BACK(11,1) 
END IF 
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END IF 
IDO = 1 
XODE =0.0 
IUNITPAS= ri 
Y(l) = CONC 

Y(2) = 0.0 
Y(3) = 0.0 
DO lEND = 1, J1 

XODEEND=FLOAT(IEND)/FCTR 
CALL IVPAGCIDO, NEQ, FCN, FCNJ, A, 

XODE, XODEEND, TOL, PARAM, Y) 
END DO 
YTEMP = Yd) 
IF(Y(1).LT.0.0) THEN 

YTEMP=0.0 
END IF 

if not comfortable, comment next 5 lines 
IF(YTEMP.NE.O) THEN 

IF (IXJNITKEYdl,!) .EQ.l) THEN 
YTMEP=YTEMP-BACK(11,2) 

END IF 
END IF 
TOCdl, Jl, 2) = YTEMP 
write(*,*)tfcn, ytemp 
IDO = 3 
CALL IVPAGdDO, NEQ, FCN, FCNJ, A, 

XODE, XODEEND, TOL, PARAM, Y) 
END DO 

800 END DO 

C NTIME= 0-10 for CSTR Groups TOC(UNIT,1-10,2) 
C 

DO 1=1, lUNITNO 
TOCBUFd,0,2)=TOC(I,0,2) 

END DO 

DO 11=1, ICSTRGPl 
IF( (ICSTRGPdI,l,l)-1) .EQ.O) THEN 

JJJ=IUNITNO 
ELSE 

JJJ=ICSTRGP(II,1,1)-1 
END IF 
DO Jl = 1, ICSTRGP(II,1,2)*10 
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TFCN =TAa(JJJ) -FLOAT(Jl)/FCTR/FLOAT(ICSTRGP{II,1,2)) 
DO 1=1, IC0EFUT2(JJJ) 

IFCTFCN.GE.(ITMDTBE(JJJ,1,1)/FCTR).AND. 
& TFCN.LE.(ITMDTBE(JJJ,I,2)/FCTR))THEN 

DO J=l, 6 
COEF(J)=COEFUT(JJJ,I, J) 

END DO 
GO TO 600 

END IF 
END DO 
DO 1=1, 6 

COEF(I)=0.0 
END DO 

600 CONC=FCNCONC(COEF,TFCN) 

IF(CONC.NE.O) THEN 
IF(IUNITKEY(JJJ,1).EQ.l) THEN 

CONC=CONC+BACK(JJJ,1) 
END IF 

END IF 
IDO = 1 
XODE =0.0 
HJNITPAS= JJJ 
Yd) = CONC 

Y(2) = 0.0 
Y(3) = 0.0 
DO lEND = 1, J1 

XODEEND=FLOAT(IEND)/FCTR/ 
& FL0AT(ICSTRGP{II,1,2) ) 

CALL IVPAGdDO, NEQ, FCN, FCNJ, A, 
& XODE, XODEEND, TOL, PARAM, Y) 

END DO 
YTEMP = Yd) 
IF(Y(1).LT.0.0) THEN 

YTEMP=0.0 
END IF 

IP(YTEMP.NE.O) THEN 
IF (IUNITKEY(JJJ,1).EQ.l) THEN 

YTEMP=YTEMP-BACK(JJJ,2) 
END IF 

END IF 
TOCBUF(JJJ, Jl, 2) = YTEMP 
write(*,*)tfcn, ytemp 
IDO = 3 
CALL IVPAGdDO, NEQ, FCN, FCNJ, A, 

& XODE, XODEEND, TOL, PARAM, Y) 
END DO 
DO JJ = 1, ICSTRGP2(II) 
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DO J1=0, ICSTRGPdl, JJ,2) *10 
TFCN=FLOAT (Jl) /FCTR/PLOAT (ICSTRGP (II, JJ, 2) ) 
DO 1=1, IC0EFI02(ICSTRGP(II,JJ,1)) 

IF (TFCN. GE. (ITMIOBB (ICSTRGP (II, JJ, 1) 
& ,I,1)/PCTR)-AND.TPCN.LB.(ITMIOBE{ 
i ICSTRGPdl, JJ,1) ,1,2)/FCTR) ) THEN 

DO J=l,6 
COEF(J)=COEFIO(ICSTR 

& GP(II,JJ,1), 
& I, J) 

END DO 
GO TO 610 

END IF 
END DO 
DO 1=1,6 

COEF(I)=0.0 
END DO 

610 CONC=FCNCONC(COEF, TFCN) 
IF( (ICSTRGPdl, JJ,1)-1) .EQ.O) THEN 

JJJ=IUNITNO 
ELSE 

JJJ=ICSTRGP(II,JJ,1)-1 
END IF 
TOCBtJF (ICSTRGP (11, JJ, 1) , Jl, 1) = (TOCBUF 

Sc. (JJJ, Jl,2) *FLWITVL(ICSTRGP(II, JJ,1) ,1) + 
& CONC*FLWIO (ICSTRGP (II, JJ, 1) , 2) ) /FLWITVL 
& (ICSTRGPdl, JJ,1) ,2) 

d write(•,*)tocbuf(icstrgp(ii,jj, 1) , jl, 1) 

END DO 
IELEMENT=ICSTRGP(11,JJ,1) 
FCTRPAS =ICSTRGP(II,JJ,2) 
HPAS =STEP/FCTRPAS 
TAUPAS =TAU(IELEMENT) 
BPAS =1./TAUPAS 
SIl =OK(IELEMENT, 100) 
APAS =EXP(-STEP*10.0/FCTRPAS*(BPAS+SIl)) 
KK =1 
DO I =10, ICSTRGPdl, JJ,2) *10, 10 

KKK = 0 
DO K=I-10, I, 1 

TOCPAS (KKK) =TOCBnF (ICSTRGP (II, JJ, 1) 
& ,K,1) 

d write(*,*)tocpas(kkk) 
KKK = KKK + 1 

END DO 
CSTRBPAS=TOCBUF(ICSTRGP(II,JJ,1),KK-1,2) 

d write(•,*)cstrbpas 
CALL CSTR (HPAS, TAUPAS, BPAS, APAS, 

& TOCPAS, CSTRBPAS, SIl, OUTCSTR) 
TOCBUFdCSTRGPdl, JJ,1) ,KK,2) = OUTCSTR 
TFCN= FLOAT (I) /FCTR/FLOAT (ICSTRGP (II, JJ, 2) ) 
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DO K=1, ITMPUSEl(ICSTRGP(II,JJ,1)) 
IF{TFCN.EQ.{ITMPUSE(ICSTRGP(II,JJ,1) 

& ,K)/FCTR)) THEN 
CONPUSE = TOCPUSE(ICSTRGP 

k (II,JJ,1), K) 
GO TO 620 

END IF 
END DO 
CONPUSE =0.0 

620 TOCBUF(ICSTRGP(II,JJ,1),KK,2) = CONPUSE + 
k TOCBUF(ICSTRGP(II,JJ,1),KK,2) 

d write(•,*)outcstr 
KK=KK+1 

END DO 
d write(*,•) tocbuf(3,100,1) 

END DO 
DO JJ=1, ICSTRGP2(II) 

KK=1 
DO I=ICSTRGP(II,JJ,2)/lO, ICSTRGP(II,JJ,2), ICSTRGP 

k (II,JJ,2)/10 
IF((ICSTRGP(II,JJ,2)/lO).EQ.l) THEN 

d write(*,*)'i am here',icstrgp(ii,jj,1) 
DO K=l, 10 

TOC(ICSTRGP(II,JJ,1),K,2)= 
k TOCBUFdCSTRGPdl, JJ,1) ,K,2) 

END DO 
GO TO 650 

END IF 
TOC(ICSTRGP(II,JJ,1) ,KK,2)=TOCBUF(ICSTRGP 

k (II,JJ,1),1,2) 
KK=KK+1 

END DO 
650 END DO 

END DO 
C «< Check Commented With d »> 
d DO 1=3,4 
d WRITE(«,*)(T0C(I,K,2),K=0,10) 
d END DO 
d DO 1=6, 6 
d WRITE(*,*)(T0C(I,K,2),K=0,10) 
d END DO 
C <<< Check End >>> 

C Here is for Output File 
DO Jl= 0, 10 

C «< Check Could Be Commented With d >>> 
d WRITE(«,*) Jl, (TOCdl, Jl,2) ,11=1, lUNITNO) 
d WRITE(2,9999)Jl, (TOC(II,Jl,2),11=1, lUNITNO) 
C «< Check End >>> 

SEBJ1=FL0AT(Jl) /FCTR 
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rxXX=jl-int(jl/ISKIP)•ISKIP 
if(IXXX.EQ.O) THEN 

IF(IDNITNO.GT.4) THEN 
WRITE{2,*)SEEJ1, (TOC(II,Jl,2),11=1,4) 

ELSE 
i»RITE(2,*)SEEJl, (TOC(II, Jl, 2) , 11=1, IDNITNO) 
go to 700 

END IF 
IF(IDNITNO.GT.8) THEN 

WRITE(3,*)SEEJl, (TOC(II,Jl,2),11=5,8) 
ELSE 

WRITE(3,*)SEEJ1, (TOC(II,Jl,2),11=5,IDNITNO) 
go to 700 

END IF 
IP(IDNITNO.GT.12) THEN 

WRITE(4,*)SEEJl, (TOC(II,Jl,2),11=9,12) 
ELSE 

WRITE(4,*)SEEJl, (TOC(II,Jl,2),11=9, IDNITNO) 
go to 700 

END IF 
IF(IDNITNO.GT.16) THEN 

WRITE(5,•)SEEJ1, (TOC(II,Jl,2),11=13,16) 
ELSE 

WRITE(5,«)SEEJ1, (TOC(II,Jl,2) ,11=13 , IDNITNO) 
go to 700 

END IF 
IF(IDNITNO.GT.20) THEN 

WRITE(6,*)SEEJl, (TOC(II,Jl,2),11=17,20) 
ELSE 

WRITB(6,*)SEEJ1, (TOC(II,Jl,2) ,11=17, IDNITNO) 
END IF 

700 END IF 
END DO 

C9999 FORMAT(I7,6F10.3) 

DO 11=1, IDNITNO 
IF((II-l).EQ.O) THEN 

JJJ=IDNITNO 
ELSE 

JJJ=II-1 
END IF 
DO Jl=l, 10 

TFCN=FLOAT(Jl)/FCTR 
DO 1=1, IC0EFI02(II) 

IF(TFCN.GE.(ITMI0BE(II,I,1)/FCTR) .AND.TFCN.LE. 
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& {ITMI0BE(II,I,2)/FCTR)) THEN 
DO J=l,6 

COEF(J)=COEFIO(II,r,J) 

END DO 
GO TO 705 

END IF 
END DO 
DO 1=1,6 

COEF(I)=0.0 

END DO 
705 CONC=FCNCONC(COEF,TFCN) 

TOC(II,J1,1) = (TOC(JJJ,J1,2)* FLWITVL(11,1)+CONC* 
& FLWIO(II,2))/FLWITVL(II,2) 

IF(TOC(II,Jl,l) .NE.O) THEN 
IF(IUNITKBY(II,1).EQ.l) THEN 

T0C(II,J1,1)=T0C(II,Jl,l)+BACK(II,1) 
END IF 

END IF 

END DO 
END DO 

C «< Check Commented With d >>> 
d WRITE(*,*)'TOC(UNIT, 0-10,1)' 
d DO 1=1, lUNITNO 
d WRITE(*,*)(T0C(I,K,1),K=0,10) 
d END DO 
C <<< Check End >>> 

C FOR Side Loop 
IF(ISIDOOT.NE.0.AND.ISIDIN.NE.0)THEN 

IF ((ISIDOUT-1).EQ.O) THEN 
JJJ=IUNITNO 

ELSE 
JJJ=1SID0DT-1 

END IF 
DO Jl=0,10 

SIDT0C(J1)=T0C(JJJ, Jl, 2) 
END DO 

END IF 
C End of Side Loop 
C <<< Check Could Be Commented Be d >» 

DO Jl=0,10 
WRITE(*,•)SIDTOC(Jl) 

END DO 
C «< End of Check >>> 
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C NTIMB= 11-NTIME for All Elements 
C 

DO Jl=ll, NTIME, 1 
DO 11=1, lUNITNO 

IF(IUNITKEY(II,1).EQ.3) GO TO 900 
IF(J1.LT.ITAU(II)) THEN 

TFCN =TAU(II)-FLOAT(Jl)/FCTR 
DO 1=1, ICOEFUT2(II) 

IF(TFCN.GB.(ITMDTBE(II,I,1)/FCTR). 
& AND.TFCN.LE.(ITMUTBE{II,r, 
& 2)/FCTR))THEN 

DO J=l, 6 
COEF(J)=COEFUT(II,I, J) 

END DO 
GO TO 810 

END IF 
END DO 
DO 1=1, 6 

COEF(I)=0.0 
END DO 

810 CONC= FCNCONC(COBF,TFCN) 
IF(CONC.NE.O) THEN 

IF(I0NITKEY(II,1).EQ.l) THEN 
CONC=CONC+BACK(11,1) 

END IF 
END IF 

K = Jl 
Y(2) = 0.0 

ELSE 
CONC=TOC(II,0,1) 
K=ITAU(II) 
Y{2)=0RI03(II) 

END IF 
IDO = 1 
XODB =0.0 
IUNITPAS= II 
Yd) = CONC 

C 
CC Y(2) = 0.0 

Y(3) = 0.0 
DO lEND = 1, K 

XODEEND=FLOAT(IEND)/FCTR 
CALL IVPAGdDO, NEQ, FCN, FCNJ, A, 

& XODB, XODEEND, TOL, PARAM, Y) 
END DO 

C 
d 
C 

<<< Check Could Be Comment With d »> 
write (*,•)'conc & yd) =', conc,y(l) 
<<< Check End >>> 



YTEMP = Yd) 
IF(Y(1).LT.0.0) THEN 

YTEMP=0.0 
END IP 
IP(YTEMP.NE.O) THEN 

IP(IDNITKEY(II,1).EQ.l) THEN 
YTEMP=YTEMP-BACK(II,2) 

END IF 
END IF 
COMWRT(II)=YTEMP 

Change for Side Loop. 
IP(ISIDOOT.NE.O.AND.ISIDIN.NE.O) THEN 

IF(ISIDOOT.EQ.l) THEN 
JJJ=IONITNO 

ELSE 
JJJ=ISID0DT-1 

END IF 
IF (lI.EQ.JJJ) THEN 

IF(Jl.LE.ISIDWRT) THEN 
SIDTOC(Jl)=C0MWRT{II) 

ELSE 
DO 1=1, ISIDWRT 

SIDTOC(I-1)=SIDTOC(I) 
END DO 
SIDTOC(ISIDWRT)=COMWRT(II) 

END IF 
END IP 

END IF 
THE End of Chemge for Side Loop 

IF((II+l).GT.IUNITNO) THEN 
JJJ=1 

ELSE 
JJJ=II+1 

END IF 
TPCN=FLOAT(Jl)/FCTR 
DO 1=1, IC0EFI02(JJJ) 

IF(TFCN.GE.(ITMI0BE(JJJ,I,1)/FCTR).AND.TFCN.LE. 
(ITMI0BE(JJJ,I,2)/FCTR)) THEN 

DO J=l,6 
COEF(J)=COEFIO(JJJ,I,J) 

END DO 
GO TO 820 

END IF 
END DO 
DO 1=1,6 

COEF(I)=0.0 
END DO 
CALL PIPECONC(COEF,TFCN, FCTR, SIDCOEF, ITMSIDOP, 

Jl,JJJ,ISIDSNGL,ISIDOOT, 
ITMSIDELY,FLWIO,SIDTOC,OOTCONC) 
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CONC=OUTCOKC 
YTEMP= {YTEMP*FLWITVL (JJJ, 1) +CONC«FLWIO (JJJ, 2) ) / 

PLWITVL(JJJ,2) 

IF(YTEMP.NE.O) THEN 
IP(IUNITKEY(JJJ,1)-EQ.l) THEN 

YTEMP=YTEMP+BACK(JJJ,1) 

END IP 
END IF 

<« Check Could Be Commented With d >>> 
write(*,*)'ytemp=',ytemp 
«< Check End >>> 

IP(J1.LE.IWRT(JJJ)) THEN 
TOC(JJJ, Jl, 1) = YTEMP 

ELSE 
DO 1=1, IWRT(JJJ) 

TOC(JJJ,1-1,1)=T0C(JJJ,I,1) 

END DO 
TOC (JJJ, IWRT (JJJ) , 1) = YTEMP 

END IF 
IDO = 3 
CALL IVPAGdDO, NEQ, FCN, FCNJ, A, 

XODE, XODEEND, TOL, PARAM, Y) 

GO TO 1000 
IELEMENT=II 
--- for here, it is 1; OR ICSTRGP(?,?,2) 
FCTRPAS=1.0 
HPAS = STEP/FCTRPAS 
TAUPAS = TAU(IELEMENT) 
BPAS = 1.0/TAUPAS 
SIl = OK(IELEMENT,100) 
APAS = EXP(-STEP«10.0/FCTRPAS«(BPAS+SIl) ) 
DO 1=0, 10 

TOCPAS(I)=TOC(11,1,1) 
END DO 
CSTRBPAS=TOC(11,1,2) 
CALL CSTR (HPAS, TAUPAS, BPAS, APAS, 

TOCPAS, CSTRBPAS, SIl, OUTCSTR) 
COMWRT(II) = OUTCSTR 

Change for side loop, this part is sepaurated from main 
program, there are two reasons why the cheinge starts here, 

first, the CC»1WRT(II) is to be printed Out. secondly 
ITMSIDELY >= 1.1 seconds 

IFdSIDOOT.NE.O.AND.ISIDIN.NB.O) THEN 
IF(ISIDOUT.EQ.l) THEN 

JJJ=IUNITNO 



ELSE 
JJJ=ISID00T-1 

END IP 
IF (II.BQ.JJJ) THEN 

IF(Jl.LE.ISIDWRT) THEN 
SIDTOC(Jl)=COMWRT(II) 

ELSE 
DO 1=1, ISIDWRT 

SIDTOC(I-1)=SIDTOC(I) 
END DO 
SIDTOC(ISIDWRT)=COMWRT(II) 

END IF 
END IF 

END IF 
THE End of Change for Side Loop 

«< Check Could Be Commented With d >>> 
write(*,*)'outcstr=', outcstr 
«< Check End >>> 

IF((II+l).GT.IUNITNO) THEN 
JJJ=1 

ELSE 
JJJ=II+1 

END IF 
TFCN=FLOAT(Jl) /FCTR 
DO 1=1, IC0EFI02(JJJ) 

IF(TFCN.GE.(ITMIOBE(JJJ,1,1)/FCTR) .AND. 
TFCN.LE.(ITMIOBE(JJJ,I,2)/FCTR)) THEN 

DO J=l,6 
COEF(J)=COEFIO(JJJ,I,J) 

END DO 
GO TO 910 

END IF 
END DO 
DO 1=1,6 

COEF(I)=0.0 
END DO 
CALL PIPECONC(COEF,TFCN, FCTR, SIDCOEF, ITMSIDOF, 

Jl,JJJ,ISIDSNGL,ISIDOOT, 
ITMSIDELY,FLWIO,SIDTOC,OOTCONC) 

CONC=OOTCONC 
YTEMP= (OOTCSTR*FLWITVL (JJJ, 1) +CONC* 

FLWI0(JJJ,2))/FLWITVL(JJJ,2) 
when calculating the input for the downstream unit 
first check if it falls into the UV category 

IF (YTEMP.NE.O) THEN 
IF(IUNITKEY(JJJ,1).EQ.l) THEN 

YTEMP=YTEMP+BACK(JJJ,1) 
END IF 

END IF 
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IP(J1.LE.IWRT(JJJ)) THEN 
TOC(JJJ, Jl, 1) = YTEMP 

ELSE 
DO 1=1, IWRT(JJJ) 

TOC(JJJ,I-l, 1) =TOC(JJJ,1,1) 
END DO 
TOC (JJJ, IWRT (JJJ) , 1) =YTEMP 

END IF 

C <« Check Could Be Commented With d >>> 
d write(*,*)tfcn, ytemp 
C «< Check End >>> 

DO 1=1, IWRT(II) 
TOC(II,I-l,2)=T0C(II,I,2) 

END DO 
TOC(II,10,2)=OUTCSTR 

1000 END DO 
C <« Check Could Be Commented With d >» 
d WRITE(*,*)J1, (COMWRT(K) ,K=1, lUNITNO) 
d WRITE(2,9999)Jl, (COMWRT(K),K=1, lUNITNO) 
C <<< Check End >>> 

SEEJl=FLOAT(Jl)/FCTR 
ixxx=jl-int(jl/ISKIP}*ISKIP 
if(IXXX.EQ.O) THEN 

IF(IDNITNO.GT.4) THEN 
WRITE(2,•jSEEJl, (COMWRT(K) ,K=1,4) 

ELSE 
WRITE(2,*)SBEJ1, (COMWRT(K) ,K=1,IDNITNO) 
go to 1010 

END IP 
IP(IDNITNO.GT.8) THEN 

WRITE(3,*)SEEJ1, (COMWRT(K),K=5,8) 
ELSE 

WRITE(3,•)SEEJl, (COMWRT(K) , K=5,lUNITNO) 
go to 1010 

END IF 
IP(lUNITNO.GT.12) THEN 

WRITE(4,•)SEEJl, (COMWRT(K) ,K=9,12) 
ELSE 

WRITE(4,•)SEEJl, (COMWRT(K) ,K=9,lUNITNO) 
go to 1010 

END IF 
IF(lUNITNO.GT.16) THEN 

WRITE(5,*)SEEJl, (COMWRT(K),K=13,16) 
ELSE 

WRITE(5,•)SEEJl, (COMWRT(K),K=13,lUNITNO) 
go to 1010 

END IP 
IF(lUNITNO.GT.20) THEN 

WRITE(6,•)SEEJl, (COMWRT(K),K=17,20) 
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ELSE 
WRITE(6,*)SEEJ1, (COMWRT(K),K=17,lUNITNO) 

END IF 

1010 END IF 
END DO 

END 

REAL FUNCTION FCNCONC(COEF, TFCN) 
REAL C0EF(6), TFCN 

C 
C TFCN Must Be Real Time. 
C 
C «< Check Could Be Commented With d >>> 
d WRITE(•,•)TFCN 
C «< Check End >>> 
C 

FCNC0NC=C0EF(1)*TFCN*«3 + COEF(2)*TFCN««2 + C0EF(3)*TFCN 
& + COEF(4) + C0EF(5)•EXP(C0EF(6)*TFCN) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PIPECONC(COEF, TFCN,FCTR,SIDCOEF,ITMSIDOF, 
& IPRBSTM,JJJ,ISIDSNGL,ISIDOUT, 
& ITMSIDELY,FLWIO,SIDTOC,OUTCONC) 
PARAMETER(LIMUTNO=20, LIMTAU=10000) 
INTEGER IPRESTM, JJJ, ISIDOUT, ITMSIDELY, ISIDSNGL(LIMUTNO, 2) , ITMSIDOF 
REAL COEF(6), TFCN,OUTCONC,CONTAM,SIDTOC(0:LIMTAU),FLWIO(LIMUTNO,2), 

& SIDCOEF(6), FCTR 
cc write(*,•)jjj,(sidtoc(i),i=0,12) 

OUTCONC=COEF(l)•TFCN^^S + COEF(2)•TFCN**2 + C0EF(3)*TFCN 
& + COEF(4) + C0EF(5)*EXP(C0EF(6)*TFCN) 

IF(ISIDSNGL(JJJ,2).EQ.O) THEN 
RETURN 

ELSE 
TFCN=FLOAT(IPRESTM-ITMSIDELY)/FCTR 

cc write(*,*)IPRESTM, tfcn, itmsidof+ITMSIDELY 
IF(TFCN.GE.(O.O/FCTR).AND.TFCN.LE.(ITMSIDOF/FCTR)) THEN 

DO J=l,6 
COEF(J)=SIDCOBF(J) 

END DO 
GO TO 10 
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END IF 
DO 1=1,6 

COEF(I)=0.0 
END DO 

10 CONTAM=PCNCONC(COEF,TFCN) 
IFdPRESTM.GT. (ITMSIDOF+ITMSIDELY) ) THEN 

ODTCONC=SIDTOC{0) 
ELSE 

OOTCONC=CONTAM+SIDTOC(0) 
END IF 
IF(ITMSIDOF.EQ.O) THEN 

OUTCONC=SIDTOC(0) 
END IF 

cc write(•,*) outconc 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 

cc IF(IPRESTM.LT.ITMSIDELY) THEN 
cc OtJTCONC=OOTCONC*FLWIO(JJJ,2)/(FLWIO(JJJ,2) +FLWIO 
cc & (ISIDOOT,!)) 
cc ELSE 
cc OaTCONC=((CONTAM+SIDTOC(0))•FLWIO(ISIDOUT,1)+OOTCONC 
cc & •FLWIO(JJJ,2))/(FLWIO(JJJ,2)+FLWIO(ISIDODT,l)) 
c write(•,*)'outconc=outconc 

SUBROUTINE CSTR (HPAS,TAUPAS,BPAS,APAS,TOCPAS,CSTRBPAS,SIl,OUTCSTR) 
REAL HPAS, TAUPAS, BPAS, APAS, TOCPAS(0:10), CSTRBPAS, 

& OUTCSTR, U, Ul, U2, U3, RESULT, SIl 
INTEGER NBEGIN, NEND 
Ul = HPAS 
U2 = 10.0»HPAS 
U3 = 2.0*HPAS 
N B E G I N  = 1 0  
RESULT =0.0 
RESULT = RESULT + HPAS/3 . 0* (TOCPAS (NBEGIN-10) *BXP ( (BPAS+SIl) *0 . 0) 

& +4.0*TOCPAS(NBEGIN-9)'EXP((BPAS+SIl)•Ul) 
& +TOCPAS(NBEGIN)*EXP((BPAS+SIl)*U2) ) 
NBEGIN = 10-8 
NEND = 10-2 
U = U3 

DO K=NBE6IN, NEND, 2 
RESULT = RESULT+HPAS/3.0«(2.0*TOCPAS(K)«EXP((BPAS+SIl)*U) 

& +4.0*TOCPAS(K+l)*EXP((BPAS+SIl)•(U+Ul))) 
U = U+U3 

END DO 
OUTCSTR=(RESULT«BPAS+CSTRBPAS)*APAS 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE FCN(NEQ, XODE, Y, YPRIME) 
PARAMETER(LIMUTNO= 2 0, LIMOKNO=100) 

C 
C 
C the form of adding on new kinetic coefficients is: 
C OK(I, a number(the nth)) 
C YPRIME (1) : TOO 
C YPRIME (2) : Ozone 
C YPRIME(3) : Radicals 
C 
C 

INTEGER NEQ, lUNITPAS, I 
REAL XODE, Y(NEQ), YPRIME(NEQ) 
COMMON /LABl/OK(LIMUTNO, LIMOKNO), lUNITPAS 

C 
I = lUNITPAS 
YPRIME(l)=-OK(I,4)'YO)'Yd) - OK(I, 5) •Y(2) *Y(1) - 0K(I,S)*Y(1) 

k -OK(I,10) *Y(1) - 0K(I,11) 
YPRIME(2)=-OK(I,l)*Y(2) - 0K(I,3)^Y(2) 

k - 0K(I,9) •OK(I,5) *Y(2) •Yd) 
YPRIME(3)=0K(I,1)•Y(2) + 0K(I,2) + 0K(I,3)*Y(2) 

k - (2+OK(I,8))•0K(I,4)*Y(3)*Y(1) 
k - 0K(I,7)«Y(3) 

RETURN 
END 
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